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POSEIDON

Readers familiar with mythology will know that
seidon is the Greek god of the seas and of all waters
the earth. However, they may not be aware of the many

tes and myths related to this great god.

One of the myths repeals that Cronus,, Poseidon's
ther, had an/Cfiiusual fancy for eating aiU. of his chil-

escaped this

y putting a
is place, and hiding the boy in a flock of sheep.

en. But^Poseidon , with his great fortune.
rribleyfate. Rhea, his mother, saved him dj

al ii

ter/by committing him to the care of a nurse/ named Arne,
e gave him a chance to grow up without the knowledge of
s /Father.

LIn Thessaly, a myth originated where PoseidoVi, they
^d, had created the horse with a blow of his trident,
mehow the horse became a symbol of gushing springs

,

lating the god to the waters of the earth , ana horse
es were celebrated in Poseidon's name. Then later,
e\bull became an emblem of either his impetuosity or
s (power to fertilize. Consequently, in the course of
rtain festivals dedicated to Poseidon, black bul,ls and
rses were thrown into the waves.

Poseidon grew up to be a colorful god. When (he left
s palace, in the depths of the Aegean Sea, he /would

e/in a chariot drawn by swift steeds with golden
ek. All around him would frolic sea monsters that came
pay homage to their great god. The waters would open
ore him as his chariot raced lightly across the waves.
evhrj he was more frequently accompanied by tempest*

d he/became well known for his impetuous management
'-seas.

The nameT-^'PQseidon" , was chosen asVour^ajgazine sym-
because of the god's great determination ana fortitude,
being near the ocean , the racetracks , and cattleland.

{Lates directly to the Thessalonian interpretation of
seidon 's role in Greek mythology.

by Chapin Vasilake
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We've only just begun...
A good theme For our North Campus

magazine. A few students and teachers got
their heads together, sat down and dis-
cussed possibilities, then set to work
trying to get our First North Campus publi-
cations out. The first two or three weeks
were a sad story. Fliers were passed out
to the students of North Campus trying to
persuade them to submit their creative
papers, pictures, photos and ideas to their
magazine. No one responded to our plea.
The staff decided something needed to be
done about this disinterest and so they had
a poster party. . . or at least tried to have
one. Our first poster party was in vain as
the editor didn't show up. So another party
was arranged and although only three people
showed, there was a grand total of eleven
posters made. We distributed these posters
throughout the school and within days we
had results. Slowly, but surely, poems,
pictures, and articles were submitted and
finally our magazine had some sort of
beginning and truly. .

.

we have only just begun.

Chepin Vasilake
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CONTEMPLATION

How fast we hurry 1
.

How flurried our talk 1
.

How fast the hunted

The hunter does stalk.

How lightly we've taken

The meaning of tears 1
.

How sadly we've misunderstood

All of these y e a rs „

How speedily thoughts

Of yesterday turn

To future tomorrows

Of why and concern,

David P i ri e
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This place is beautiful but

I want to think

about other places and see

what it's like on the

other side

away from where I feel safe and warm.

My wandering blood wants to

search and live where it

can flow free.

My rambling heart wants to

beat itself in another land

another time

another mind.

Sandi Cole



I am like a chi Id,

a lost and searching child

wandering through the times-

stumbling and falling,

going and wondering—

not knowing, but seeing

with baby eyes. . „ .

s.
c.
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Love, '& Child?

I haven't lived yet,
Why mubt I die?

I'm a. child ofi love, they *ay,
Well, that'* a big tie.!

I haven't chled yet; I haven't breathed,
But they want to deny thue things to me..

A child ofi love, ^nom love have I come?
Ifi that aj> Vine, oh, please - give me 6ome!

I want to hmile, and laugh, and cny.

.

.

I want to be happy begone I die.
I haven't fielt aohaow ok lived In pain.

I haven't teen >wAet>, ok bind* In the lain.
I haven't lived yet,

Pleaie give me a chance
To do all the thing* you've done -

Please, ju&t one chance!

So what Ifi I bu^ei, and leahn ll^e'6 cJuiel way-
'At leat>t I'll have lived li^e.

Death'* better, you toy?

you two 6ay you love me...
Well then, l£ you do -

Why don't you want me?
I need, and want you.

Banbam Roko*
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OBSERVATION

Press your nose fo the window

pane of a candy store.

What do you see? Candy.'

Yet, looking from across the street

at the same window, you can see

only yourself, candy coatedo

Do you really see yourself from

so far away?

David Pirie
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He Said He Had A Friend"

Dear Mom and Dad:
The War is done; my task is through

.

But, Mom, there's something great
that I must ask of you.

I have a friend, oh, such a friend.
He has no home, you see.
And so, Mom, I would really like

to bring him home with me.

Dear Son

:

We don't mind if someone comes home with you
I'm sure he could stay with us

perhaps a week or two.

Dear Mom:
There's something you must know -

now please don't be alarmed -

My friend, in battle recently

,

was hurt and lost an arm.

Dear Son:
Don't be alarmed to bring him home with you.
Perhaps he could stay and visit

for a day or two.

Dear Mom:
But, Mother, he's not just a friend,

he's like a brother too.
That's why I want him with us,

like a son to you.
Before you give your answer. Mom -

I really don't want to beg -

But my friend fought in a battle
in which he lost his leg.

Dear Son:
It hurts so much to say my answer must be "|

For Dad and I have no time for the boy
who is crippled so.

12
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So months go by; A letter comes.
It says their son has died.

And when they read the cause of death,
The shock is suicide.

Days later^when the casket came
draped in our country's flag,

They saw their son lying there



^J&jr
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SLUGS LOSE ANYWAY

5^ by Brigitte Elliott

There on the lawn, through the stalks of grass,
gracefully but slowly weaves a slug, nibbling scraps
that adhere to his lips. A motile creature he is,

yet very serene in his every movement.

His color, however, is a vibrant green. It is as

green as the parrot of a jungle, and his body is as

smooth as the parrot ' s feathers

.

Even though a slug hurts nor harms anyone, why is

his life destined to be so short? All he does is
live from day to day.

Ah, but now his end comes! It comes not by being
engulfed by a swooping bird who chokes him down by
forceful parastoltic movements. Death does not come

by a giant human squishing him between the sole of a

shoe and the pavement. It comes by the fate destined
for him - nature.

There lies the ugly, gruesome slug now. After the
wet, slimy creature slithers no longer, he idles and
waits among the dew drops which are slowly evaporatinc

His color, now an old cigar brown, and his skin,
now the texture of corregated cardboard, deteriorate;
and the mucoid softness begins to ooze off.

Above him hovers that blazing sun. Its flames
scorch the back of his stubby body as it sizzles in

the unbearable heat. He waits.

Finally there is no movement. Not a muscle expand
or contracts. He is helpless. There is not even a

twitch. Not even a breath of life-giving oxygen seep

through his pores.

The slug is dead, curdled and shrivelled into a

dry, charred ring. It is finished.

Ik
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The Final Question

Why are all the people crying ?

Why am I so afraid ?

Why are all the people dying ?

Is my turn just up ahead ?

\
Up above the war-plane Flying,

climbing, diving. \^

Sometimes I wish I. were dead.

. :: :
fc*^0

Up high, down low, which way should

I go ? *
\.

Is there anything here For me ?

I've done this, and I've tried that,

And I've seen all I care to see.

Anonymous

15



Heard you couldn't run the race.
Sorry you couldn't Find a place
In the starting line.

Heard you had been having fun.
When my race was almost done,
You had just ignored the gun.

Across the line I spurted
At a quickened pace;
All that mattered to me
Was to win, to show, to place.

Now From this cloud I watch you,
Touching nature as you go-
Not running

David Pirie

16
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Glass Houses?

Our society is one of the most drug
oriented, pi 1 1 -popping , bunch of hypocon-
driacs ever known to civilized man. The
reason for this dubious title, one would
blame on the youth of today because they
are nasty, dirty degenerates; but the fact
remains that it is the older generation
who has turned the medicine cabinet into
a junkie's heaven. These are the facts:

1. One out of every 20 hospital
admissions in the U. S. is due to
adverse reactions to prescribed
drugs.

2. Sixteen percent of the total
legal output of amphetamines or
diet pills, in a recent year, was
unaccounted for. It is believed
that these drugs get into the
black market.

3. An estimated 10 million house-
wives use a stimulant or depressant
prescribed by their physicians.
The women become dependent on these
crutches

.

4. In the state of Ohio alone, 25
percent of all prescriptions written
each day are for mind-altering drugs.

What do these facts mean? Are they
related to the concept that a junkie is
one who cannot function properly unless
given what he needs due to his addiction?
Taking this definition into consideration,
what would you call a person who uses a
stimulant to get moving in the morning, ar
amphetamine to kill hunger, a tranquilizer
to handle daily hassles, and a sedative tci
get a good night's rest? You wouldn't
call him an experimenter. How about junk i

Rick Wue;
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A Reason To Be

There's gotta be hippies and houndogs and hicks;

There's gotta be people with houses of sticks;

There's gotta be mansions with thirteen foot pools;

There's gotta be businessmen and even old fools.

The radicals riot 'bout businessmen rules,

And businessmen laugh at "hippy fools.
"

But everyone has a reasonyyou see.

If there were no difference.

Where would we be?

Chapin Vasilake
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Fxui&uuUon 16 coming homo, ^nom tcliool to and a noX
on the ^nont doon that &ay&,

"Moved to now location."

Bob la^uJii
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dreams of night are fragile thinn^
shattered by the lioht of day
becominn harsh in shades of reality

Maureen I'-.cDovvel 1
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REDUNDANT PROFUNDITY
By Bobbe L. Schubot
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Life is an incredible madness,
A shouting, swearing, singing, tingling,

Screaming, scrounging, numbing delay,

Smothering 'neath pillows of molten clay.

Near shores of dark and lonely bewilderment,
The tides flow and forcefully pound,

Sculptoring fluid, insidious mounds in valleys

Of tears and fears in the nether lands of love

nd hate, and trying to make it.

The political scene swings wild and high,

Losing its grip, the whip drops and shrinks

To a meaningless bowl of wiggling white lies,

Woven and vowing a texture of impenetrable strength

Under a satin veneer of official muck in triplicate.

This new world of light and sound and knowledge of speed
Nears the boiling point of high intellect and low need,
Tagging and driving fat, pink salmon to beds
Df love, of love always, of a love all ways,
n guaranteed safety of antiseptic steel trays.

\ phantasmal world mutely rising from
3olluted lids of putrefied garbage cans,
blocking the old and worshipping the new,
Labeling the obsolete and demanding a view
3f rainbows burning and flowers reigning.

locks spring open and hearts clang shut,
?ines are paid with the lives of the young
To the boom and doom of guns and smut,

i^s wine bubbles burbles and bursts on the tongues
Df Youth pushing backward in passionate impulse.

Dn a chicken feather and green algae diet,

They propagate one-eyed monsters with pill-sized mouths
Gripping pearls of wisdom cultured in luke-warm gruel,
/[olesting ivy choked campuses of learning and leaning
)n drugs, love, the beat, the heat, and you, my dear.

23
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The void

Is always there

Endless, silent, lonely.

In space no thoughts

confuse the mind.

Escape.

English 102. 102

24

a stone's throw

i am a rock
along the shore

thrown into the sea
and seen no more

down down deep
i go

to further wonders
on the ocean floor

when i arrive
'tis needless to say

i will be here
for the rest of my days

art ma rca n o
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b<u.ng mall li> having to look up to look down.
Bob Ge.Kdt6
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DAVE

By Steve Obenauf

Author's Note: This story is adapted from the one
narrated to me by a First Scout who came to my clinic
for treatment. Despite the warnings of his superiors,
he seemed quite rational; so I have deleted nothing.

i'f # sjs * >\i $ $ * * # * # * *

"King's rook to queen's bishop's seven. Checkmate,
Al."

Since I had been expecting this outcome (it happens

frequently) I was not surprised. Instead, I started
to come up with one of my usual snide remarks , the
sure sign of a poor loser. Dave beat me to it.

"You played that last one with all the skill of

an inebriated aardvark."

I would have returned the insult but for one thing:

I was dumbfounded. In all the time that I'd been with
him, Dave had never shown emotion, and certainly not
sarcasm.

Two hours later, probably emboldened by his first
success, he struck again. At the time I was checking
over his figures for the course to our destination:
a small star in a nearby sector.

"Don't bother, Al," he blurted.

"Why shouldn't I? I always double-check your
figures."

"They're always right. Why waste your time?"

"Listen, jerk, I got my degree in astronavigation
years before you were even around."

"So?"

After two more minutes of verbal swordplay, the

^6
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tone, inflection, and content of his dialogue finally

struck a nerve. "Why don't you jump out the hatch,

you moron?" I shouted. "I've had enough of your (un-

printable) mouth!"

"Don't get hostile, Al. It's painfully evident

that you're jealous of my superiority."

Unable to come up with a suitable reply, I decid-

ed to cut short Dave's fun by leaving. With nothing
else to do, I went to my cabin and sacked out.

I woke up eight hours later with that queasy feel-

ing that experienced "spacers" get when something is

wrong. When I went to the control room, I found out

why. We were headed into a completely different area
of the galaxy! Suspecting some mechanical error I

asked, "Dave, have you checked our course lately?"

"Sure. What's wrong?"

"We've deviated 120 degrees. That's what's wrong,
you dope!"

"Oh . . . that. Well, that's your problem," he
chuckled.

It suddenly dawned on me what was going on. Un-
fortunately, it had never occurred to me that Dave
might have the gall to pull something like this.
My already strained sense of humor could in no way
be stretched to condone this unforgivable interfer-
ence with my mission. Accordingly, I acted in a

fashion which reflected my mood. "Get this (unprint-
able) ship back on course before I throw you out of

the hatch!"

Dave laughed. I had never heard him laugh before,
and now I realize that I had been fortunate. Listen-
ing to him was as much fun as scraping your finger-
nail on a chalkboard, and about as bearable. "That
would be a little difficult wouldn't it, Al?" he
chuckled. "One might go as far as to say it's im-

possible. "

27
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Deciding to deal with him later, I suppressed my
anger — a herculean task — and, not to waste time, I

started determining how to get us back on course.

When I was half finished with my calculations, I again

sensed that something was wrong. I looked up. Dave

had changed course again! The room around me slowly
turned red, and a curious warmth spread throughout
my head. Through clenched teeth I hissed, "Dave, I

realize that you must be having fun, but you've tak-

en your asinine humor too far. I've had enough of

your insubordination."

Dave started laughing again, and gave the ship
a lurch that almost plastered me against the wall.

A third course change!

I put the controls on manual override, locked
them, and headed back to the room where I knew I'd
find him. His actions, which had already lost all
traces of humor, could now be classified as "danger-
ous." That last lurch had almost fractured my skull.
Not only that, but that goon was driving me straight
toward a nervous breakdown.

Halfway to his room, I suddenly became a three
hundred pound weight on a 150-pound type of frame,
grouping my way through total darkness. Dave had
doubled the ship's gravity and cut off the internal
lighting. It was a dirty trick, and it might have
worked if we hadn't been in such a small ship.

I groped through the unearthly darkness for the
door to his room. Dave spoke. "Don't be foolish,
Al. You need me to get back to the base."

"No, I don't, you renegade."

"They'll never believe you when you tell them
what I've done. All I have to do is act normal, and
you'll end up in the sanatorium."

"Suppose I don't go back to the base? Suppose I

just fix things so that you can't pull any more of
your stunts?"
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"Impossible, Al, and you know it

touch that door! Stop!"
Don't

"Only when I'm done," I muttered, and clumped
into the room. Since he couldn't turn things off

in there, the room was light enough for me to find

the switch I wanted and flip it.

Dave was right, of course. I did return to base;

they did think I was crazy; and when he was turned
back on -oh, I'm sorry sir; I thought you knew.
He was my ship's computer, a Mark 17. You know, the

one that's supposed to be "an aide and companion to

the lonely spaceman." He was as taciturn as a factory-

fresh model. He was right on the last count too, but
at least I didn't give him a chance to drive me nuts
for real out there. They haven't retired him, so

—

who knows? Maybe he'll talk for someone else.

29



"Boy, I'm sure glad school's out for today!" I

think to myself as I walk down the stairs of the Y

Building. "For a change, the sky is clear and the
temperature ' s just right .

"

"My, that's a fine looker," as the blond walks
past and throws a cool glance in my direction.
"Probably frigid anyway." My Z-28, which is clean
for a change, looms up as I keep walking.

"Last time I buy a car with a black interior and

no air," as a blast of heat hits my face when the
door swings open. The LT-1 rocks to life at the
first click of the starter. "Damn! GM cars can't
have a simple three point seat belt," as I wrestle
to get the shoulder harness out of the door.

A quick look back as I slip the Hurst-shifted
Muncie into reverse. "Slowly, damit," as I pop it
and the car jumps back and almost hits the Pinto
parked behind me. "Back into first and SLOWLY
this time." I limit it to 3000 rpm in the parking
lot (which is good for only 20 miles per hour with
the 4.10 rear end) . The engine turns up faster
than usual and lends an exhilerating feeling to the
car.

"I wish they had a traffic light here," as four
million cars parade past on Hammondville. "Where's
the music?" I pick out some Deep Purple and slip it
in the tape deck. The reward is the opening guitar
riffs of "Lazy."

"A space, I don't believe it!" Here it is. I

drop the hammer and the tires barely chirp as the

"Z" leaps forward. One quick turn on the wheel and
I'm aimed down Hammondville. Destination: Margate.

30
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"Come on horse, let's ride!" I hoof the go-
pedal to the floor. "No smoke, Excellent!" The
tach hits 6000 and a quick shift grabs second. The

LT-1 goes past 5000 in a wink and is headed for the

red line. A quick look in the mirror. "Damn," the

Coconut Creek Police cruiser is just breaking

through my second gear smoke, coming on as fast as

a Plymouth can. A glance at the panel. The tach
has gone through 6500 revs. A quick stab to third

and I'm rewarded with a screech of rubber. The

light at 43rd is just turning red as I blast through
the intersection at 95mph. A fast shift to fourth
and a glance to the rear.

"Eat it, cop!" The police cruiser is still in

pursuit but he is so far back that... Lyons Road!

"No traffic, and that fuzz wagon'll never catch me."
A light tap on the brakes and down into second as

Lyons comes up. Too fast... Too fast..., a quick
turn on the wheel as I stand on the gas. The back
end breaks away in a flurry of tire smoke. Right,
left, right on the wheel, ease off the gas, and it
grabs traction.

"Sherm, you are damn lucky!" Full throttle and
a tire-squealing shift to third. Acceleration peaks
at 6000 rpm. A fast shift to fourth... and rubber
again. The road, which is bumpy enough at 50 mph,
tosses the car all over the place at 105 mph... I'm
having a hard time controlling it. A green truck
starts to pull out from a side street.

"No, you son of a..." I slam on the brakes, but
at 105, it doesn't really matter. The car goes side-

ways.

"Move , you Basta. . .NOOOOOOOOO. . .
!

"

I find myself lying on the floor, holding a

pillow with covers all scattered around me...

surrounded by darkness.

"Last time I eat pizza before bed."

31
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The B. S. Artist is that rare character who

lives, loves, sleeps, and eats by the lie. The

B. S. Artist will either exaggerate or completely

lie about everything from his love life to the

grades he makes in school. Almost everybody knows

at least one person he considers a phony. This is

the B. S. Artist. Do not hate this person. It is

only his nature.

The B. S. Artist will tell you that his

father was the boxing champion of the entire naval

fleet, and that the only reason he himself didn't

turn pro was that he had offers to play football

with the Green Bay Packers. He'll tell you about

the time he scored three touchdowns in one minute

of the state championship. He'll tell you about

the 428 hemi he's going to buy or the girl he met

last night who wants to run away to Mexico with
him. He'll tell you all this and more. But don't

you believe him.'

The B. S. Artist is a very complex person,

one hard to analyze. It is difficult to tell

whether he is born with his unique skills, or if

they are learned. He has many characteristics,
including high intelligence, leadership, quick-

thinking, calmness, and the unique ability to

explain things as no one else would even dare.

The B. S. Artist has his friends and enemies

divided in half. There are those who follow him
and look up to his achievements. Then there are

those who hate his guts and see him as a liar

and fake.

Sometimes the B. S. Artist will have to use

his skills merely to survive. He will try any-

thing with daring boldness and confidence. Who

else could get caught doing twenty miles over the

speed limit, explain about his seven starving
brothers and sisters who are at home drinking

goat's milk, and bring the cop to tears? Only the

B. S. Artist can be sure that when he leaves his
desk with a D on his test, and goes to talk to the

teacher, that he'll sit back down with a B on it.

Nobody else could explain as practically to the

33



dean why he was absent from school for three weeks

,

by saying that it was against his religion to leave

the house one week before his birthday and two
weeks after it, and convince the dean that he was
justified.

The B. S. Artist has several other skills that

he specializes in. He is a master of stretching

extra pages on an essay question or a report. He

can turn one paragraph in the encyclopedia into a

five-page essay, not including the bibliography.

He is also a master of writing an intelligent paper
on a subject he knows nothing about. Let's face

it, it takes skill to write a seven-page documen-

tary on the sex life of the dragon fly without
even opening a book! The B. S. Artist will repeat
the same thing at least twenty times in one paper

and word it differently each time. A sharp

teacher will detect this, but the average one will
not, and will be impressed at how much he knows.

There is one theory in regard to the B. S.

Artist. The more he brags about the things he
has done, is doing, and will do, the less he has
done, is doing, and will do. If he tells you that
he goes out with a different girl each night,
chances are he stays at home every night, and goes
to bed when the 11:00 news comes on. The person
who doesn't advertise everything he does probably
is much more active.

It is hard to tell when it comes to the
B. S. Artist. He is unpredictable. Nothing is

certain about him except one thing: until he gets
a ticket he deserves or gets a D on his test or

gets every bone in his body broken, he'll continue
to bull, bull, bull!

Tom Caskey

34
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Where it came from I do not know
And I wasn't about to yell Friend or foe
It fluttered and hovered all around
Yet never did it once touch the ground

I ran for the phone the police to call
My dog was trying to jump the wall.
The man said he'd send a car out
And at this point my sanity was in doubt.

Now colors were flashing blue and red
The policeman saw and just shook his head.
At this stage, I wished this scene would end,
I was now expecting little green men.

Then as it came it flew away.
A cop claimed that there was nothing to say
But, alas, a reporter arrived on the spot*
He got the facts and yelled the story was hot

And so the next day the headlines read
"Guy Who Sees Saucer, Is Nuts in the Head."

Rick Wuest
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When once I've reached a ripe old age
Should I turn my head,

And think not about tomorrow
But yesterday instead?

The thought, perhaps depressing,
Is one I contemplate.

I wonder what I'll think and feel
When I am sixty-eight.

Barbara Rokos
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YESTERDAY' S ROADS

Once I loved you.
We walked together , speaking
of our dreams

.

Once I held you in my
arms and looked
into your face--
Right into my own
soul ,

because together , we were
one .

Someday I shall see you
again.

You will be married , in love,
in another man's arms.

But I will never forget you,
only envy the man holding you
then

.

I wish you the greatest feeling
love has to find,
and cherish the moments and times
we once shared.

I am sure I will find someone new,
live again what love has to offer.

But still I will cherish the moments
and times we once shared.

For together , we once walked down
yesterday ' s roads.

Eddie Marshall
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Love, aJ> something thout u> fiound, not give.n.

It iA an emotion 6haAe.d by two.

Eve,>ujbody love* bomzonz.
I

fa
you do not love, someone,, you love.

6 omething

.

Ueve.n hunt that whicli you love,.

Ij( you hunt that which I love,, then I will hate

what you have dom.

Samuzl SingletaAy
39
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TO MY FRIEND

I chase the rainbow through the rain,

And search the moon within the clouds.
I run with blinded eyes
Toward a sharp and jagged cliff.

Trying to find light behind darkness,
Trying to find truth among lies.

I look for diamonds in the dirt,

And search for gold amid the mud.
I stretch with feeble arms to reach
The rope of life that dangles near,
To save myself from falling,

To catch that which is left of me.

The world had always handed me
The crumbs from her table.

I'd ne\/er seen the light of day,
Or tasted Love's sweet wine
All I had was bitterness,
But that bitterness was mine.

But all things change, and old things pass.
And bitterness turns sweet.
My eyes, they have been opened,
And the abyss appears now clear.
And evasive though that light has been
The truth I now can see.

Yes, the world had handed me
The crumbs from her table.

But now I'm seated at the head
And drink that wine so sweet.
The bitterness that choked my soul
Fled, when love, through you, I met.

Maureen McDowell
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WE'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY

Bus travel has changed a great deal since
Grandpop Fisher ran the first bus tours from
Kutztown, Pennsylvania, to Key West, Florida, in

his homemade bus. The Fisher Special, custom
built in 1923, was a world apart from today's
modern cross-country buses. Modern overland
buses cruise- along at high speeds over smoothly
paved super highways and turnpikes. The pas-
sengers relax in reclining cushion seats in
air-conditioned comfort and quiet. Many of
these "super" buses contain bathrooms. Needless
to say, the Fisher Special has no bathroom. Her
air-conditioning consisted of opening the
windows. Her truck suspension bumped, joggled
and bounced along over dirt roads and cobble-
stone streets. Her "Roaring Twenties" gasoline
truck engine chugged along at thirty miles per
hour. Thirty-four seats held twenty-three
passengers with the other eleven being used for
luggage. Fred J. Fisher had built her himself.
He handmade the plush green velvet seats . She

was paneled in polished wood and carpeted
throughout. He attached flower vases next to
each seat and kept them filled with wild flowers
growing along the road. She was an old
fashioned girl by today's standards. She was
solid and reliable and reflected the care and
quality of expert workmanship not often seen on
our "assembly-lined" streets.

What is considered today a relatively short
and simple trip was in those days a long and at
times difficult journey. The bus trip from
Kutztown to Key West today takes about twenty-
three hours. The bus travels day and night,
making regular stops for rest and refreshment at
modern fuel depots or turnpike plazas along the
way. These areas usually contain restrooms,
restaurants, snack bars and gift shops. The
same trip in the twenties took three weeks. The
Fisher Special made many many stops. As there
were very few inns along the way and fewer

gasoline stations , the Special carried extra
fuel, water, and medical supplies. Arrangements

42 were made in advance to lunch at hotels or inns
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along the way. These were usually equipped with

hand operated water pumps and deluxe outhouses

complete with the latest Sears and Roebuck

catalog. As it was impossible to travel at

night, accommodations were booked well in

advance in the larger cities. There were also

many unscheduled stops due to flat tires,

overheating engine, mud, washed out bridges and

cows.

The folks back then had a "grand old time"

compared with the boredom of bus travel today.

The trip today consists of a constant assualt

of billboards, signs, gasoline stations,

motels, food franchises and perhaps an occa-

sional glimpse of a scenic panarama unblotched

by spewing smoke yet stained green by tinted

glass. Through long hours of droning boredom

they either read or doze or stare out at the

countryside rushing by at seventy miles per hour.

But the trip on the Special was interesting and

lots of fun. At thirty miles per hour you could

see the countryside, as yet undeveloped for the

future onslaught of humanity. Birds, dogs and

all sorts of wildlife could be seen and heard,

and occasionally, smelled along the way. Child-

ren would run alongside or stare with open
mouths, since they had never seen a motorbus
before. Their parents would wave and shout
greetings; and wherever the bus stopped, folks

would gather around to look her over and chat
with the Yankees. The travelers would often
sing with the accompaniment of mandolins and

banjoes. They had a lot of fun and something
was always happening to liven things up. There
was the time they stopped for lunch in High
Point, North Carolina. After lunch the group

boarded the bus and Clayt Conrf d/ the driver,

called back, "Is everyone on board?" Since no

one spoke up, he proceeded dov the street, when
suddenly Mrs. Rahn started yelling, "Cyrus,

Cyrus, where is my Cyrus?" Clc t stopped the

bus and soon discovered that Cyrus Rahn was not
aboard. As they backed up to 'he hotel, they

could all see Cyrus running from the outhouse
with his suspenders half on shouting "Wait for
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me, wait for me." Well, since Cyrus was the
"sport" of the group, he was often reminded of

the "High Point" of his trip south. The trip

on the Fisher Special was a lot slower and a

lot less comfortable than the same bus trip
today, but the travelers come home with a more
intimate feeling for the people they had met.

Stan Feinerman
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Dedication to Roy Easton

Life was God's inspiration to him

through him beauty shone

like the golden rays of sunlight

filtering through

greenly dressed trees of summer

Autumn came

gathering him in gentle arms

displaying more than life had to offer

in short, yet meaningful seasons.

Displaying perhaps

a dream

a faith

a time

an inspiration that needed more than just

a fleeting acquaintance on earth....

And now he has more

more than life, seasons, stars, and dreams

He has eternity.

He has all of time

to be. . .

•

Chapin Vasilake
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riding on a carousel

the rhythmic tunes play themselves out

and

the painted ponies try hard

to keep up the beat

whinnying silently wheezing violently

when they grow older

wait for the next ride if they get their tickets

haunted little boys look around for

their mommies

with hollow eyes

who are glued to ceramic pony saddles

and cannot see

daddy sits captive inside his

sticky cotton candy

lisa berman



Legacy of an Old Man

I was wondering what it would be like

to be seventeen again

no wrinkles on my face and hands but

fists clenched in anger at a society

changed.

I dream, I often dream of strolling

through the streets and rain-drenched

fields

without a cane by my side,

and I wish, oh, how I wish I could hold

your hand again without trembling so....

Donna Olson

To be Born

OUT of a warm womb of seclusion

INTO a restless world of disillusion

ONCE rocked in rhythmic waves of comfort

NOW racked in fitful currents of constant hurt

NEVER to return again to perfect peace until

extinction

Jetta Fuzy .. *
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Tight wire strung

from bamboo pole

Held carefully

over a still stream

Hoping

for some food

to satisfy

Hunger

Patiently

Waiting silently

His old eyes grey as

the sky watched

Anxiously

Deeper and deeper

His eyes fell into

an <smpt^r stream

and pati.ently he wait

for the answer

to his only dream

Hunger. • •

Chapin Vasil
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~ You are not black of skin

S Poor of wealth or

™ Iqnorant of thought.

S You are just black of mind

Z_ Poor of soul and

Ignorant of man.

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiimiiiii

llllUIIIIUIIIIUIilllllllllllillLIIIUllllllllllUl

I'll let you pray to my God

,

But do it in your church.

Boy, This pew is reserved

for

whitefolks

only.

His world is black.

His thoughts are black.

His life is black.

Only his skin — his neighbors , and

his God are white.

miiiimiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimmimimiiiimi
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"Kill them with kindness,"

She once told me.

"Who told you?"

"My mother!"

"Oh, well! I always feel sorry

for them after I shoot them.

I mean, they look so helpless

L

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiuj

If I told you I love you

Would you be embarrassed or frightened?

Perhaps you would look at me

In disbelief or contempt.

You might not look at me at all.

You could stare only at your shoes.

If I say nothing

How long will it take you

To find out what your shoes

n

there."

"Now, you're thinking!"

w

i

1

1

never

t

e

1

1

you

§

i
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CHAPIN VASILAKE

The sun was beaming brightly down

on a field. A very small bird lazily

sailed about; he rested now and then

on blades of grass, then sailed again

into the air.

"Oh, my!" I heard him whisper as

he went along. "Where could it be? I

left it only a month ago, and I cannot

find it anywhere." He went busily

about searching between the very tall

grasses, up through the air, and then

he rested ... puzzled, he questioned

"Where is my tree? My little green

house with J. P. BIRD carved neatly on

the door. I've been away for only a

short while visiting relatives in the

north and here I am home again, and am

homeless? Oh, my I Oh, my I What shall

I do?"

The bird sat still on a stone. He

searched and looked around himself for

a reminder of his long forgotten home.

He hopped on the wood pile and peeked

into darkness. There on a broken plank

was a very faint image. He drew close

to read the words he already knew were

there. The name, J. P. BIRD, was neatly

printed, carved very artistically by

a friend, the woodpecker, a few years

ago, when he had first moved in.

And then he saw it looming darkly

before him. Its frame glittered like

sharp cats' teeth. Its sound reflected

a constant pounding of steel on steel,

cement poured in place, broken pieces

of wood thrown into awkward positions,

beer cans crushed by dirty shod feet,

and some broken bottles breaking while

sparkling and flashing angrily in the

sunlight.

Now he knew where his small green

house was. It was here amidst flashing,

glittering teeth of progress — crushed

in the broken rubble of man's greed.

The sun beamed brightly down on

the earth and caught the crystal glow

of a tiny tear as it splashed through

the warm air.
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Clouds
are the stairway

into that other place
where the final truths reside

No wonder I cannot
touch them

though I strain on
my toes to be high.

Chapin Vasilake

photo by Sharon Rupersburg
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She woke, opened her eyes

and looked through the morning darkness....

no smell of bacon

just damp, cold air and the sound of roaches,

maybe mice, or the scuttle of a fleeting dream

scurrying through her subconscious

tired bones

aching shoulders

sad eyes

tears dancing on darkened lids

Alone she woke to see the sun racinq behind a cloud

and lost touch with a dream

as it hurried to hide

inside a cracked coffee cup

behind a half-closed door

Each day she felt something inside her grow

grasping to understand

searching to find

losinq herself

she whispered to the morning that seemed to listen

cried to the night

and told her woes to the tender liqht inside the moon

she prayed to the stars

in fear of dark empty corners

in the morning

she woke

Chapin Vasilake
alone. . .

.
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Sweat rested on their che(

The stench of hunge]

in their mouths.

leir hands were as

gnarled and brown

as the roots thi

and the fields they plowed.

Digging deeply, deeper down

into the earth, they

planted hands

,

planted hearts,

planted themselves

like roots — brown, gnarled and .nto the earth

Deep, deep, deeper —

unending toil and time they spent

merging BODIES

WITH SOUL

WITH GOD

WITH SOD.

1



Come close.

If I am to share myself with you,

I do not want to lose myself.

I want myself not to travel from me

but for a few small seconds.

Stay close.

I want all that I am to reach you,

the familiar, the warm,

the purely honest,

rather than what I am to dangle

between us in the air with i

silence

,

uncertainty

,

piercing stillness.
Debbie Hazelton
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Could 've been faraway

leaving innocence on the shelf

as a book collects dust and grows musty.

(coincidental)

Could 've been happy

for months at a time,

takin 1 a drink just tryin* to unwind.

(coincidental)

Could write convincingly

all in one line,

Could 've stayed single

Didn ' t have time

.

All things done in haste.

I'm afraid my life I did waste.

Dust me off again sometime,

won't you?

Donna Olson



A BRIEF THOUGHT ON MISSISSIPPI'S UFOS

There is growing acceptance among many former skeptics

that UFOs are real and that these objects do visit us

occasionally. The fact that they have visited and in-

fluenced former civilizations of earth has constituted

the theme of many recent books and in-depth studies.

'



I propose an intriguing observation related to recent

sightings: Egypt was visited over 5,000 years ago by

extra-terrestial travellers. This point is maintained

by a few experts in UFO theory. It is an established

fact that both Egypt and

Mississippi have delta

regions at the mouth of

their wide, 3,000 mile-

long, major rivers. Also,

they are both located on-

small bodies of water,

and they are situated on

the exact same latitude.

"Travellers" looking for

these landmarks, could

have mistaken one region

for the other.

After all, would you be

able to follow an inter-

stellar map made over

5,000 years ago?

David Pirie
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Slumber sleeps in a separate room

Next door to our lives of gloom,

Bordered by four walls of fear

Built upon our bricks of tears.

Shutters clap to keep in time

With broken verses without rhyme

Or sailing ships with broken sails,

Lost beyond the horizon's veil.

Windows weep with morning ' s dew

Pained by sunlight's golden hue,

Open to a summer breeze,

Assaulted by the winter freeze.

Shadows sit in empty chairs

While silent footsteps climb the stairs.

Moonlight strays through tattered shades

On tapestries of blues and grays.

Hallways ring with hollow laughter,

Hauntings of a life thereafter.

When seagulls sing over ocean waves,

Wake me from my open grave.

K.E.F.
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if i were to fall flat on my face

i wouldn't qet up

i'd lie there

raise my head every so often

and with one eve squinted,

study the muddy shoes

of the hustlinq businessmen

runninq by, taking extra pains

to avoid steppinq on me...,

but they already have

set down their briefcases,

qaninq at me as if i were some sort of

anachronism,

a qui liver,

and they beqin weaving a web around me

carefully, very carefully,

until one of them realizes

they have all missed their trains

and are late for work

.

lisa berman
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amen
someone told me
theskyisfallinq theskvisfalling
and breathed a siqh of relief

sigh

till i looked down the road and realized it was
chicken little

and what the hell does she know anyway

so i kept on walkinq
lacking any apnarent destination
and i stumbled on a dead cat

lying mutilated in the qutter
but felt no strong sympathy
because dead cats know just a little

as paranoid chickens

i heard today that swanson t.v. dinners
with (mmm) whipped potatoes

and green peas
were on sale at the supermarket
but i think it was all communist propaaanda
started by nikolai lenin
and mayor lindsay - who knows less than

mutilated cats (but he's cute)

my friend bobbv blam de lam
was swallowed by a tarantula
because he could be no more than what he was
which didn't please the people
but the people don't know as much as he
and i, with my top lip
dragging under my heels, my eyes forced shut,
know morethan . . . ,

lisa berman



Friday April 4, 19

—

The leaders of the world's eight

super powers were ushered into a great

hall one at a time. The number one man

of the United States, the Soviet Union,

France, England, China, Ghana, Israel,

and Argentina was announced to a score

of newsmen seated in the bleachers.

Cameras in the rear of the hall focus-

ed on different areas of the huge room.

One camera squeezed nine projection

screens arranged like a tic-tac-toe

aboard above the small stage into one

home-sized split picture. A second

camera gathered in the cluster of dark

red plush chairs on the central floor,

while a third watched each dignitary

take his seat. A fourth unit held the

podium on the stage frozen in its lens

as an old man approached one of many

microphones.

"Camera four, on!"

"Distinguished guests, I am Dr.

We have never met, and I am sure the

many newsmen present have never heard

my name. Please allow me to go over

the events of the past week which have

resulted in this historic gathering

before the eyes of the world. Fifty

years ago a small article in a science

magazine prompted my life's work. It

stated, in essence, that visual image

is introduced into the eye as light

energy and is etched into the brain

through the chemical and electrical

circuits created for each new image.

I have worked all my life to reverse

this process. Last week, I succeeded.

When I applied for the patent on my

invention, I was told

must be notified of all

felt that the impact

power holding my secret

thing which would upset

world peace of these past twenty years.

Therefore, through scientific channels,

I have called this meeting. Attached

to the right armrest of each chair, is

a small headset with a tiny needle on

the military
patents. I

of one world
would be one

the delicate

each side. I will show you the signifi-

cance of what I have done. Note that

the ends of my headset are placed here

at my temples, and, with a very slight

pressure to both sides, the needles

enter my head with only a slight ting-

ling sensation. Please watch center

screen as I turn this knob."

"Camera one, on! Zoom in!

I



"Camera four,

with number one!"
on.1 Split picture

An image began to form on T. V.

sets throughout the world, live via
[ satellite. A man in L.A. huffed and
turned off his new $1,000.00, thirty-
inch set because the picture, fuzzy now,

was in black and white. Everyone else
watching T.V. saw a hazy lake setting
with a large A-frame house situated on
a high cliff surrounded by dense tall
pines.

1

"There it is. My lake in the north
west is a truly beautiful spot. I must
apologize for the distorted picture,
but I have had only a week to set this
up. What you do not know about this
picture is that I'm projecting it from
my brain through intricate machines
and, finally, as light energy through
lenses onto that screen. I invite any-
one who feels qualified to examine my
apparatus to do so later this evening.
One more interesting point about this
image before you is that I've intended
for some time to build on this very
spot but have never done so. The image
you see of a house is the pure fabrica-
tion of my mind."

"Now, gentlemen, it is you who
have kept the world at peace these
many years. You know each other well
and have often circumvented conflict.
Through your efforts, the world has
maintained equal distribution of power.
Tonight before all of your world, I am
giving you the chance to meet here on
these screens as one mind, open to all.
Share your secrets with the world so
no nation will ever doubt another's
sincerity toward maintaining a peace-
ful planet. It is simple. Just put on
the headset. I will tune you in simul-
taneously, once everyone is ready."

"Camera two, wide angle on chairs!"

The United States President was
the first to put on his headset. Then
slowly the others followed suit. Dr.

—

carefully adjusted the eight separate
dials on the podium and flipped the
master switch.

"Camera one, on screens!"

A haze began to form on the eight
screens around the lake scene.

Some say France launched hers
first.

by DAVID PIRIE



both masters and slaves

we are bred

fed

dead in captivity

striped bloody backs

the marks of war engraved in us

there are words we think

but dare not utter

and we bear scars that cease to vanish

long journeys into the backwoods

we are beaten

and kissed upon our foreheads

told we are good little boys and girls' S^

then march us off to war again

to kill the faceless enemy

and as the unlucky ones who return

we sit in church on sunday

smiling idiots

and sing ourselves to sleep

lisa berman
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The Interrupted Prayers

\ War again.

In gray buildings lights flash red and green,

/ /
/ •*.:\ -' "I The desert is alone but for the clang

V
, s f} fib of metallic warfare

'i/iJJi-'j ,M or the twisted carcass of a silver plane.

'-' wJ H' '

We learn from birth the strain of conflict,

Our children rocked to sleep

by the wail of rockets.

We work to make the thirsty crops grow

like the fields of barbed wire in the distance

We fight two battles—

with our land

and for our land.

Our interrupted prayers fly upward

And we wonder

why we fight. Sally Hoye
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She was so small, so frail,

Clawing desperately, but to no avail.

Bright dark eyes, short black hair,

Left behind, no one to care.

She stood in the back of a large green truck

Whose most recent cargo had been muck.

The others had taken what they could sell

And left her behind with only the smell.

Her dress was a discarded dungaree shirt

Whose green color was hidden by dirt.

She seemed so helpless, so alone

With terror and longing only a war could have known.

He watched for what seemed like years

Not knowing what to do, except for a few tears.

She looked back, comprehending, maybe not

So passive, so silent, accepting her lot.

He wanted to give her something, maybe just a smile

For there was guilt, as if he were on trial.

He had no candy, no food or even gum,

But there was some money, a very small sum.

So he gave her a dollar, and did not linger...

As he drove off and looked back, she gave him the finger.

A little girl outside of

Danang, South Viet Nam - early 1968

David Crane
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the mistake

caressing blue sky

circling round the sun

hey mighty bird

hey freedom soaring

sharp eyes piercing

jealousy releasing

hey you great bird

didn ' t mean to kill

your freedom was needed

struck to the ground curious

just thought that . . .

sorry, I was wrong

lou fisher

1

photo by Tom Eichling



The. {ix^t blight nay* oft a new Aun

?e.ak exigexly oveA the. hotvlzon,

SpankZing, i>himneJting , shining on the. waveA,

Vanning gnjace.{uJUiy on me&U and Kipple* o& the. o

WateA gently tidud the. t>hon.e..

Slowly the, Aun cJUmbb Into the. bky.

A new day hcu> dawne.d.

BeXAy Ann HatkinA
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the. black bind
filutteJU dankly

among the, nake.d asuri!>

ofa Japanese. ieAvu>

de^pexate, cxie*
^all &ile.ntly on
the. wingi> o& time.. .

.

loneZLn&!>& hWU> hl& Aou

chapin vaAiZake.

Raind/iopA on window

Lighte-d by distant llaAheA

dot my n.e,ile.dtion.

QaieXly the.y gathex in

shallow poolb o{ i>ilveA te.atii>

RuAAel Racket*
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Some. say I tAy
too hand to be something J am not,

But when I pondeA
upon this thought,

I come, to realize
that I am me,

No matteA what.

Lynn fay

a tie. Is a won.d

that a person uses
In a nostalgic attempt
to ph.eseh.ve an old image.,

cantos ghanados

Why have they ceased to

love one another?

With common couAtesies

they seldom bothen.,

kngex Aeplaces the love

In thein. eyes,

As they btttenZy make

accusations ofi lies.

The. wonds In the stillness

they cannot AetAleve.

Whene is the happiness they

thought they'd achieve?

Why has the. love that

should gAow with age

Withered and died and

replaced with n.age?

And why am I saddened

by what 7 see?

Am I a&Aald It will

happen to me?

Aina Vanjmelee

On Apathy

Two thousand silent splAtts pass beneath the concnete cave
In and out o$ chambens mounted one upon the otheA.
Each about his task — not pausing to nod on wave.

Synthetic tight supplies the sunshine then have alt ^oAgotten,

Anti^lclal filoweAS bloom inside— symbolic o^ theiA lives,
feelings too axe swept away.

Jetta Vuzy
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WheAe ha* iX gone
The Meeting ^on tki* ti{e,
And what ha* become, ofi you,
ThA.ou.gh WAong* o& the flight.

Glide with the bneeze,

A* it cha*e* the wind.

Descend with the leave*,
When autumn begin*.

Sketch me a memory,

Ofi day a{teh. dawn;

Echo the meaning,
Be&oie it i* gone.

What wa* the an*weA
Jo a question not a*ked,
And who Apeak* {qk you.

When the du*t meet* the a*h.

K.E.f.

Autumn glanced ajiound kim*elfi

with gneen, fioxy eye*,

licked hi* blood-n.ed btw*k,

and da*hed into the wood a* though pun*

by winteA hound*.

Salty Hd

o It i* 6weet to bit in the nain
to get my hai/t soaked
to hean. my bhoe* squeak
when i take a i>tep

ye*, it i* i>wcet to hit in
the hoi,n

and btaxe at the empty boul*
who 6taAc at the cloud*
and i laugh to my6 el &

becau*e none ofi them know
it i* me
who i* staining

li*a bchman
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this madness must not go on.

you're destroying everything
that might flower a true peace,
and all we wanted was
to live in the forest.

we forgave you before

,

but not this time.
you'll not drown us
with your so called prosperity.
nor will you
leave us homeless

.

we are a revolution
and you shall pay
for your transgressions.
you will see the truth when you die.

and then we'll qo back to the forest

and live.

Lou Fisher
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Once there was, is now and always
will be a little boy. He was very cute,

He smiled prettily and looked upon the

world with question marks in his eyes.

He wanted to know what everyone
knew, and what made everyone grow up.

He couldn't become the freaky people
of the world. He had to be him. But

he wanted to know all that grownups
knew, and all that the freaky people
knew, and all that everyone knew - so

he smiled his very pretty smile and

was everyone.

The day was warm. The sun was

beaming and the boy was just lying in

a lounge chair, lounging. Then he saw

luv. Still, he wanted to know luv

,

and one day a big girl came near him

and said, "I want to luv you." He

didn't want to become a luver, but he

wanted to know what luvers knew. That

night he laid his question marks down

and found out. For a long time after,

he luved, but he was never a luver; he

was him and always wanted to be him.

Then, there were the Pill People.

They always laughed and sometimes they

cried - and they ate their pills to do
so. He saw them laughing. He didn't
want to be a pill people but he wanted
to know what the pill people knew. He

decided to eat the pills, and for some

time he knew just what the pill people
knew. He didn't dress like the pill
people - he dressed like himself - but
he knew what the pill people knew, and

he smiled.
One afternoon while he was on a

pill people trip, he saw a real travel
man who took real trips. He just had
to know what the travel man knew - so
for weeks he travelled, man, and found
out enough to take him home.

Life was so free for him. There
was so much to know and do. He had to
know and do it all. For months and
months he became everyone , yet stayed
himself. He was as content as a cat,
and he smiled.

One day, as he was smiling, he
realized somewhere along the line he
had missed something. So he spent his
weeks as a great Searcher. But some-
thing still ached and asked questions
inside him. He searched deep into all
he knew. But could not find what he
missed. He searched on mountain tops
and deep in rivers. He searched in

offices and stores. He searched every-
thing that he could search and still
couldn't find what he missed.

A little girl he knew for a time

came to see him one warm summer day.

She talked to him about him (she knew

this was his favorite subject) and all

about what she knew. Then he told her

all he knew and all he had found out,

but said something was missing. She

knew. She had watched him for months
as he became everyone and stayed him-

self, and she saw him change. He was

different. She knew it was because he

had found out so much. She had found

out, too, from watching him. But she

had always just watched. She came now

to tell him she would not watch any

more. She had to play too.

He smiled his biggest smile and
lifted her into the air. She smiled
and laughed and clapped her hands.
Together they found what he and she
had been missing as they both became
themselves together.

Now there is, and always will be
a little boy and a little girl with
question marks and smiles in their
eyes.

Ve
little boy

by

Chapin Vasilake
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Gracefully swaying
/
they

stalwartly stand

Like faithful soldiers

guarding the sand;

Victorious over the

hurricane's might,

Awaiting the enemy they

cannot fight.

Gently embracing their

final dawn,

Yellowing,

dying,

d

e

a

d

gone.

Aina Parwelee
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CAROL WATAROBA
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Tired of palm trees and bare knees?

to lands roamed by Ruskes

!

Alaska:

See Portage Glacier and Mt. McKinley

Seal farms and Matanuska Valley

Pan for gold at Crow Creek

Ski on Mt. Aleiaska

Relax your body

Excite your mind

in Alaska:

George Manter



You havz &zzn my tnnzn. azZ£.

Vou know my zuti> and bmuAZA.

In thz coolnzAA at dawn

You have, bathzd thorn tn laughtzn

Throughout thz day bznzath thz wanm &un,

You havz iUAAzd thzm gzntty

And with a hu&hzd whupzn ol thz zvzning buzzzz,

Vou havz plaazd thzm In thz bandaging anmi>

0^ a loving God and prayzd {ok thzm

To hzat.

Vzbbiz Hazzlton
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A dream I had some time last night,
A dream that turned my brain.

Of a land where children have no hunger,
And men feel no pain.

The questions all were answered.
The truth was very plain,

And I'll go to sleep tonight and try
To dream that dream again.

The men were stong and gentle*,

The girls were shy and warm.
•Couples spoke in loving words

Of children to be born.

Sorrow, hate, and loneliness,
They didn't understand.

The air was fresh and good to breathe,
And peace was on the land.

PIECE OF HOPE
Now I hear the counting

Of the dead across the sea

A cry of help from people
Who want only to be free.

It's very hard to turn my back
Now that I 'm awake.

I've got to go and do my best
And try, for heaven's sake,

To reach out to my brother,
To offer him my hand,

To build a chain of love and truth
And justice in the land.

Be careful when you sleep tonight;
Be careful what you dream;

For if you dream what I have dreamed,
You'll never be the same.

You'll have to come and join with me
To reach out with your hand,

To build a chain of love and truth
And justice in the land.





We met on a plane ride home
in a world unknown

sipping cokes
smoking cigarettes
staring aimlessly into the blackness of the sky.

We talked
of Cleaver and

of Frieden
of Nixon and

the elections
of children whining
of young men dying
of old women crying

sipping cokes
smoking cigarettes
wondering why.

The plane started to descend;
our time was coming to an end
holding hands
feeling peace
wondering how.

We dreamt
of picnics on

sunny days
of conversations on

winter nights
of children playing
of old men smiling
of young women sighing

holding hands
feeling peace
wondering when.

Our eyes met
and clung

We knew we would
could never meet again

strength dwindling like
eroding cliffs
against the sea ....

. ... We - lost to the reality .... of color.

Linda MdCLnnon







Sua Vale:



Softly treading, gently breathing,

he casts spells on wood and world.

Vines with purple clusters wreathing,

bow to witching reds and golds.

He bears dreams to all who listen,

as he sounds his elfish horn,

where the crystal vapors glisten

past the farthest hills at morn.

Dreams, elusive and uncertain

,

are as fleet as dying years.

Glimpses from behind the curtain

are to cherish, or to fear.

Memories do charm and beckon*

yet scene vanishes with face.

Phantoms past the worlds we reckon

reach from unknown wells of space.

Wild above the wooded mountains,

wierdly shining on the streams,

yellow floods from haunted fountains

dance with demons in their beams

New Mountain Springtime

Chilling—
Thin and light, biting—

Mountain scents of pine and fii

All yours and mine and his and he

Towering peaks make us feel smal

Are we?

Tom Jem

Edward Fetherston
Spring slips into the

waiting arms of the meadow,
warming winter's chill

Pat Simmon.

Leaves falling from trees

are moved by cold blowing winds.

I felt against me
the whisper of loneliness

.

Anonymous

Lightning strikes the tree.

An animal runs through the fore
and, in darkness, cries.

Anonymo:



he sea came near to greet me

in her gown and silver veil

he'd dance along the shoreline,
and back again she'd sail.

The burning rock hangs in the sky,

Descends with care and ease,

As if afraid to break its tie,

And sinks into the seas.

A golden red and orange stain

Is painted on its edge.

Another world the sun will claim,

As daytime goes to bed!

Chapin Vasilake

he'd tempt and ask and beg me
to swim among her caves,

nd then retreat in her attempt
to gather up more waves.

Chapin Vasilake

THE EARTH IS MY PARTNER

I work best in the moonlight lace
That old winter leaves
Cast oh the moist spring soil

.

First, I expose with my rake
A new maze of worm holes
and insect trails.
Naked earth is bared to the sky's eyes,

p falling leaves show
Autumn has come to visit,
squirrel grows tired.

Anonymous

I enjoy making the first thick slice,
Plunging my spade deep to capture
The musty smell of wood rotting in dirt.
Then, with a swift thrust, it is free,
Spewed upon the damp blanket of the night.

When dawn stirs, almost done,
I slap down the last of the dirt.
The body is snug under the earth.
The quilt of leaves replaced.
My partner will guard this spot;
For with the earth, my secret is safe.

David Pirie
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A snail

doesn't bother
when he wants to go a\

to clean the housi

and lock the door

He snuggles
deep
within his sh

and float,'

Florence Voellmev
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tists and the Lesson of Gorgo
If I

tists beware
go's on a tear
does he fare

e a wild mare
Came to America
Captured by a zoo

To make some money
He hates you too

Leftist
s he dislike
the money

t's making him fight
But only the red
All the good ones are dead
What was once said
American beef he was

of you commies
osexuals who
h Anti-Christs too

11 make mincemeat of you
Dare to appear
In revolution red
Gorgo will get you
Now fighting for America it

1

glory his god
Dne else does he see
lives red white and blue
the land of the free

What else is there
But sex booze and dope
Alice Cooper a hero
For religion there's soap

ive my money
\\o does say
e a factory makes models
imself out of clay

Better watch out
Or Gorgo might get you
Since he joined

America
Hates minorities too

could cry,
I would cry for the sadness

in the human heart.
For the evil that escapes

so often from his prison,
For the virtue that is so hard

to find and keep.
I would cry for happiness

and for death,
could cry.

Judy L. Hill

RobeAt Gilo*

I

I sweep streets
so sidewalk soles
can hide the cracks
anew
with gum.

I sweep streets,
and the meanings are lost

as I gather letters

of the pages
at each corner

unread.

David PvvLz
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Baby,

you think

life is one

big knot-tying

contest. The best

knot wins. And so far,

all you've tied is a tight

double half hitch. No prize there.

You think with bright eyes, talk

to show off your polished teeth,

and listen, braless, you ms'ed

it. It went right over your

shaggy, don't-hang-aprons-

on-me, I'm-too-smart,

too-li berated,

too-sexy

head.

What manner of woman are you?

David VinJL<L



Lonely

mely is just a feeble old pastime,
when we have no other games to play;
people become plastic figures,
being pushed up and down the board.

nely is just a barren stretch of woods,
when we have no other place to hide;
people become wooden figures,
being timed, pressured, and sometimes
forgotten.

Donna Olsen

Freedom Song

Jasmine
Jasmine

April times I wore my heart
thumb-tacked to my hem

but now I seek out
tatoo artists

to inquire the price of flowers
in tender places

julie townsend

Encounter

your questions
catch and lift my loose edges

curling like acanthus leaves
around a marble column's frozen thrust

newly vulnerable
I stand revealed ....

peeled down to myself.

julie townsend
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PRISCILLA

She's not so young as she looks, but too open to be

old— too trusting, too believing. She believes. She

hasn't moved mountains yet, but she has moved hearts.

Friends come to warm themselves before the cheerful
fire of her smile. She keeps a candle burning behind the

green window of her eyes. And she would not even go to

heaven without them. But they leave her. And still, she

believes.

She is their sunshine surrogate mother. And, like
sunshine, she may shine too brightly. Like a mother, she
may hold too tightly. And they leave.

They need to be orphans in the rain, because that's
the kind of people they are. And they come back. Every-
body needs a home, and that's the kind of person she is.

Like nature, she endures. And like a mother she waits.

Country girl, she tries to raise them all until they
rise without her. Cloud people, these people of the air,
silhouette their earth mother, defining a dream that her
belief has held together. The lesser dreamer might break
like brittle glass, but she has strength and faith.

A mountain is such a small thing beside the movement
of a heart!

Sandy SkzlkameA
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How can you analyze a verse
Detach, explain, make comments terse?
Why not try to just enjoy it

Too much delving may destroy it?

Gmx.cz. O'HzaAn

The words of a poem,
merely thoughts pausing in time

on a journey through eternity

Vjjinnz VaJbiujUL^

Being together
As the wind whispers through trees

Evokes peaceful ness.

Anonymous

20
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Remember when you realized that there was only you,
(along with the million other you's )

And you wondered why.
Everyone wonders why, though; why shouldn't you?

Then you realized that the why wasn't cool
because it was against the rules,

The rules of the million other you '

s

,

It gnawed at your gut like an ulcer.
Your head was filled with

answers to the why '

s

.

But they didn't let you speak
because it was against "society"

Society was written in big bold letters across your chest
and crammed into your gullet.

You were young then; so you fought
against the million other you's ,

against the big bold letters across your chest,
against the oppression,

but you were young ....

Now you're older;
yet the battle still exists in silence.

Your face isn't as shiny;
your body isn't as firm.

The laugh is getting screechy,
the eyes a little duller,

and the winter nights are getting longer and longer.

Maybe the battles should stop.
Maybe you should feel a body against your back and buttocks

as the others do.

Remember you are one of a million other you '

s

,

but very alone and empty *

with some of the answers to all the why's _

that nobody is asking any more.

Linda MclCLnnon
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DEPARTURE

On this dreary night,
I search for clues to escape
The morbid acoustics this castle possesses

Conjured by whom?
A question for which I have no answer!

The bleak color and dampness
Of the castle walls plagues me

Like a darkening fate.

This atmosphere conjures many pearls
That exceed sane comprehension.

I feel injected with paranoia
While entering an abyss.

My vision of tranquility
Transcends reality.

Is my soul being thrust into oblivion —
Awaiting Hell?

llikz SpzncoA
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NANNA

The days tarry and yawn,
stretch endlessly.
Are too long.
The pain and the pain and
the cold, labored, heart,

s The blurred eyes and stiff hands,
the tears in the dark.
Yellowed yesterdays framed by the bed.
Buzzing voices invade
tattered thoughts left unfed.

It was so long ago I lost you,
And our girls are nearly old,

The white walls, the
sterile faces.
The end of hope.

To give this up is to give up nothing.
There must be something better.
But I'm afraid, I'm afraid.

Winter twilight masks the room;
propped on pillows, she
lies in the big chair,
and drifts in the insular gloom.
Then Eternity steals close,
bending near to whisper the choice:
To break free, catch his hand, and
dance through the stars!

Linda J. Robinson
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God's gifts
Inspire in men

The awesome wonder of
lessings undeserved, yet always

Giv

Like chains of iron,

fgh on the soul and mind.

ey leave no avenues to find
.

Escape.

27



Old Man Alone

I am an old man with grey hair,
and I hear them laugh at me as they pass in the street.

I am a giver of friendship
who can't help accepting betrayal in pain.

I am the archangel
who they say is a thief.

I'm not at home walking on my own city streets.

I am the communicator of babbles,
or so it would seem.

I hear whispers of town alley cats
who approach in human masks.

I'm slashed by the sword of men deemed good
who try to conceal their clothes of black.

I am mocked by the righteous, their ministers , and priests,

as they carry their bibles in city streets.

I'm attacked by children of policemen.

I am just an old man, on earth 77 years,

and can tell they knock my mind and body flat.

I am an old man biding my time and living out my years.

I ask won't someone please hear?

Dianne Palmier

i
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The man in green
raised his hand high

to speak,

but they rose up

and yelled him down.

The man in red
jumped up, one fist raised,

his sword drawn;

and the cries of protest
crushed him.

The man in the shadows

came forward toward the mob —
in rags and dusty feet —

and kneeled before them.

They listened to the wind!

Vavld VvvLd
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- eyes are filled with bitter stinging tears

lile fingers clench to melt a hardened heart.

ie dismal past has had no warmth for years.

, rebirth possible with a clean start?

iftly lashes part, and eyes search wanting

ie truth. But how can one know what is real?

ilts differ so with answers always flaunting

ipty thoughts that brains think, but hearts can't feel

pray for miracles and ask to know

ie meaning of my life, my mind, my love,

n'thful God hears and whispers, "Let me show

iw Jesus died. Seek new life from above!"

saw the truth and found my selfish soul.

; last, He set me free and made me whole.

i MolyiyvLyiq

The road was long and dusty,
Rocks protruded everywhere;
And wood, dark and musty
Became tangled in His hair.

Weight heavy as the world was
Making Him stagger, slouch, shake.

The crowds began to buzz,

"Will He make it? Will He break?"
His blood had washed the city;
His wounds were opened, raw.
The villagers had pity
On the mangled man they saw.

One even helped Him with His load
Before the end was reached.
(It was a trail on suffering's road.)
This King of the Jews was impeached.

The nails were hard and yery thick;
They drove them through his hands.
He carried the sins of a world so sick
That it did not understand.

31
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BITTERSWEET

Hi Deep within the leaves and fronds,
the house stands in its arbor.
The symbol of a peaceful life;
My friends say it's their harbor.

I went one day to rest my soul
beneath the dancing fronds,
And then to share a simple meal
beside their rippled pond.

We laughed and talked and listened,
and touced each other's hands,
and it was good to share with them
my bold and youthful plans.

For them there had been other days
— though far behind, not lost —
But they put them all aside
and did not count the cost.

At last I felt fulfilled and clear;
the sun dipped like golden-rod.
Goodbyes were said; I turned away,

and down the path I trod.

The verdant trees still calmly stood;
I reached to grasp a leaf.

But, eluding my hand, it sprang away;

I felt like a furtive thief.

36

Then all at once I sensed it near;

the transience of life.

Near those I loved, mortality
hung like a hidden knife.

Fate spares no man, nor would it me;

Dark death would still my rhyme.

But long would stand those cherished trees

in the whispering winds to time.

Linda J. RobinAOi
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He is dead.

The news flew around the ship quietly, but its

impact caused the metal walls to moan.

Conversations in a thousand rooms echoed

one another, "He had the wisdom of ages but had

only just passed from youth." "So full of

understanding and compassion, the warmth of his

love for all men radiated from his look, his touch

and his words. Oh! The words from his mouth

were deeds to be sung by the poets of all time."

He is dead.

"Nurse. Quickly. His cells must not be allowed

to lose their elasticity. The cloning must be done

swiftly. Lieutenant, inform the Captain there are

no women on board capable of bearing children.

We must find the nearest planet with pseudo-

human life. His great wisdom must not be lost."

He is —

"Helm! — do not approach large metropolitan

areas. If we are spotted our mission may suffer.

The Doctors can only genetically scan a person

on the surface if she is alone, isolated from others."

"Captain! We have located a woman who

could well have shared our own lineage. She is

highly favored also in that she has never been

with a man. We must arrange things quickly; time

is short."

"Nurse, keep her thoughts hazed over with

mild drugs; she must not remember the ride to the

ship or anything concerning this operation. Her

people follow a mystical Faith. We will convince

her we are spirits and that her son was fathered

by a deity. There, it is done. He has the potential

for greatness."

When the time for rebirth was near, the ship

hovered far above the spot until the future was

secure in his mother's arms.

He lives.

"The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and

the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee:

therefore also that holy thing which shall be born

of thee shall be called the Son of God."

St. Luke 1:35 KJV

. . . David Pirie



She has to hide from the soldiers,

And beg to worship her God.

But the memory of freedom, (her only delight)

She sings in a whisper by dim candlelight:

My husband was a teacher

In the city of New York
And once a year he'd take his class

On tours to see the sights.

Across the park to see the zoo,

Then bus, to watch the boats,

And always end their little spree

A'top the Statue of Liberty.

She couldn't always sing it through
A stranger might come near,

And through thin walls, (freedom's curse),

Might hear as she whimpered the final verse:

The Statue proclaimed Liberty
To all who passed her by
And held a torch to light the way
To Freedom day or night.

The children ran, each to be,

The first to Liberty's top.

But stopped and read a sign they say,

"Closed, internal structural decay."

She weeps as she thinks of the children

Who never saw the view

If they'd read all the signs (and made the repairs)

She'd be singing a lullabye, breathing free air

. . . David Pirie





Aina Parmelee



Jill

tumbled

down a hill

scraped my knee

didn't hurt much

saw an ant

wondered if he had

the time

of day

ask him politely

didn't answer

just heaved a sigh

and went onward

stepped on him'

the bread crumb flattened

buried the ant

first time

i'd had a funeral

saw a flower

bent to smell it

pricked my nose

crushed it

with text books

then i left

and journeyed

back up the hill

from which

i

had

tumbled.

. . . Cindy Steele

^<

decernber

i am falling

downhill,

tumbling

mumbling

'neath mounds of

ghostly snow.

fine day, pal

fine day for a game of poker.

i think i should like

to grab you from behind

and hide you in my back pocket

.

ior tomorrow,

tomorrow i shall be a

Mountain.

lisa berman
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Aina Parmelee

Gibeah Revisited

Pumping, gurgling, splashing, swirling

the precious liquid flowing ever southward,

Travels vast prairies where once a glacier stood

.

Surging onward, mindless of the silent watching tears

of grieving forest creatures as they watch the black parade

and great magnificent beasts with antlers pointing skyward.

It slashes verdant valleys never trod by shoes of man

and furrows fertile fields as yet untouched by plow.

Southward, southward toward the waiting millions,

laying waste to all that falls within its path,

The speeding shaft defiles the virgin maiden

and spills its contents on a grasping strumpet
,

Consummating

Its ghastly marriage with the air.

Aina Parmelee



Elegy

They strained toward each other

as the belching beast advanced without a rest.

I know because I sensed their fears.

They wept as the yellow monster's evil claws

tore them from their mother's breast.

I know because I shared their tears.

They cried out in grief and anguish,

cast aside in heaps and left to cry there.

I know because I felt their pain.

Never again to whisper in the gentle breeze,

doomed alone to die there.

A nd all my weeping was in vain.

. . . Aina Parmelee



Scrambled

Cracked

Spattered

Oozing

what was to have been

sunny-side up is now

scrambled.

. . Cindy Steele

Serenity

An old, cold cat

ambled towards my feet

one leg creaking

his husky voice crying.

I reached, and drew him close,

the sound of a motor boat

vibrated warmly in my ears

as with abandonment of care

he curled in to a moment

of serenity.

. . . Debbie Hazelton

Carnival War

"Step right up

three shots for a dollar,

anyone can win."

Confused at first,

then quite amused.

What a splendid way

to run a war ....

. . . Cindy Steele



I think that I shall never see

A grander display of sexology,

O'er whose pages I surreptitiously pore

Awaiting a prescription in the drug store.

A page turned at random. I'm shocked to my bones

—

Described in detail, my erogenous zones.

I read on still further, my hands are unsteady,

The counterman says, "Your prescription is ready."

Too late, I have taken the bait and the hook.

I simply must read the rest of this book.

I whisper, "I'll take this," I hope no one hears.

"You mean this sex book?" the counterman leers.

Once I am home, I firmly resolve

Out of this book a new wife will evolve.

The reader is promised rapturous joy

If all the instructions she does employ.

Perfumed and powdered, I hardly can wait

To step into bed and astonish my mate.

I slink from the bathroom, my confidence soaring.

But I've tarried too long and now he is snoring.

Sex books are fine, but they make one mistake

-

The damned things don't say how to keep him awake.

. . . Aina Parmelee



friend,

look not upon me

with candent eyes,

i have sold no soul

but mine own

wounded no heart

but that which aches within

my withered body,

i have bared myself before you,

hung my head in shame

like a lowly latron

on trial for theft of self,

and for what?

to have seen no signs of wondrous spirit

to have heard no words of condolence

from you,

to whom i have poured out my life in prayer,

shattered your silence

with stabbing screams of despair,

"and what is this obscenity they call god?!?"

ah, yes,

but i am to accept

these horrors that be

without objection, without question,

for i am the pagan knave,

and you are the lord.

. . . lisa berman



tonight i sleep alone

(closed my eyes for hardly a minute)

mourning for unheard prayers of

(and was eaten by)

fallen eyelashes

(fairy tales, fig trees and fatherlessons)

a naked prisoner

(while climbing a mountain)

of the insane blackness

(and almost touching)

that woos me by dusk

(my sky)

i sleep alone.

. . . lisa berman

you tested me, parrying

ineffectual thrusts . . .

till I held up my blade

dripping with your blood

so swift you hadn't felt the blow

your eyes widened, startled

you dropped back, hand to cheek . . .

I was lulled into false confidence,

and you gathered your rage and envy

and drove in sharp steel

You stood over me

as I gagged on my own hot blood . . .

my eyes glazed, seeking your throat

After a time I felt peace

I felt the knife still clenched in my hand

and I wondered if I should kill you

when it was easier to lie

life blood flowing

Sandx Shelhamer



The epic ideal for young girls to believe that

Prince Charming, in pink tights and waist coat

with all the bulges in the right places, is going to

gallop elegantly on his white-on-white horse to

take his homely-but-awkward bride-to-be off into

the sunset ... is gone per se, but what remains

follows with the same grandeur and illusion as in

the tradition of P. Charm's hoofprints.

It exists in cinemascope, cinerama, technicolor.

It can make chairs walk, tables talk, music come

out of walls, and deadmen come to life. It can

create a consciousness, provoke a guilt, glide

through dreams, and fly through centuries of time

in seconds right before your eyes. In P.C.'s day

our fantasies were placed at the mercy of the man
with pen and brush. Now the imagination depends

on a cast of thousands, bigger-than-life images and

popcorn. What is this medium that has become an

integral part of our recreation? The movies.

If Omar Sharif, Robert Redford, and Paul New-



crazy eights" until dawn, at which time my parents

would tell Paul to leave. He would defiantly stand

up and say, "I cannot leave without my love!**

When they refused to let me go, P.N. and I would

make a breathtaking escape from the house and

screech out of the driveway in a 1959 Chevy,

(with hurst shifter and dual quads).

Since that time, my fantasies have led me in a

heroic flight from Russia to the Swiss Alps with

Dr. Zhivago; have fought wild animals off with

Jeremiah; have helped soldiers arm and gather

themselves in a yellow Rolls Royce in the hills of

a small Eurooean country with a handsome, young,

but devoted Hungarian rebel*, have dodeed com-

mas and colons courageously while Hubble Gard-

ner wrote his best-selling novel', have burnt my
fingers carelessly while cooking hard boiled eggs

for Luke; and have let mv hands wander volupt-

uously through Johnnv Hooker's chest hair.

I have been Barbra Streisand 26 times. Lara 22,

Jane Fonda 16, Inerid Bergman 12, Salino for a

minute (until a bullet was riveted between her

eyes), and during the lull I am Joanne Woodward
standing beside the man I love . .

.

man knew that they had destroyed my entire love-

life with two hours of impassionedlooks and resilient

smiles. I wonder if they could / would forgive
themselves.

It all started when I was 12, early in puberty,
when I first fell in love at the movies, I can't re-

member the title of the show, but I knew that when
I got home to 1028 Kuster Street, Smalltown,
Illinois, that Newman would be waiting anxiously
for me at the door. We would proceed to play

The settings and characters may change; the

ending never does; the hero and his girl (yours

truly) live happily ever after, fighting ten million

Russians in a revolution, escaping prison with

hungry hounds on our heels, running a speakeasy

while G-men try to catch us, riding the rapids as

we stand there oblivious to all, entangled in the

passions of our desires.

But what effect is there on the kid that asks me
out when I see he's about as muscular as a starving

chicken, has hair that looks like a hostel for

traveling rodents, or has a face that looks like the

Tudors and Stuarts foueht the Hundred Years War
on it, or stands as if he caught a 1,000 yard pass

and never quite recovered, or has a walk that

makes Donald Duck look like he won the Mr.
America pageant?

And what happens when he sees that the only

cleavage I have is the midriff bulge that I cover

alluringly with a violet sweatshirt, or that makeup
makes me look like an Indian in war paint on
"Gunsmoke," or that my knees keep the beat with

every step I take, or that my dresses are made by
U.S. Tent and Canvas Corooration or that my hair

looks like ragged ropes found at the bottom of

the ocean?

Can these two people find happiness with such
competition as Newman, Redford, and Sharif or
Welch, Fonda, and Lovelace? And as we're
walking hand-in-hand along a moonlit beach with
thoughts like: "I wonder if Jane Fonda has a wart
in the center of her hand?" or "Does Omar Sharif
ever stutter ... or spit?". Can these thoughts
become the basis for the greatest romance in the
history of the world? Yes, I say, yes, if you have a
good imagination. Isn't that what movies are all

about?

. . . Linda McKinnon



You, who analyze, criticize, and dissect,

while obstinately aiming for flaws,

weaken the fibers that bind the elements of being

You, who look with vengeance,

with cold calculating eyes,

cannot see that to win with my defeat is to lose

the essence that fuses our separate realities.

I am not a nation to be conquered

with villages to be plundered

or harvests to be destroyed.

I, who was born from your rib,

am not your servant, nor

will I remain as part of your thumbprint.

. Linda McKinnon

Twelve Blocks from the Bomb Shelter

lost inside four walls of insanity

paralyzed by the silence

there is no sign of breathing

no cats scratching at my door.

someone grab my hand, please

i'm afraid to touch the night.

. . . lisa berman
Eliott do not cringe/curl

within your coffin.

I am but a small voice

precariously propped

between two words which you have written.

Should I let the circles darken

while I assume all you presume in

these one sided conversations?

And shall I let the bowl of cornflakes

become soggy while your tombstone rests

contently upon tne ground

letting motherearth receive you within her womb?

I am tantalized/lost in the intricate profundities

that weave themselves along your wake.

. . . Linda McKinnon
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it is good for me
to share no secrets

to be secluded, to slumber

with washed-out pillowcases

that feel friendly

on my chapp-ed cheeks

yes!

it is good for me,

the daughter of ultimate virtuous

venom
to remain the sardonic stranger

among you

—

you, who chatter triumphandy,

boasting the boasts of the benevolent

badmen
in crumbling taverns

and fearless freak factories

looking for a bed to share

with a headless michelob

or maybe a shapely schaeffer

aching man with wandering eyes,

loose collar

loose necktie

lost dog
dead soul,

I am not your juli-et

no, my darling from deep down the ditch,

your grimy hands- and mine- shall never meet

I am not to be reach-ed

I am not to be disturbed

not by candy cane cards carefully chosen in the corner store

not by the dingaling dialing of indivisible

digits

not by the tedious tapping of your frantic fist

upon my shattered

bedroom window
count the change in your pocket,

pauper of person

get all that you can

while you can

pay for it now,

while you can still whirl around

in your stupendous social circle

for you know
there is no god, no heaven

you know
children never starve

you deny the hell that hovers over your head

I am the nomad in my mind
the christ of my cave

smarter than many,
less-knowing than more

go

—

rattle down your road

do not interfere with my visions, my dreams

I am the daughter of venomous virtue

and I share

no secrets.

. . . lisa berman
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Come my children, sit with me,
on the ancient marble wall.

Rest your dirty, tired feet,

ease the pain of being small.

Question not a being big,

question not your being small.
Watch and learn, for others won't,
aid, then, the child that would fal/.

Come my children walk with me;
take your tired feet from rest.

Back to homes from which you fled
then, when aged, fulfill a quest.

. . . Joseph Terry

Sharon Rupersburg



Eighteen Miles Outside City Limits

empty-handed,

map-faced,

I stand before you
sealed but in the spirit

that seeks to be secured

in your barren souls

defiantly, determinedly,

I dare dwell within you

housed but by the disgust

that drags along the hinges

of your demonic nightmares

quietly, so cautiously,

I kneel beside you,

plagued by thirst,

protected by prayer,

wrapped but in the warmth
of my father's comforting

whispers.

empty-handed,

map-faced,

sealed but in solemn spirit,

I stand above you
in summoning silence

. . . lisa berman

The Judas Goat

Chatting amiably they trot along

Exchanging gossip in a language all their own.

Content and happy, their bellies full,

They cannot see the traitor that precedes them.

Ten abreast,

then five,

then two,

Until at last the passage narrows

—

Admitting only one.

Food for the ever growing number.

. . . Aina Parmelee



Painted City

your stark newness drew him

straight and tall

your subtle antiquity spellbound him

mysterious and romantic

you woke him with your morning madness

alive and bustling

you led him into your hazy evening

seductive and luring

he left,

wooed away by another mystical marvel

caressed by other possessive winds

held by their sensuous earthliness

Cindy Steele







You are like a gentle wind.

In quiet moments you come to me
touching me softly

as I am encircled by your comforting strength.

You sway me lovingly

brushing the hair from my eyes

so I may see the truth.

While traveling along your journey

you carry sounds of life to my ears,

sounds which might be distant otherwise,

moving upward and onward.

I wish you infinite peace and freedom

as you continually caress the lives of others,

for you are like

a gentle wind.

. . . Debbie Hazelton
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Love is the only art there is

Everything else is an attempt

To make love visible.

. . . Anne Holcomlfe
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Two Straw Flowers

Two straw flowers

from a love today

wrapped in remembrance

of earlier days

.

Two straw flowers

in images of

powder blue Sundays

and marshmallow doves.

Two straw flowers

of yellow and green

painted as part

of nature's summer scheme.

Two straw flowers

taste the sweet and sour

angelic kisses

tainted with sorrow.

Two straw flowers

will meet at the dawn

dressed in bouquets the

sun's seamstress has sewn

.

c
o
Q

Two straw flowers

will gather our tears

on a prism ship

sinking on pathos's sphere.

. . . Kirk Flaherty



Don White

13 hours in hiding

i run from the sceptor

of a hollow priest

seeking haven in sewers

where heroes once bled.

i hide in the basement

of proverbial sin

scratching prayers in damp walls

with a rusted switchblade.

let not my hunger, my thirst

be the source of glory

for dragon-tongued fathers

to dine on.

as bibles wear thin

and bottles stand tall

a torn man sips guilt

from a stained glass spitoon.

. . . lisa berman

Wednesday

Third Day in Indonesia

"I really shouldn't have kicked

the savage heathen that last time.

His skull had been half blown off,

and the first seven kicks I gave him

caved in enough of his skull that . . .

that . . .

Well, anyway,

the heel of my boot broke through

the bridge of his nose,

and this boot heel got caught in his eye socket.

The blighter should have known better

than to mess with a Missionary!"

. . . E. Sean Toner



Darkness, coolly, quietly shades

afternoon play

which carries the usual squeaking

of tiny, tinny voices

coupled with the screaming

of confused, cranked-out toys

Lazy eye lidded children

are cradled in a game
of musical laps

swaying, rocking,

to the hushed humming
of Sunday afternoon's

restless raindrops.
[
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INCENSED
It was supposed to be a friendly game. The two

couples had faced off around the large game table,

drawn imaginary borders in their minds and

quickly started play. After the first sequence, the

game got out of hand.

Gene thought he had the game under control

— that the others were having trouble keeping up

with him. He was too far gone to realize the

truth. His anger had built and inflamed him be-

yond reason . . . beyond control. What he im-

agined as beautifully manipulative maneuvers

were, in reality, gross irrationalities.

Carol sat back and let the game run its course.

There was nothing she could do to make Gene

listen to reason. It was easier this way.

"Press for the next sequence, Carol."

"I think that's enough," she said. "It looks like

Rich and Linda have had enough too."

"Well, it is getting late," Linda murmured.

"I said press the next sequence. I'm sure our

friends can spare a little more of their time."

"Maybe some other nieht," Rich said. "We
really have to get going. We've got a long trip to

make."
Both Rich and Linda pushed their chairs away

from the table and disconnected the linkup wires.

They avoided Gene's stare as they fumbled with

the head connectors. When they were free, Carol

made it comfortable for them.

"I'll walk vou to the front, guys."

"Thanks," Linda said.

"We have to do this again sometime soon,"

Rich mumbled politely on his way to the door.

Carol opened the closet by the front door and

got their coats out for them.

"How long has he been like this? I've never

seen him so wound up before."

"Richie, please!"

"No, that's all right, Linda. I know he's im-

possible. He's been like this for two weeks now."

"What happened?" Rich asked.

"It's the baby. He wants a girl."

Rich and Linda looked at each other and

smiled.

"Would you like me to talk to him?" Rich

offered. "We went through almost the same thing."

Linda gave him a small peck on the cheek.

"You were very understanding, honey. We really

didn't have any trouble to speak of."

"Thanks, but I don't think he's ready to listen,"

Carol said. "Maybe in a week or two."

"Well, if we can be of any help, don't hesitate

to call on us," Linda said.

After they had said their goodbys, Carol went

back to the living room. Gene was still sitting at

the game table, his head hooked up to the game
wires.

"What were you talking about?" Gene asked.

"Nothing."

"That was a pretty long time to say nothing,

Carol. You were talking about the baby, weren't

you?"

"Yes, I was."

"What did you tell them?"

"I just said we were having a little trouble with

the agency, that's all."

"Did you tell them I don't want a boy?"

"Yes."

"Stop making me out to be the heavy," Gene
said, glaring at her. "It's not too much to ask, is

it? A girl? Does it make that big a difference to

you? We can have a boy next time."

"And would it be any better next time?"

"I think so. I just couldn't handle a boy right

now."
"You know I don't care. It's all the agency."

"Yeah," he grumbled, "the agency."

Ortez was taking his time in starting the inter-

view. As head administrator, he was responsible

for approving any appeals to be put before the

board, and this case was a problem.

Gene and Carol sat across the desk from him,

their appeal folded and clutched tightly in Gene's

sweaty hands. They were waiting as patiently as

they could.

"Before we go into your appeal in depth, I

Page 8



should first tell you that our quota for girls was

reached well ahead of schedule. This quarter has

been a record-breaking one."

"We're still entitled to our appeal, aren't we?"

Gene asked.

"Well, yes ... if vou demand it. But frankly, I

don't think it would do much good."

"Why?" Carol asked.

"Have you been to the psychiatrists? Good," he

said, acknowledging their nods. "I presume the

results were normal or your initial application

wouldn't have been approved."

"That's right," Carol agreed.

"Well, you must also realize that the results

indicate that either sex should be acceptable . . .

that a boy wouldn't cause any undo strain."

"I see," Carol whispered.

"I'm sorry, but I don't want to waste my time

or yours with a drawn-out hearing."

"We understand, Mr. Ortez," she said.

"I don't!" Gene shouted as he leaped to his

feet and vaulted over the desk. He grabbed Ortez

by the throat and pressed his thumbs inward,

cutting off Ortez's air supply. Ortez turned a deep

red. Gene was still shouting, making no sense at

all, shaking Ortez's head back and forth violently.

Carol ran around the desk and tried to pry

Gene's hands away but his grip was too tight. She

began screaming at him, trying to break his frenzy.

The door burst open, a young guard wielding a

rubber persuader entered, and quickly ran to

Ortez's aid. As he got closer, he could hear the

gurgles escaping Ortez's lips.

Gene felt the club make contact and then a

sharp pain. He slumped to the floor unconscious.

The guard administered first aid to Ortez and

then propped Gene's limp form up against a chair.

Carol was crying, holding her head in her hands,

trying to regain control of herself.

After a few minutes, Ortez's natural color re-

turned. He pointed to Gene and then to Carol'.

"Show them out, guard. I believe they were

just leaving."

Gene lay in bed, .his head wrapped in white

gauze, trying to focus his eyes on the visor. A few
minutes would go by and he'd play with the dials,

trying to refocus the blurred three dimensional

image.

"It's your eyes. Gene, not the visor. Stop

playing with it."

"Sure."

"Do you think vou'll be well enough to go
down there again? It's been three days."

"I know. I guess I'm well enough, but I'm

still thinking about holding out for a girl."

"Forget it. Gene. You heard him — it'll never

happen. After this quarter passes our names will

go back to the bottom of the list. By the time they

get back up to the top. we'll be an increased risk

because of our age. It's a prettv big chance."

"It might be worth it . . . waiting for a girl,"

he said quietly.

"What is it with you? What are you afraid of9

Is it that you really don't want a boy or that

you need a girl?"

He didn't answer. He swung his legs over the

side to the floor and reached for his pants. He
dressed slowly and deliberately.

"Aren't you going to give me an answer?"

"I don't think that question deserves an answer.

I went through it myself once, you know. I was a

child, too."

"I know dear, and that's why it's so hard for

me to understand your reluctance."

"I don't care if you understand or not. Your

understanding still won't alter the basic fact: I

don't want a boy."

She got up from the bed and walked to the

window. As she gazed out over the citv. a

calmness settled in her. She turned to him. "Well,

let's go down there and see if we can get out of

the contract. There's a chance it's not too late."

He smiled at her. "Fine. That sounds fair

enough."
"And if they refuse to cancel our contract?"

"We'll have a boy," he sighed.

When they came home. Gene collapsed into a

chair. He rubbed his eyes with his fists, trying to

block out the memory of the scenes with Ortez.

"It's not the end of the world." Carol said.

Gene looked up at her, his face blank, uncaring.

He was resigned to the fact that in six short

months, a boy, eighteen years old and legally their

son, would be living with them.

"We'll be able to have a girl too." she soothed,

slipping an arm around him. stroking his side.

"A boy. Our boy. I don't want him. 1 refuse

to take the responsibility of training him."

"Didn't your parents train you?" she asked.

"That's beside the point."

"No, Gene, that is the point. If we don't train

him properly, he'll be missing a valuable part of

the human experience. If all parents felt the same

way vou do, there'd be no sense in continuing."

"We'll see." he said through clenched teeth.

Carol didn't have to worry about the discomfort

of labor. She didn't have to worn,' about anything,

for that matter. All she had to do was select the

genetic makeup she wanted for her son. The hos-

pital did the rest.
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She gave him talent, courage and several sexual

traits that she felt were necessary in a good lover.

She believed in having a well adjusted child.

Three weeks after the selection was made, the

baby could walk and talk. He wasn't a genius —
he was only a baby like the hundreds of others

in his group. They all received their hormone

injections, forced vitamins and constant intense

socialization for their mental development. Con-

trolling the physical growth — getting the child to

mature rapidly, was the problem. Some children

responded more readily to the feedback principles

—others demanded more time and attention.

Their child developed normally.

Every weekend, Carol would visit her son. She

would go home at the end of a visit, astounded by

the changes in his development, wanting to share

the experience with Gene. As soon as she would

bring up his name, Gene would bury his head

in the newptapes or the visor.

Every time she brought up the important role

they would have to play in teaching their child, he

became enraged.

"What have I got to do with it? It's all your

responsibility!" he yelled.

"No, Gene," she said calmly. She still tried

to reach him. "It's both of ours. If he doesn't

learn the proper attitudes and techniques of social

interaction from you, he won't be well adjusted."

"I just can't understand why they can't train

them in this while they're still in the hospital.

What harm could it do?"

"This isn't learning history, Gene. This is his

future; his life."

"If only I were eighteen again — fresh out of

the hospital— the world all shiny and new."

"You can be," she said. "If you want to, live it

all over through him."

He looked up and smiled.

"He's coming home tomorrow. Do you plan

to pick me up on the way or should I meet you

there?" she asked.

"What? Uh, I'll pick you up." Until that mo-

ment, he'd never really thought about the reality

of having to face his son, let alone take him home

with him.

Gene drove them home. Their baby, Eddie,

held a striking resemblance to his mother. He had

her hair, her pouting lips, and her eyes.

Eddie watched everything that flew by the car

windows with intense interest. Although he had

known the existence of the external world through

his initial teachings, seeing these things directly

was another story — one he hoped he would

never forget.

Carol sat next to him in the back. She was

nervous. As the car sped along, she talked rapid-

fire, trying to point out everything that passed.

Eddie already knew of these things, but he re-

alized if he told his mother this, he would rob her

of her radiating smile.

Gene pulled the car into the parking garage. As

they rode up the elevator in silence, Gene studied

Eddie's features. He saw Carol there and softened

a little.

"Is this where we live?" Eddie asked as Gene

unlocked the door.

"It is," Carol said. "Wait until I show you

around though. You'll love it."

"You should," Gene said, smiling. "Compared

to the hospital, this apartment is luxurious."

They all smiled as they entered.

Carol took Eddie by the hand as she led him

from room to room. When they came to the

master bedroom, Eddie shoved his hands into his

back pockets.

"Is this where I'm to sleep?" Eddie asked.

"This was Gene's and my room, but now that

you're here, Gene has moved his things out and

into the guest room," she said as she slipped her

arms around him. She kissed him full on the lips,

deeply. His tongue entered her mouth. His hands

began exploring her body slowly, cautiously,

unsure of the proper moves.

Gene watched from the doorway in anger. He
turned away and slammed the door after him on

the way to the guest room.

"Next time," he said, "we'll have a girl."

by Michael Berlyn
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Through the window

I play with the children

as they run with paper snowflakes

to paste on window panes.

I am with them as they scamper about

merrily munching

on sugar wafer trees.

To peaks of

marshmallow mountains

we fly,

and topple down hills

into cool, clear streams,

laughing and singing

like clattering teacups and saucers.

On bended knee

I am beside them

in their slumber,

praying that I might remain

forever child-like.
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In rain shrouded dusk

the crickets chirp and bring hope

To the sleeping trees.

. . . James Holland

Ozzic Gillion
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Four Minute Poem

I long to be wide eyed

long limbed

barefooted

running down

the staircase of my days

hair flying

madly behind

a wild imagination

as I go

sweet

dreamer.

Unending Time

A stone uncast

A door unopened

A riddle unanswered

A mind unturned

What does all this mean?

A prayer unsaid

A book unread

A paper unbought

A river unflowing

What does all this mean?

A story untold

Let it all unfold.

. . . Dawn Seldon

Anne Holcombe

The Blue River

There is a cool, blue river that runs high

in the mountain. It rushes forward, twisting and

turning, passing by the sleeping foothills until it

reaches the sea.

Our friendship is like that blue river. It twists

and turns through life's passageways, but unlike the

river, we rush to no sea; we flow into destiny.

. . . Mary Thrasher
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Such a brilliant star

in the midst of a galaxy

all identical — all quite unique.

Shining on eternally

among friends forever seen;

faces smile so clearly

though eternity lies between.

Knowing their position

the same their destiny

Searching for adventure —
yet few would dare to leave.

what is sure

feels so secure

for them unknown

has lost its lure.

The few who leave

in time return;

An attempt to save,

to teach, to learn.

These few often wonder

about things unseen.

When others reach an end

these only begin.

While others give up hope,

these just begin to dream.

. . . Jodi Jewell

I peer deep into the midnight stars

and wonder of things to come

I peer deep into my soul

and wonder about the future.

But why should I worry

about things I can't control?"'

I peer deep into the midnight stars,
ĵ
^^'

and wonder not of things to come

)ut take the stars

and the midnight

as they are,

things of beauty,

not crystal balls.

Mary Thrasher



elegy

morning somber steal away,

lend your gloom to another day;

lift the clouds and light the way,

for the children wait to play.

praying sinner shed your cross

of rusted souls in heaven's haunts,

wipe your knees and dust your thoughts

salvation still can be bought.

mourning mother's empty lap,

cradles sorrow sewn in the past,

dust and ash have marked his path;

innocence, his epitaph.

preying father heed their cries

o'er yaweh's eucharistic guise,

blessed be the ones who die.

feed them food instead of lies.

. Kirk Flaherty

do not crawl before me

like a wounded child

on scpaped, bleeding knees

with pleading eyes cast upon me

do not whine unto me,

in beggar's sorry tongue

fripping over the salted remorse

/of melting words.

i cannot be the magic seamstress of your soul

and mend the worn fraved remnants

of your severed heart

nto a kingly coat of glory.

will not be the promised sculptor

of your thoughts / /
and mold the scattered chips

of your fractured fantasies

into a master work of art.

no man's friend

i, \ao
}i//'

the ungodly gallows

self-hatred

ang in fringes
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WAITING FOR THE RAINS

Every morning it's the same thing; Maiy springs

out of bed, runs to the window, and stretches her

arms high over her head. Her eyes are open, and

she sees what's out there, but it doesn't register.

"It's beautiful, Jamie. And it's ours."

I just lie there and try to smile, but my lips

don't want to cooperate. God knows, I've tried to

see it through her eyes, but to me it's always the

same thing. A patch of earth, whatever it's

named, holds no attraction for me — no romance.

This one's named Felicity.

I wouldn't be here on this sad excuse for a

world if it wasn't for Mary. She's stuck by me for

ten years — ten long years of wanderlust. It was

hard on her. She never liked the way I kept us

moving, so when we got that circular in the mail

she jumped at it.

"Take a look at this," she said.

"What is it?"

"Look at it."

I looked, but I didn't like what I saw. It was

one of those promos those homesteading corpora-

tions send around.

"Do you need elbow room? Are the riff-

raff of the galaxv crowding you? Well, we
can change that for you! We can get you a

planet of your own ... a place to breathe,

spread out and grow ... a piece of your
own private heaven! No more one-room-
ers! To qualify, just complete the form be-

low and call for an appointment. Don't

delay! ACT NOW!"
"You're not serious about this, are you?" I

asked, throwing the brochure down to the table.

"I am, Jamie. I think it's the only thing that

might keep us together."

"Together? What's that supposed to mean?"
"It means I'm tired; tired of being splattered all

over the galaxy, of your trying to find the 'right'

place to live . . . your idea of perfection. I think

this is the onlv way we can solve this problem of

yours." She picked up the brochure and thrust it

towards me. "Take a look at this one," she said,

pointing out the blurb on the back cover.

While my eyes scanned the paragraph, my mind
was thinking about something else. I was trying to

get a hold of this thing before it got out of control.

"If you'll agree to homestead this planet, we
won't have to split up," she said.

"Split up? Who the hell's talking about splitting

up?"

"I am. Right now. If you don't give this a try,

it's all over, Jamie. I'm tired of one-roomers. I'm

tired of freight passage. I need some stability."

"And if I agree?"

"Then there's a chance. The only reason I

haven't walked out already is that I think I still

love you."

"I'll go," I said. So that's how it is, I thought.

The seedlings we'd brought with us died. We
planted them in what was supposed to be the rainy

season, but the rains never came. All we have left

are the few we saved in the freeze.

I kept checking the book that the corporation pro-

vided us with for the rains. The climatic schedule

in the book was wrong. It's a damned good thing

we kept those few plants on ice. Now, when the

rains come, we'll have fresh food.

I'd been trying to play the contented husband

as best I could, but after a while it fell flat. That

kind of faking requires true dedication. It's not

that I don't love her — I do, but settling down
just isn't my idea of living. We could have both

kept moving. The galaxy's one hell of a big place.

"What would you like for breakfast?" she asked.

"I don't care, honey. Whatever we have that's

easy," I said while slipping into my clothes. When
I turned back to face her, she was gone. I heard

her humming from the kitchen.

"We're out of eggs. How about cereal?"
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"Cereal's fine," I said.

But it wasn't fine at all. Our food was running

out. If the rains don't come soon, I'll have to

radio for the corporation's pickup ship. It takes

them a day or two, so if we wait much longer it

may be too late. If only it would rain like it's

supposed to.

We sat under the grey trees, their limbs dry and

bare, reaching up to the sky trying to get the few

clouds that passed overhead to share their water.

We'd just finished what might have passed for a

picnic. Mary was all smiles, beaming out her love

to embrace this dead world. I sat there eating

myself up inside.

"Do you know how much food we have left?"

I asked.

"Enough." Still smiling.

"Enough for what? How much longer can we
wait?"

" 'Till the rains come," she laughed.

"And if they don't come in time, Mary? What
then?"

"They'll come."

She just didn't see it the way I did. I can't

homestead a planet that doesn't want me.

"Well, we'd better make preparations in case

they don't. When we get back I'm going to radio

the ship."

"Wanderlust," she said. She wasn't smiling

anymore.

"What?"
"Wanderlust," she repeated. Her eyes cut

through to my heart.

"That's not true, Mary. It's not wanderlust at

all. It's reality. We'll die if we don't leave."

"Wanderlust. I should have known. I should

have realized it couldn't work."

"That's not it at all. It's not true. Felicity can't

support us. We can't wait for the rains forever."

"And if the rains had come?" She was crying.

"How long would we have stayed? What difference

would the rains have made?"
My fingers played absently with the blades of

brown grass.

"Radio the ship," she said firmly. "I'm leaving.

It's over — I'm through with you. I can't stand

it anymore."

I got to my feet and started gathering the empty

food containers. Tears were still falling.

"I'm sorry," I said. "We'll try another planet

. . . another place."

But it was no good — it was too late. Her mind

was set and she refused to talk to me all the way
back to the house. She cried most of the night.

I slept.

Some time around three that morning I woke

Diane Collins
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up. The noise was deafening. The roof amplified

every drop and the room reverberated with the

noise. The rains had come.

I jumped out of bed and ran to the window.

Outside was the purest black I'd ever seen. I

turned around to Mary but as soon as our eves

met, she rolled over to face the wall. I stayed up

to wait for the end.

I heard the rains feed the earth — the black

rains. The dried, cracked soil moistened, darkened

and turned a rich brown. The drops joined to-

gether to form rivulets. They fed each other,

growing slowly, talking softly to themselves. The

black streams increased in size until they became

black rivers.

Marv still wouldn't look outside. She still wanted

to go. She'd made me radio for the ship yesterday

and at that time, I didn't object. But now, I'm not

sure. I wanted to go too, but not with her in this

frame of mind.

Shortlv after noon, it stopped. The sun came

out and heated the rich humid soil. I rushed to the

freeze and grabbed the remaining seedlings.

"I'm going to plant these," I said on my way

through the kitchen.

"Why bother?" she said. It was the first time

she'd spoken to me since the picnic.

"It's not dead anymore, Mary. We can stay

now."
"For how long, three months? 'Till you need to

stretch your legs again?"

She turned back to the food she was preparing.

I walked outside and dug up the rich earth, plant-

ing the little seedlings in a row. I hoped she'd

come to her senses and change her mind about

leaving. There wasn't any reason for her to go

now.

The next morning the ship was due. I woke up
and looked out the window. I rubbed my eyes in

disbelief. What was going on outside made me
think I was still asleep, dreaming about the one

place that would really hold me. The one planet

that was my idea of beauty.

New plants had sprung up, new species I'd

never imagined existed—things I couldn't believe.

I dressed hurriedly and went out to look around.

It was overwhelming; the grass was now six dis-

tinct shades of green, all easily recognizable. Not
just washed out or faded colors, but rich full

pigments. There were pastel flowers blooming,

each petal a different color, each stem a different

shade. Interspersed with these, were flowers whose

strong colors burst in their purity and brightness.

The trees were in full bloom too, their leaves

making autumn in Vermont look like a black and

white movie. Some leaves were shades of pink,

some blue and there were even some multicolored

ones too. I had to shut my eyes.

It was the most beautiful sight I'd ever seen in

all of my travels. I knew then I'd found home.

My eyes drifted down to the brook which laughed

by the house. The waters were black— black like

the rain.

This was Felicity. The Felicity I'd dreamed

of. I knew I could never leave. Never.

Mary's been gone for six months now. The rains

haven't come since. The flowers are withered and

dead; the trees are bare. Two days ago, the seed-

lings I planted right after the rains came, died. It's

like it was when we first arrived—dead. And now,

I'm here, alone, waiting. Waiting for the rains.

by Michael Berlyn
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. . Diane Collins

There is nothing so important

as the way birds fly

Across the sea, into the sky and sun.

Poems fly themselves

On white sails of .ships

Woven together with strong, thin thread

Held like silk against the wind.

. . . Anne Holcombe

peace corps poem

the sun rises

laughing

to find you

strewn among cigarette butts

brown paper bags

and week-old garbage

in the gutteral filth

of defeat,

the midday heat chases you

into dingy alleys

that cast murky shadows on your thoughts,

chaining you

to everyone else's misery,

you waste the strength of wisdom

you swear by

on rabid tin can scholars

who slam themselves

between the smudged pages

of do-it-yourself manuals.

angels, too, are marching

on raging winds

of grieving tides

that wail

beyond the suicidal sands

of hope.

. . . lisa berman



&
. . Bruce Bernstein
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JSKvSSI r/me ca«7 be measured

beneath our limbs is oppressive

and a bird sighs to be heard only

by the silent rush of the wind, or possibly

by the sparrow, whose entire being is

but to send forth calling cards of peace,

which are neglected by warhawks,

and totally denied by the doves

who watch over nothing

but their own nests of evil

and deprive innocents of their innocence

and if fortunate enough

can deprive the young of their youth

or the elderly of their memories.

But best we be quick about it

or we misplace our luck with skill

but never the contrary

for if that occurs we may be forsaken

by our own kind

(whoever they may be)

for who is to say

who is unique in his solitude

or temperate in his anger

or critical of his one and only religion

which is what?

. . E. Sean Toner
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Seasons

Summer was the* meeting,

Autumn sowed the seedling,

Winter was spent sleeping,

Springtime-song of weeping.

In a transcending moment, amid the decayed winter white;

Moonbeams and starstreams danced alone through the night.

The wind whistled softly, the Siren's saccharine song,

And as they swayed so sweetly, I meandered along.

The melanin moon melted above the sinking ceiling below.

My soul searched the faces of smiling shadows.

Medusa's masque mired in the veil of death and despair

—

The words flittered! — no flickered! — no fluttered! — on the air.

Summer was the meeting,

Autumn sowed the seedling,

Winter was spent sleeping,

Springtime-song of weeping.

Then, the sky dourly descended, a bleak blanket of blackness,

Wresting wanton words like a sigh from the breast.

The last languid breath, senselessly seemed to have ebbed away,

Like the evening tide, bidding a goodnight to the day.

Oh, so speak to me stealthy sunlight with your slanderous tongue,

Whetted with what the moon's mistress has spun.

The dawn's day did deem our tattered souls together;

(But the words sang as rhythmic as a virgin lover)

:

Summer was the meeting,

Autumn sowed the seedling,

Winter was spent sleeping,

Springtime-song of weeping.

The words torment this tempestuous being— self-sacrificed,

Words, yes words, the devil's disciple undressed.

You keep on telling me, keep telling me why I'm here,

And abstract alpenglow lighted this soul's love-stained tears.

Leave my senses! Leave my sight! Damnable dialogue of death.

Breach your bastard, letchered laws of life and breath.

Gothic Gods of Grotesque that reign righteously supreme,

Reprive this wretched soul of lurid love unredeemed —

Summer was the meeting,

Autumn sowed the seedling,

Winter was spent sleeping,

Springtime-death was reaping.

. . . Kirk Flaherty
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portrait of the artist in blue

"In certain situations it's better to be conquered

than conqueror, more Prometheus than Jupiter."

— Vincent Van Gogh

the heart

ripped open in anguish

and pledged to hopeless wrath

of painful self-expression

pens its name

in blood-red script

of misunderstanding.

the heart

extended in agony

is one reserved

for traveling down tombs

weeping

in ghostly unison

with other hearts

cleverly disguised

as master-pieces

of giants.

Chris Novotny

. . . lisa berman

Mary Laveratt



A heart attack sharply skewed

the life in him —
he was dead in seconds.

Sitting rightly in his lawn chair

that he no longer sensed,

he baked silently in the seering sun.

The man's essence gone,

the thing sat heavily upon aluminum and plastic

as it cooled inside out

with the rays keeping its cover warm.

People passing, waving,

wondering why their waves went unreturned—
But it could no more wave

than it could blink the flies

from half-closed eyes.

They'll find it later. I suppose,

slumped a bit and slightly turned.

They'll find it 'neath its insect friends,

atop the chair and badly burned.

. . . E. Sean Toner

Lying here beneath

yet between

white-walled linen

staring at the mechanized monstrosities

whose jobs are to nourish

and in fact preserve my very life force

Occasional glances from the scurrying white ones

the timely glances

that reset controls

and promote the dials

that hum and bump and whirr and click

in such a frightful synchronization of and with

my waning bodily cycles . . .

an abominable duet

of man and machine

. .

.

E. Sean Toner
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NOT NOW BOB
by Michael Berlyn

I sat in the front trying to read while Bob

drove. Every few minutes my eyes drifted up

from the paragraph I was stuck on to look out

the window. What few trees there were passed

by quickly. It was harder to concentrate now.

"How much longer?" I asked.

"Fifteen minutes. You want to take over when

we get there?"

I knew he'd ask that. He always does.

"Sure," I said. "What's this one's name?"

"Lafayette."

It didn't matter. This was all we did — drive

from city to city, looking. At first it was an ad-

venture, but now it's just depressing. Maybe I'll

stop at Lake Michigan and let him go on alone.

We had started in New York, heading west. I'd

lost track of the roads and cities. I remember the

last one: Indianapolis. It was deserted.

Each time we pulled into a town we were

optimistic. He would walk through the residential

areas shouting, hoping someone would hear and

shout back. I usually waited in the car.

No one replied. No one was left.

At first we talked all the time — exchanging

facts, our names, where we had lived and worked.

Then, we'd pull into a town.

One time in Pittsburgh — I think it was Pitts-

burgh—we were walking down Grove or Cedar or

some avenue. Anyway, everything was okay then.

We still wouldn't believe we were the only ones

left. We couldn't be.

I guess it hit him first.

After that, he'd changed. Wouldn't talk about

what had happened before.

"There it is," he said.

He always flicked out his tongue to wet his lips

while he talked. Ahead is the outline of the city.

It sure doesn't look like much. Maybe I'll just

stop here.

As he drove, his cold black eyes searched for

signs of life. In another city, one of us had sug-

gested we use a spiral search pattern. I don't

remember if it was him or me. It doesn't matter.

He was looking for a woman.
This one's the same. Deserted.

I don't want to give up. There's still a chance

there's another man left. Alive. Somewhere.

I smoothed my skirt as I slid behind the wheel.

Bruce Bernstein



In a smoke filled room they sit

tossing to and fro

hollow phrases

and empty laughter.

They drink from decorative glasses

sweet, potent liquor,

and giggle as

it seeks its level

among the stagnant crowd.

Aspirin is

the saviour at dawn

that heals their hung-over bodies,

and quiets their hung-up minds.

. . . Debbie Hazelton
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. . Diane Collins

death of a poet

you are the patriot of poetic prophecy

proclaiming yourself open ground

for alien forces of reality

to beat blatantly upon your breast,

using your heart as battlefield,

and you wish to be a writer,

so your worldly wisdom

will carve its way

into mammoth trees of undeniable knowledge

for childish men and scholarly students to marvel at

to gaze upon with awe,

to recite, respect, and envy,

but accept it —
there are no romantic revelations

that have not yet been written,

no startling stories, prolific plays,

no leonine lines that have not yet been listened to.

as the gut from your pen pours.

bleeds onto crisp white schoolboy pages,

your scabs will once again become split afresh,

and you'll slowly drip to a heroic fool's

literary death.

. . . lisa berman
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I remember you in '62

With your rusty scarlet knife

You were hustlin' down in San Antone

Where you broke your brother's wife.

Or was it that time in New Orleans

With the black barrel barking wench

Her head was bobbing mechanically

As you sat upon the bench.

Come now ladies and gentlemen

Try now to be brave

As I dance upon you

As you come inside your graves.

You blew your wad in Jackson

and you had to leave the town

They laughed at you sarcastically

They knew you were the clown.

Come now ladies and gentlemen

The show is on the road

My head is oh so groggy

From shooting all my load.

When you ate that bloodied gland

your face looked very pleased.

But please don't take another bite

The corpse is so diseased.

Weren't you at the Coke Convention

Back in 1969

You were a prancing, dancing tally

With a Summer Blonde Beehive.

You bowed to the Lieutenant

His buttons they did gleam

You fixed his shirtless collar,

And licked his boots so clean.

Come now ladies and gentlemen

Don't be so absurd

I'm flashin' by so happily

To give the Pope the bird.

. . . Tom Lo Bianco



Gcorce Holzer
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Precious person,

I would polish

each word I speak to you

with a soft, delicate coat

of pure, sweet sensitivity

so as never to tarnish you.

But I am only an infant

learning to care—
clumsily kicking my way along,

spilling the polish,

and dropping my words,

falling short of loving.

. . . Debbie Hazelton

. . Susan Sellner
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FOUR SECOND RECORD

"You want to know something? I'm not learn-

ing anything from this chemistry lab."

"Hey, Dennis, if you'd put something into it,

you might get something out of it."

"Sure Mark. That's easy for you to say, but I

just don't have the time."

"Look man, stop your belly-aching."

"Mark, you never let me finish anything I'm

saying."

"That's right. Now shut up so we can get this

work done and go home early," Mark demanded
as he began to prepare the experiment.

"O.K. O.K. Let's get to work. By the way, what

are we supposed to do this week?"

"Man, you never study, do you?"
"No, I don't, but you can tell me."
"Well, we're supposed to observe a cell in a

hypertonic solution."

"That's not telling me anything."

"Just for you, Dennis, I'll state our project in

laymen's terms. We're simply going to see a cell

explode."

"Really? I bet it's gonna be real cool. Do we
need any materials from the table?"

"Yeah. Get a eye dropper and a tube of Bendix

solution."

"All right," Dennis blurted as he hurried over

to the lab table.

"Back like a flash. They don't call me speedy

for nothing."

"Who are you trying to kid?" Mark asked in a

sarcastic tone. "You're called speedy for those

pills you pop."

"You're real funny. You know that? You
wouldn't be so funny if I cracked this microscope

over your head, would you?"

"Don't get so uptight, Dennis. You know I'm

only kidding."

"I know."
"Let's get back to work. Hand me the solution

and dropper." Mark stuck out his hand. "Thanks."

"Sure. What are you doing with that stuff?"

"I'm dyeing the cell so we can observe it's re-

action to the hypertonic salt solution."

"Let me take a look." While Dennis looked

through the lens he muttered, "There ain't nothing

in here but a big red cell. What do we do with it?"

"We'll add some salt solution and then watch
what happens."

"Can I add it?"

"Yeah, go ahead. Be very careful though,

Dennis. We only want one drop."

"Okay, here goes."

"Wait a second," Mark said as he held back
Dennis' hand. "Let me adjust the microscope to

a higher magnification."

"Hey, Mark?"
"Yeah, what do you want?" Mark asked as he

turned to face him.

"How long will it take for the cell to explode?"

"It will only take a fraction of a second."

"Is that all? As strong as a cell is you would
think it should take longer. I wonder what it would
be like inside that cell ... I guess if I knew that

I'd get something out of this course."

"Go ahead and put the solution in."

"Like I said before, here goes."

"Rega, report back immediately," the chief

commanded.
"This is Rega reporting back to Chief."

"What in the hell is going on here?" the chief

shouted.

"Well, chief, it's hard to analyze right now. Ever

since this atmospheric fog has set in, visibility has

been difficult."

"I'm not talking about that. I already know that

situation and have it under control. I need to know
what's fighting the outer shell to get in."

"We've put out sensors and closed all entrances

in case it is a bad gas," replied Rega. "Don't

worry, Chief, you have everything under control."

"Is it a gas?"

"Well not really sir. In fact, we don't even

know what it is. Our sensors aren't telling us any-

thing. Whatever it is, it sure is giving our outer

shell a beating. It acts like it's trying to break in."

"Rega, make sure of one thing, that this, what-

ever it is, only beats at the shell and does not get

through it," the Chief ordered as he hung up his

caller.

"Chief Nuquel!" A new voice came across the
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speaker.

"Yes, engine room. Report back."

"This is Golsome, sir. We have problems."

"Yes, Golsome, I know about the intruder. I'll

soon have it taken care of."

"Well, sir," Golsome added, "I just want to

warn you that it's broken through east entrance

#17. I also want to inform you that engines one

and five have quit. The other three engines have

slowed down considerably. We're waiting for your

orders, sir."

"Cut off engines two and four and channel all

remaining energy to engine three."

"Yes sir," Golsome answered.

"Chief!"

"What is it now, Rega?"

"I've got bad news, sir. All entrances in the

shell have been destroyed, and it's moving up the

levels. We tried to isolate it at entrance #17 but

we failed. Not only that, sir, all lysomes have

stopped functioning."

"That can't be," Chief Nuquel cried out. "With-

out our lysomes our wall will burst. See to it that

they're repaired immediately! I must keep control!"

"Rega. Rega. Answer on wire 404."

"Rega here. Is that you, Golsome?"
"Yes. I'm on the fifth level and in a lot of

trouble. I've sent wire rings up to the Chief, but

there's no answer. The white filmy substance has

broken through the shell and is surrounding us.

All engines have stopped functioning. The sub-

stance is closing in and moving towards the Nu-

clear Stateroom. We need to get word to the

Chief. He's got to get out right away. . . . We
need him more than ever. Can you get to him

before I can?"

"I'll try to, but you try also in case I don't

make it."

"You got it, Rega! Let's move."

"Rega, report in! Where is everyone? Can't

anyone answer?" the chief screamed into the

intercom.

"Chief!" They both cried out as they entered the

room.

"Rega! Golsome! Where have you two been?

I've been trying to call you."

"Everything's gone, Chief."

"No, Rega, I've never lost control."

"Sir, we have to get out quick. The substance is

moving through the corriders and will be here

soon."

"If you want to leave, Golsome, go ahead. I'm

not stopping you."

"Sir, I request your attention."

"What is it, Rega?"

"When the substance reaches this room it will

rebound and explode the outershell. We don't

have time to talk ... we onlv have time to run!"

"No, we don't, Rega! Look behind vou!"

As Reca looked back he screamed, "Oh.no! It's

here! Chief, you've lost control!"

"Hey, Mark, you were wrong for once."

"What do you mean I was wrong?"

"You said that it would take less than a second

for that cell to explode."

"So what?"

"I timed it, man."

"You did?" Mark asked as he looked up from

the microscope.

"Yeah, it took four seconds."

"You got to be kidding. It didn't seem that

long."

"See? I told you Mark. We had a strong cell.

Our cell beat the record."

"What record?" Mark questioned Dennis as he

looked down at the microscope. "The only way

it could beat the record is if it outlived the salt

solution. It sure didn't do that. We exploded it."

"Then all we did was destroy it?"

"That's right. We destroyed its nuclear control."

Mark looked straight into his friends eyes and

said, "Do me a favor Dennis, study your lab for

next week."

by Doug Knight





3 for bobby d.

if i permit your pen

to expound my truths

no matter how biting they be,

would it not bring me

nearer myself?

and if i placed you high above me

tucked my faith

securely in your songs

no matter how morose

would they not tear me

further from my fears?

but should i aim to be your student

i shall swell

from all you've seen

despite how damning,

how dirty

how dark,

dare i dance to the echo of another man's dirge?

. . . lisa berman

JJ



They said they had come to ease our pain

and help our lands to grow.

They swore with silver handled things

to make clear waters flow.

They vowed their platinum tongued machines

would sing our bodies strong,

And that their science would favor us each

with a life ten lifetimes long.

Yes! All these things they guaranteed

and not one vow was broken.

But beneath all that was heard that day

was not the obvious spoken?

The plagues were cleansed, the crippled cured

we bathed in purple heat.

But stunned with joys, we failed to feel

the chains that bound our feet.

We heard tremendous chrome-domed things

churn rich our barren soil.

We built their gleaming atrocities

with endless, painless toil.

So, brightly shining atop their towers

machines hum their happy song,

For they now possess a race of slaves

with a life ten lifetimes long.

. . E. Sean Toner
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THE FILLER
by Michael Berlyn

"Where are we going today, boss?" Shorty

Wester asked.

"Professor Omega's laboratory. The editor set

the whole thing up. It should be as easy as eating

an ice cream sundae. Have you got the film?"

Frank asked.

"Yeah, I got it," he said patting his camera case.

Frank was taking no chances. The last time

Shorty worked with him he - forgot the film. It

almost cost them their jobs. Frank stuffed three

new pencils into his jacket pocket.

"You got the directions?" Frank asked.

"Directions?"

"Yeah. How are we going to know when we
get there if we don't know where we're going?"

"Right, boss," Shorty said. "I'll get them."

He walked back to the Daily Tribune Building

and stopped in front of the editor's desk.

"Forgot to get the directions," Shorty said.

"Yup, and I'm glad you came back," the editor

said. "I forgot to tell you what will happen if you

two blow this one."

"That's nice of you, chief."
I

"Yup. I agree." He leaned back in his chair

and put his hands behind his head. "If you and

that excuse for a reporter blow it, I'll have you

down in the park taking photos of little old ladies

molesting squirrels. I might even send you two to

Cuba to do a documentary on captured newsmen."

"But' chief," Shorty started, "if you do that

you'll bt out your best reporter and camerman!"

"You know," he continued, ignoring Shorty's

remark, "I might even put you two on fillers.

That's what I'll do," he said leaning forward. "I'll

put you on fillers."

Frank saw Shorty approach with the directions

sticking out of his pocket.

"Where's your camera?" he asked.

He felt his shoulder for the strap. It was gone.

"I must have left it inside at the desk when I got

the directions. I'll get it."

They rode crosstown to the Professor's lab. On
the way, Shorty explained what the editor had

told him he would do if they muffed this one.

"Fillers!" Frank yelled. "I got stuck with them

in Bennington Falls. 'Frankie says, take your

umbrella cause it looks like rain,' or 'Once you've

started on the journey through life, you can't

stop for a road map.'
"

"Know any others?" Shorty asked as they

climbed down the bus steps.

"Sure," Frank said. "I've got a favorite. 'Where

is Peru? Why it's in South America. The popula-

tion at last count indicated there were more cows

per capita in each village than in Nome, Alaska.' ''

"That's a good one, boss."

They walked along the sidewalk, checking the

numbers on the doors. When they found the right

one, they looked for the doorbell. Shorty found a

small metalic square plate screwed to the wall.

On the plate were three buttons and three cor-

responding lights. The first light, the red one, was
lit. He pressed the red button beneath it, and the

green light lit.

"Jeez," said Shorty. He pressed the green

button.

"Yes?" a low female voice said.

"We have an appointment with Professor

Omega," Frank said.

"Professor Omega isn't in."

"Hey Shorty," Frank whispered. "This could

be even bigger than an interview."

"What could be bigger?" he yawned.

"I smell a story. The professor vanishes mysteri-

ously — kidnapped by foreign agents . . . maybe
even aliens!"

Shorty yawned again. "Let's just get the inter-

view. We wait, interview him, and no fillers."

Frank pressed the green button.

"Yes?" the woman said again.

"May we come in and wait?" Frank asked,

turning on his irresistible charm.

"I guess so," she said.

"Get ready with the camera. We can use a shot

of her as she opens the door to let us in," Frank

said softly.

"Gotcha, boss."

The last light lit up and Shorty pressed the blue

button beneath it. The door slid open slowly and

Shorty's flash bulb lit the doorway. There was

no one there. They looked at each other and

shrugged their shoulders.

"Well, let's go in," Frank said.

"You had an appointment with Professor Omega
for 12:00 today?" Angel asked.

"Correct," they replied in unison.

"I guess I can show you around, but I'm only

the Professor's secretary. I don't know how every-

thing works."

"What happened to the Professor?" Frank

Edwards asked.

She dropped to a seat, crying. "I don't know,"

she sobbed.

Frank couldn't stand seeing a beautiful woman
cry. He walked over to her and held her hands.

"There, there, now. Everything's going to be all

right. We're here."

Fresh sobs burst from her lips. "I don't know
what to do!" she screached.

"You could lower your voice," Shorty said,

fingers in his ears.

"Check the place out," Frank said to Shorty.
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Shorty wandered around the lab, picking his

way through tables filled with little inventions.

He managed to touch everything his eyes came in

contact with. As he reached the last invention on

the right wall, he turned to Angel and Frank.

"What's this supposed to be?" Shorty asked.

He was continually amazed at Frank's talent with

women. He'd already slipped an arm around her

to console her.

"It's a new invention the Professor was working

on. The Professor . .
." She broke off in sobs.

"The Professor what?" Frank asked.

"He's . . . he's . . . disappeared," she sobbed.

"Disappeared? How?"
The answer choked in her throat, cut off by her

crying.

Frank walked over to the machine and examined

the outer surfaces carefully. It was seven feet tall

and looked remarkably like a telephone booth.

"What's it do?" Frank asked.

"It's a tele ... a telep ... a teleportation

booth," she said as she dabbed her eyes with her

hankie.

"He must have been working on this last night,

Shorty. See the egg salad sandwich on the floor

of the booth?"

Shorty walked around the front of the booth

and stepped in to examine the sandwich. As he

bent over to pick it up, the door slammed shut

behind him. He disappeared.

"Well, that explains what happened to the Pro-

fessor. Where does this thing transport you to?"

Frank asked Angel.

"I don't know," she said, getting a bit of her

composure back. "I feel a little better now. Would
you like to see the lab?"

"That's a good idea. Maybe there's something

here that can help us get them back. It appears as

if some good mav develop from this yet.

"What's that?" she asked.

"Well, first off, I'm alone with you. Secondly,

I don't have to listen to Shorty calling me 'boss'

all the time."

She laughed. They both felt better as the ten-

sion eased. She began showing him the Professor's

inventions. She tried to demonstrate a few of them

but couldn't get them to work right. Still, he was

amazed by their potential.

"What's this one?" he asked, pointing to a large

machine on the left wall. It was sixteen feet long,

ten feet high and had a large door on the end.

She sat down at the keyboard and turned it on.

"This, Mr. Edwards, is a Filler."

"What's it fill?" he asked.

"I'll show you," she said. She pressed the input

keys and selected the program. "It's ready now."

"Swell. Can you make this one work any better

than the rest of them?" Frank asked.

"I'm doing the best I can," she said through

fresh tears. "It's not easy."

"I can see that," he said. What does it fill?" He
chewed on the end of a pencil. He used to use a

tape recorder, but midway through an interview

with the President of Argentina his tape ran out

. . . he'd forgotten to check how much tape was

left. He was almost fired for that one. This assign-

ment was his last chance.

Besides, there wasn't going to be any story

unless he got the Professor back. At least not the

story his editor wanted. That was all that counted,

and he had to get them back.

"The Filler fills. If there's a space somewhere,

it will fill it." Angel had calmed down now that

they were back to business.

"That simple, huh?" he asked.

"That simple."

"You mean that if there's a space between my
teeth this thing can fill it?" he asked jokingly.

"It can, but it takes some doing." Angel started

pushing keys and selecting programs. "You see,

the last person who asked to have the space

between their teeth filled walked out with a messy

mouth."

"Messy mouth? What happened?" he asked

through clenched teeth.

"It was quite messy. The filler filled his whole

mouth." She smiled.

Frank wasn't sure he liked that smile. "What

did it fill his mouth with?"

"Cement."

"Cement? Very interesting, but I'd rather not

"Nothing to worry about, Frank." she inter-

rupted. "May I call you Frank?"

"As long as you don't try that thing on me. you

can call me anything you like."

"And what do I call you, little man " Professor

Omega asked.

"I'm Alfred Wester, but every one calls me
Shorty. You must be the Professor," Shorty said.

"Yes, I'm Professor Omega. I can readily un-

derstand why everyone calls you Shorty."

"How are we going to get out of here. Prof
?"

"I haven't as of yet been able to determine an

appropriate exit. I've been here for sixteen hours.
'"

"Professor, where is here? Where are we?"

"I don't know. Do you°"

"I guess so," Shorty said, looking around.

"We're nowhere."

"A highly accurate statement. I hope someone

manages to locate us."

"Frank'll get us out of here. He'll find us."

"I certainly hope so . . . I'm hungry."

"I know," Shorty said. "We found your sand-

wich."
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Frank sat on Angel's lap reading the instruction

booklet for the Filler.

"It says here," he said pointing to the third

paragraph, "that all we have to do is select an

animate or inanimate program, approximate the

mass in kilos, and feed any appropriate data per-

taining to physical appearance into the slot

marked 'slot.'

"

"Sounds easy enough," Angel said. "I hope

this works. Could you shift your weight a little to

the left, please?"

"Sorry. Let's get on with it."

Frank used his calculator to compute the mass

of the Professor, selected the program and fed all

the details Angel could remember into the slot.

"Where's the space you want to fill?" he asked.

"That's automatically the space behind that

door. We can select another spot manually if you

think we should."

"No. That'll be fine. Let's get moving," he said

pressing the start key.

The Professor stepped out of the chamber with

a perplexed look on his face. Angel and Frank

looked at him and burst into laughter, unable to

control themselves.

"What, may I ask, is so blasted humorous?"

Professor Omega asked.

"We forgot his clothes!" she screamed.

One of the Professor's hands rushed downward

to cover himself while he automatically smoothed

his mustache with the other. It wasn't there.

"Fools! Idiots! Morons! You forgot my mus-

tache too!" Omega shouted while brushing little

specks of cement from his body.

"Now now, Omega, calm down," Frank said.

He extended his hand and introduced himself.

"Please forgive my outbursts, Mr. Edwards.

I'm deeply in your debt. I believe your four foot

eleven comrade is still nowhere. I suggest you

extricate him immediately."

"Right," Frank said. "Angel, get the Professor

some clothes while I program details into the

Filler."

Frank walked back to the Filler and began

listing Shorty's minor characteristics. Before he

pressed the start key, Frank turned to the Pro-

fessor.

"Did you mean what you said about being in

my debt?" Frank asked.

"Yef," came the muffled reply. The Professor

had started on his egg salad sandwich.

"Okay then. I'd like three things from you."

"Do I look like a magic lamp?" sputtered

Omega.
"Well . .

."

"Never mind. What do you want?"

"First, I want an exclusive on all new inventions

you come up with as well as rights to your bi-

ography," Frank said.

The Professor smiled. "No problem," he said.

"Second, I want you to develop a love potion

for Angel and me."

"That problem is already solved, Mr. Edwards,"

Omega said as he saw Angel walk into the room
with his clothes. Frank turned his head to see

Angel entering. He agreed.

"Last, but not least, I'd like access to one of

your inventions whenever I like."

"That can be arranged."

"Good," Frank said. He pressed the start key.

"Okay, whoever you are, what did you do with

Shorty?" Frank asked the six foot man who walked

out of the Filler.

"I don't know boss, but it's good to be back."

"Shorty ... I mean Alfred! What happened?"

"Evidently, Mr. Edwards, you forgot to reset

the mass from the previous program and Mr.

Wester came out my height."

Shorty was preoccupied, picking the small

spects of cement from his clothes.

"I'll be damned!" Frank said.

Alfred walked over to the Professor with a

clenched hand held out in front of him. I've got

something for you, Prof. Something you left

behind." He opened his hand. It was a mustache.

The city editor sat behind his desk, glaring at

Frank. He didn't like the gut feeling he had. He
looked at the interview again, turned it over in

his hands, and examined it carefully.

"You say you had no trouble?" he asked.

"Well, nothing worth mentioning."

"I don't believe it. Something's going on here

and I want to know what it is. You came back

with a six foot Shorty Wester, an exclusive inter-

view with this Omega character, the best piece of

writing you've ever turned in and try to tell me
that everything went as smooth as silk?"

"That's right, chief."

"Sorry Edwards, but I can't buy that. Won't

you at least explain how Shorty came back six

feet tall?"

"You better step calling him that," Frank said.

"All right, then, tell me how Alfred came back

six feet tall."

"No way, chief. I'm sorry, but I've got to have

some secrets. That's what separates the riff raff

from the great reporters."

"Okay," he said. "Okay, just tell me one thing,

will you?" the editor asked picking up the inter-

view.

"What's that?"

"What are these specks all over the paper this

interview is typed on? Cement?"
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i will not allow myself

to be buried

head-first

beneath the scum

of demeaning servitude.

i will not permit myself

to be melted

by retching fools

disguised as respected pilots

of infernal authority.

as a holy warrior

in the crowded arena

of uncompromising resistance,

my pen as my defense,

i deify these words.

. . . lisa berman

I believe

in poetic justice

rampant

within the universe.

I believe

in what one senses

without

the use of intellect or reason.

Anne Holcombe

Like stale crackers

they sadly sit before you

limp, lifeless, and plain

from their lone-time existence.

Feelings rise.

and stumble from me

1 then wait.

feeling sickened

by my own stagnant sounds

hoping that amidst it all

you might hear

a taste of meaning.

. . . Debbie HiKclton
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Zoo of Life

If you can, imagine that

two kneesocked girls rode

a Greyhound to a city zoo

And wrote upon the window of the chartered

bus, "Destination Nowhere."

In the wind and rain of April

each stared at clouds —
One beneath a large brimmed hat,

One in eyeshadow.

And if you can, imagine that

they laughed and with each other

penned a sketch

of thoughts

on love

and life

and disappointment.

We titled our masterpiece

"Ruminations by two poetic nymphs

as they wander through the zoo

of Life,"

past signs,

"This way to monorail,"

"This way to Lternity." We scribbled

in our book.

Children smiled and laughed with eyes

at organ grinders and,

suddenly,

as with the crack of thunder,

we began to write essentials

like "refusing eyes bend

to darkness forgetting the way."

His body felt wet from tears

from the bitch

That he carried in his back pocket

during sunny days of spring.

And one,

the dreamer

Lost a summer.

Knew that even things he could not say

he felt.

And that was all that mattered.

We loved one man between us

Penned in blue ink

And this reflecting back

Has lefttwo schoolgirls yearning for a

smile,

a kiss

a look he

used to give
that we could only remember

through the misty windows
of the Greyhound

bus to nowhere.

Anne Holcombe



Interruptions

Today I thought of

how I would like to be at the beach with you.

I imagined us walking

hand in hand,

kicking behind sand,

and yesterday's hangups.

All the while,

singing an endless song.

I imagined—
then. . .

I remembered that sometimes

I drag along shoes

because the hot sand hurts my feet;

then I get sand in my shoes..

I remembered that sometimes

I have to go to the bathroom,

that I get thirsty, hungry,

sunburned, tired,

and lonely

just for stillness — silence

and arrnsr that will hold m
when my hand that holds youfs

when my feet and voice \\
can no longer carry me and a tune.

I remembered how you sometimes

like to run,

how I

^~~

don't often know my way,

and how, at other times,

you want to rest and I want to play

I remembered—
remembered,

and wondered if you sometimes bend

if an endless song is your only dream

or would you settle for a new song

after each change of scenery?

Debbie Hazelton
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// you held me
and my aching tears poured

like frantic, racing bees

of a disturbed hive,

could you hold them too?

And if my \oy sprouted,

whirled and danced before you

like children on Christmas morning,

could you hold it too'

Debbie Ha/elton

To hear her

is a desire,

a dream. . .

. . . And in her voice I feel

her confidence in me
Desire becomes feeling;

dreams become reality.

Jo touch her

is to feel life. . .

. . . And in her touch I sense

her understanding—
that feeling for life

becomes eternity

To see her

brings an intimate tear of joy. . .

. . . And in the sight of her

I feel gifted

that intimate tear

becomes nature.

\

/

/o think of her

is love. . .

. . . And in thoughts ot her

I feel trust

Lo\e becomes us

Robert Blackiston





The Red Vase
by Steven R. Danzinger

Few men today care about what might have happened

betore, or what the bearded sages say is to come. These men
plead on brittle and bended knees to know about the here and

now of their own ignorance. But a word of advice should be

offered to these creatures of the present. Beware of the finely-

applied gold leaf that clings tightly to its chief possessor. The

veil that captures the past — the red vase.

The doorbell rang and Belinda, with faltering uncertainty,

darted down the stairs of her duplex apartment to answer it. She
had been asleep, and slapped cupped hands against her face to

wake herself. The last step cracked under her pounding feet and
Ihe heel of her fine Italian boot sank into the newly-formed hole.

"Damn," she cried, carefully pulling her heel from the

crack so as not to tear off any leather. "It has cracked again. I

was sure Marcus had stopped playing little games and had had
(hat stupid thing fixed. . . Where in the hell is he, anyway?" she

said to herself as she walked to the door, reducing her pace to

regain her composure. A careful examination in the mirror was
necessary to straighten her hair before she opened the door.

"Package for you, Mrs. Regis."

"Oh, how nice. For me? What is it?"

"Dunno Mam. Just make deliveries."

"Oh come now. I'll bet you do know."
"No, man. I don't."

"How about a drink?"

"A drink?. . . no, sorry, haven't the time. Oh,yes, please sign

here.

"Very well," Belinda said as she took the pen the 'special-

delivery' postman handed to her. She stroked her fine blonde

curls with the tip of the pen and smiled wryly at the postman,
examining him from top lo bottom, with her sparkling blue eyes.

"Hmmmm. . . Well, thanks anyway."
Belinda Regis slammed the front door behind her with

considerably less refinement than she had opened it Then she

looked at her package closely It was small, rectangular in

shape, brown and unsightlv. Large bold black lettering covered

the top - "DANNO IMPORTERS. HANDLE WITH CARE."
She looked for a return address. There was none.

"Oh. well. . .

" Belinda was pensive. Her eyes glanced

toward the window and the brilliant sun bounced off her irises

like a reflection of twinkling stars. Suddenly, she danced into the

kitchen with the package cuddled in her arms like a new-born

babe, and poured herself a double shotglass of gin that she

guzzled straight. The alcohol burned her throat and she gasped:

but after a pat on her midriff, and a loud belch, she allowed her

thoughts to drift to Marcus. Marcus Regis IV Her loving

husband. Fourth in line to the royal family What royal family

She didn't care, with a room filled with intricately chiseled,

antique Victorian furniture, hand-carved ivory statuettes from

the Orient, a fabulous Venetian chandelier hanging from the

center of the ceiling, two paintings by Gainsborough facing each



other on opposite walls, and, the red vase. . . yes, the rare, 2500

year old red vase that Marcus had purchased last year at the

auction.

Belinda returned to the living room and approached her

treasured vase to examine it, and gently stroke its face. It was
lovely. Zeus, triumphant father of Greek gods, stood in one

corner, surrounded by two shapeless clouds that seemed to

extend from the profusion of hair on his head. He was depicted

throwing a spear down at his daughter, Artemis, goddess of the

hunt, who stood in the other corner. These figures extended out

from the deep red background in a finely-applied gold leaf,

perfect but for a small piece of Zeus' foot that had been lost

some centuries ago. So historians speculate.

The clock chimed four. Less than a minute had elapsed

since the delivery man had left. The doorbell rang while Belinda

was removing the cord from her new present, so she put the

package down on the same table where the vase stood and
tiptoed to the door.

"Yes, who is it?," she sang out.

"Postman again, man."
"Yes, handsome, what is it?"

"Can I use your phone?"

"I've heard that one before."

"No, really, my car won't start and. . .

"

"Bullshit and a dollar will get you a key !

"

" 'Scuse me?"
"My, we do have a small vocabulary."

"I'm serious, mam. Please let me use your phone."

"But you could be a rapist in disguise."

"Mam?"
"All right — But only if you'll have a drink."
"Well, I suppose. . .

"

"Yes?"
"I got no choice."

"Oh, how nice. Just one minute. I have to put my bra on,"

Belinda said as she tiptoed back to the wooden table where the

vase stood. "Why not?" she thought as she removed her blouse

and exposed a fine playtex double-support bra. She threw the

blouse on the couch, and bent down to kiss the vase. Her
thoughts raced. .

.

ustration by Amy

Marcus that son-of-a-bitch has been gone for
two weeks how could he do that to me missed my birthday forgot
never did that before another game unless the package present
and remember two years ago in New York Bendel's gorgeous
chincilla coat and then I felt like a fool platinum wrist watch
glass instead of diamonds one of his games and he's probably
doing it too we all need it the oh what the hell the pill he never
knows once a day and you're all set but the package so light

maybe imported pearls from the Orient must open it no will not
open until Marcus returns from business opening a new plant
crap in some cheap motel with a dirty blonde mutt probably a
tramp and oh how can I believe games what a nice day at the
beach with the rubber raft that had a leak in the ocean and
Marcus knew a slow leak thought it was funny tricked me when I

sank and oh even Daddy knows in a letter told me about the
present Marcus sent of a fine drinking glass by a Ventian artist
and pouring in scotch and soda and dribbled down his chin found

out that it had a tiny hole in the bottom and Marcus very funny
loves to play games but so do I two can play but damn him wins
too much it's unfair but glad he didn't find out about the other

man and the post man tall and so good-looking why not Marcus
lose all your games damn you I don't care I'll win this one. .

.

"Mrs. Regis, I mean Mam, your shirt. I think you forgot to. .

.'

"We call it a blouse, Mr. Postman, or shall I call you Eros."
"No mam, Name's Chester. . . Chester Samuels II."

"Oh, you and my husband have something in common. Only
he's the fourth."

"Fourth what, mam?"
"Why the. . . forget it."

" The fourth forget it?"

"No, I mean it's not important. Why don't you sit down and
take off your. . . shoes."



"Thank you. My feet hurt."

"Shall I massage them for you?"
"No thank you. My podiatrist takes care of that."

"That's very good. . . What would you like to drink?"
"Whatever, thanks."

"No, we don't have that. How about a Shirley Temple?"
"Mam? Beer's fine, Uh, where's the phone?"
"In the bedroom, upstairs."

"There isn't one in this room somewhere. . . Gee you've got

a nice place," the postman said, as he glanced around.

"Thanks, Kros, I mean Chester. I built it."

"By yourself?"

"No," Belinda said, laughing. "Captain Kangaroo helped

me."
"Not the same one on T.V.?"

"Listen, I was only kidding. There's a phone in the den.

Take twenty baby steps to the right, two giant steps to the left

and, you're there."

"I knew yu 'uz only kiddin'. I'm not that dumb," Chester
said, grinning widely to show a mouth filled with almost per-

fectly straight teeth."

Belinda looked carefully at Chester's face.

"Are you sure you're not the postman? " she asked as she
drew a pink cigarette from a silk pouch in the pocket of her

miniskirt. She lit it and walked into the kitchen without waiting

for an answer.
A bottle of Rhinegold, with only half its label exposed, lay in

one corner of (he refrigerator. Belinda giggled as she drew it out

and placed it next to a bottle of gin. Glasses. A gold one for

Chester and a pink one for Belinda. One part Rhinegold and two
shots of gin. Belinda stopped. The package. What was in the

package? Surely it was from Marcus.
"Here we are big boy," Belinda said as she slowly sipped

her sixth drink of the day. "Did we make our call?"

"Yes. mam. They'll be here in an hour."

"Oh, how nice," Belinda said, flopping down right next to

Chester on the velvet couch. "Then we'll have time."

"Time? " Chester looked at his watch." It's 4:40."

"NO, NO. The time to do it."

"What? Chester inquired. His vapid brown eyes blinked in

oven rhythm to his breathing. Again he looked around the room
and smiled. His muscular right hand grasped the drink tightly,

and with one steady series of gulps, it was gone.

"Good 9 " Belinda asked?"
"Very good beer, mam. A new kind?"
"Oh yes. How about another?"
"Well, I. . .

"

"Me also. In fact I have two, eyes, both quite healthy. And a

lovely nose and mouth to top it off. Aren't we ever so lucky. Now
Chesty, have another drinkipoo."

"Yes mam." Chester assented.

Belinda pulled a large jar of cashews from the back shelf of

a kitchen cabinet. These crescent-shaped nuts were laid in the

center of a huge, delicately-engraved silver bowl. The nuts and
the drinks were placed on a lightweight ivory tray, along with a

pack of imported cigarettes. Then the hostess of the house

marched proudly back into the living room with the complete
selection and put it on the side table nearest to Chester. Before

she sat down, Belinda flipped on the stereo. The noisy sound of a

new popular group vibrated from the speakers that guarded the

four corners of the massive living room.
Chester clutched his second double drink and downed it in

the same manner as the first.

"Now, won't we have time?" Belinda said as she slowly

massaged her exposed bellybutton.

"Maybe. . . Maybe, we will," Chester said as a sheepish grin

of understanding spread slowly over his square-shaped face.

"HMMM. . .
,
you're not so stupid as I thought

"

Much to Belinda's surprise, Chester suddenly threw his

arms around her and, with wild and almost animal-like

savagery, began unbuttoning her bra. In a fit of passion, they

embraced and caressed intensely. The couch shook violently.

"Stop! My vase."

"Mam? " Chester panted heavily.

"Mv beautiful vase," Belinda pointed to the object on the far

table.

"Let me see it." he cried.

"No! I couldn't."

"Come on. .

." Chester pleaded, rising slowly and ap-

proaching the vase.

Belinda watched his movements will, .wterest.

"You know, you do look familiar. Ever been in the movies. 'I

she asked.

"Say. this is pretty," he said, tapping on its belly to see if it

were hollow. Without any notice, he picked up the vase and
looked inside.

"Say. it's empty."
"So, is you're brain. Now put that down," Belinda shouted

angrily.

"No! Make me! " Chester said as he began to dash around
the room from one corner to another, holding the precious vase
by its neck

Belinda was dumbstruck. Her voice trembled.

"Be careful. . be. . oh, my God, no. . .

"

"The red vase slipped from Chester's hand as he tripped

over the crack while trying to climb the stairs.

"Get out, you bastard. Get out," Belinda shouted.

"But they're not here yet."

"W^il in your car, .you big oaf."

Chester put on his shoes and reluctantly began to leave.

Each step he took scraped the highly varnished floor. Belinda

shuddered as he gently closed the door behind him. Her rage
soon turned to tears that fell profusely from her eyes."

"My vase. . . my treasure. . . ruined. . .

"

Shortly. Belinda stopped crying and dabbed the tears that

remained on her rosy cheeks. She straightened her hair and
looked blankly ahead and. for a few seconds, her mind seemed
to discontinue functioning. However, it was not long before a

divine-like smile spread across the face that was panic-stricken

only moments ago.

"Maybe, just maybe, there's something to please me.
Something to lift my spirits. . . in the brown package." she said

calmly to herself. With her head raised slightly, she strutted

over to her new-found treasure and tore off the brown covering.

First, there was a note. She read it to herself:

Darling Belinda.

Didn't think you could wait very long to open this Will be

home in a couple of days. Was thinking of you Bought this

Thought it would give you as much pleasure as the delivery

boy I sent to break the other one. Anyway. I knew you'd

want a new one. Hope you liked both my birthday presents

to you Remember it was all in jest

Lots ot love,

Marcus Regis IV

There it was, covered by four lasers of soft tissue paper. A
red vase. Zeus stood triumphant, throwing a spear at Artemis II

was perfect but for a small piece of gold leal missing from Zeus

loot.

"Marcus' Damn you! You've won your game again."

Belinda sobbed violently. "But I don't care I came much closer

this lime."



/ had drifted far from loving

raped my own soul

with damaging tempests

of lonely hostility

grown out of undernourished needs

and unrealized desires.

and I'd drifted far from seeing

scorched my own eyes

with flaming visions

of violated trusts

born out of the senseless fear

iand burden of inadequacy.

your rhapsodic words

have swept the embers of damnation

from my spirit.

i can wrap my defeats

in the endless depts

of your sensitivity,

dress my wounds
in the balmy quilt

of your understanding,

find my humanness

in the priestly air

of your quiet sharing

just as saints have been summone<

to revive the dead,

so you have touched me.

Strangers

Once I saw a face go by on a train

Eyes flashed by, it was winter

And I was cold

And in that moment
I loved a stranger

Once I saw a face in a dream
It was distorted and cried out

to me
in agony
I often feel sad to think of this

It was the kind of face

I could have loved

Once I had a man
With a mustache

And while we were strangers

We were lovers

We honored the web between us

And when it was gone

Disappeared through our warmth

We saw each other

And having touched

We turned

And kissed goodbye.

Anne Holcombe

iisa berman
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Only out of intimacy

friendship grow—
Or is it wrong to meet

in broad daylight on the street?

Subways fill with strange faces.

At the end of the ride

comes longed-for embraces.

Seeing you across the street

didn't encourage me to smile.

Maybe, somehow we could meet-
thought it'd be nice to be happy, just for awhile.

Only out of intimacy

friendships grow.

(Do you want to get to know me,

spend time all alone?)

Did you ever stare at a stranger

so long he became familiar?

Or just run up and say,

"I don't know you but I'd like to?

have I seen your face,

or is this just a pleasant mistake?"

People rushing everywhere,

dragging behind them misplaced needs
that dangle and disturb

like loose threads on clothing.

Tossing glistening plastic needs

into the air

like paper airplanes,

they search for instant answers,

for "add water and stir" solutions

to their "use once and throw away"

problems.

Debbie Hazelton

Or, is it wrong to meet

in broad daylight on the street?

What is the spell

that changes strangers to friends-

Knowing your name, playing your game,

touching you,

walking along the shore, coming in your door

Looking in your eyes,

seeing both your truths and lies?

Whatever is the key—
I want you to know me
And I want to know you, too.

I want to share with you

that I care for you,

but do I dare to be you you

alone?

Only out of intimacy

friendships grow —
Or is it wrong to meet

in broad daylight on the street?

V
Jodie Jewell
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When a man sheds a tear,

is he any less a man?
Men are to be cold, strong,

courageous. . .

. . . aren't they?

Isn't there enough cold in the world today?

And strength,

need it be in body

or should it be in mind?

And courage,

should man fight life's situations

or

should he face them with mature though

Should he face these situations

with a bit of emotion,

perhaps a tear

of compassion,

truth,

understanding,

and love?

Robert Blackistcl

Shshsh-Shshsh!

Fragile

Your words fall

so delicately into my ears

that I am afraid to touch them

with my mind.

Debbie Hazelton

I am hearing too much noise

too many voices

up full volume,

each advertising and competing to sell

his own product,

each wanting to own my time.

Shshsh-shshsh!

I want to hear

the sound of breathing,

to hear

what is not being said,

to hear

skin rubbing on skin,

as we each touch

and learn of avenues

which are often distorted by words.

Debbie Hazelton



To Gator

Gator lit a cigarette,

Inhaled deeply. . .

Vermillion basketballs exploded

Somewhere in his head.

His face reflected

The angry green-yellow-reds

Of belligerent stop light.

Gator stumbled and faltered

Under the weight of a burden

No crutch could aid.

He cringed, huddled under a neon awning.

Gator, Bearer of Light,

Suffered now in darkening twilight

with flame extinguished.

Sullen Gator!

The asphalt sea lapped at his feet

Wetting shoes socks pants,

And sizzling unnaturally on the strangely cold sidewalk.

A certain alligator danced superbly with queens of renown.

The song, silent song,

Evoked tears that beaded on his sweater.

Swirling in those beads, were lights and faces,

Memories of the past,

A past too true for Gator. — he moaned

And slipped to the sidewalk

Amongst dirt and butts and empty lily cups.

I ran from my place

On the other side of the street.

I extended my hand to help him up

He said,

"Thanks, man, but I can make it alone."

Wally Shebet

Silence is

not a captivity;

it is a kingdom

that is awesome
and queer.

Silence has no boundaries;

it is an infinite commodity.

Yet, noise

is like a cage

at times

that entraps us like wild animals,

stripping us of a freedom

that we often take for granted.

I sit back

and take in the silence

that surrounds my being;

nothing stirs.

There is a fullness in void shadows
where there is no restraint

for my searching mind.

But sharing often becomes
frustration,

and frustration becomes
my captor of loneliness.

Jenny Spencer CARteb



Friends —
Strangers —
After some deliberation,

taking all into consideration,

me, or I think I,

have chosen a faithful ally;

one to rust

if I must.

Friends are stranger

than strangers.

Strangers share respect.

Friends only inspect and

Mold me to their expectations,

conceptions, suspicions, impressions,

of what they think I

should be, or at least try.

I have chosen a faithful ally,

one to trust

if I must.

Friends are fair weather,

avoiding each other.

Strangers never grow stranger,

only, in the long run, familiar.

Though friends outpour wellsprings of sympahty,

involvement arouses stagnant apathy.

Strangers offer a helping hand,

as the Samaritan in a foreign land.

Each friend holds the key

to understanding me.

They abuse it,

misuse it.

So, as the lock rusts,

my sheltered room collects dust

Only set free

when a stranger trusts me
to share his smile

just for a while

Till we be friends.

Here, does the sincerity always have to end?

Friends, never seeking,

Smiling, faking feeling,

Imitate real emotion

to manipulate my devotion.

Am I not worthy of their attention?

Me, or I think I,

have chosen a faithful ally;

One to trust

if I must.

Sometimes, strangers are friendlier than friends.

Jodie Jewell

J



i wasn't such a coward

i'd steal the brilliance

of your smile

and place it on my dresser

to animate the dreary verse

that drenches my nights

like floods of aloneness

and i'd use it daily

to spark my senses

like the stirring aroma
of freshlybrewedmondaymorning coffee

f you weren't such a stranger

i'd weave my words *^3l
into a cape

and drape them on your shoulder

to shield you from the glacial streets

that offer no warmth
but only draw from yours

and i'd knit new thoughts nightly

hats gloves scarves and socks

for you to wear during your travels

as the piper who gives nothingjhort of himself

i wasn't so foolish

and you so distant

we'd both see

that i need your friendship

lisa berman
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Limitlessness

I'm learning to care,

to love, out of love,

and not out of distortion

of my own aching void

that once cried

for some, any,

lasting reflection.

Looking into self for peace,

I only found

a cold, dark closet,

and thought I loved

when I only wanted

to be rescued.

Limitless as life, I am,

I know.

For I hear the song

of my own potential

calling to me
from within

and throughout.

Debbie Hazelton

Throughout certain times in solitude

and deep within the realm of my meditation,

I have walked along so many different roads,

always meaning to endure the hope that I've used
to alleviate my conviviality.

Yet deep inside me I have often felt

deep reluctant joy

which I have for so long kept hidden,

and without even realizing it

I owe a true meaningful smile

to every man that I've met along this road,

even as he looked up towards the sky

and considered the day to be fine

and oh, so good to the soul.

He has made it his duty to live well the purpose he lives

and has made yet the future a great sight to behold.

Jim Hendin
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Dayb r i

The bell of the alarm clock rang loudly, sounding off another
day. I rolled out of bed, and walked towards the bathroom and
took a cold shower to try to shake the sleep from my eyes. I

stepped out and went to the dressing table and hurriedly put on
my clothes. While I dressed, I kept a keen eye on the faceless
timepiece. I walked into the kitchen kissed my wife, Eve, and
said, Good Morning. I sat down on the plexiglass chairs and
rested my hands on top of the plexiglass table.

"What's for breakfast?" I asked.

"I fixed something special for you, powdered eggs and algae
toast," Eve replied.

"Thanks."
I gobbled down the food in fear of tardiness. . . I dashed

away from the table, kissed Eve goodbye, and started towards
the transportation booth. Immediately after my work-location
card had been put in the transportation booth, Eve called out to

me.

"Remember, you promised to take the kids to the zoo to see
the dogs and cats."

"I didn't forget," I said while pushing the close-button.
Within seconds, I was at work. I stepped out of the booth and
thought about how to avoid taking the kids to the zoo.

I walked toward a big blue room at the end of the corridor to

where I worked. Hardly anyone there yet! I was early again. I

sat down at my desk and glanced at the stack of papers on top.

These contained my day's work. My job was to promote
products or to create certain shortages whenever a company
needed to dispose of a product. After a while, the man next to me
said, "Hello."

"Hello," I responded, recognizing Joe.

Joe was a young man about twenty-two. He was a recent
graduate of the university; he was filled with many ideas on how
to save the world, which sometimes seemed somewhat radical.

He sat down and warned me I'd better put on my iden-
tification badge unless I wanted to get thrown in jail for being a
spy. After I put on my badge he asked,"How would you like to

get out of this place for awhile. I found this new club that is

supposed to have a great lunch menu."
"Good, I could use a little change from the company

cafeteria.

"Fine with me."
"Well, I gotta go and get back to my desk. See you at

twelve."

I spent the rest of the morning making phone calls and
consulting various clients as to what they needed, as well as
trying to discover what would sell fast at a huge profit.

At twelve o'clock, I waited at my desk for Joe to meet me. I

saw him walk to the transportation booth, so I joined him there.
He put in the card for the club and, PRESTO! — We were there.

I was amazed when I walked out. It was like a country club I

had read about — just like the ones back in the 1970's but a bit

more modern.
A waiter seated us and gave us a menu. We ordered and

decided to have a drink. After a few strong doubles, Joe and I

started talking.
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by Bill Orben

Illustration by Diego Montoya

"I'm getting so damned bored with that job. I feel like a

machine being manipulated by the company," he said

"You shouldn't say that Joe. It's a good job with good pay."

"Aw, come on, that's the biggest bull I've heard all day. All

they do is turn everybody there into walking computers to serve

for the gain of the company. Even in the transportation booth

they do it. They have a speaker broadcasting telepathic

messages to your brain. Little by little, they turn you into a

computer.

"Your nuts," I interrupted. "They can't possibly do that."

"Oh, yeah! They're doing it. They've turned many people

who have been working there two years or more into machines,"

Joe said, as he slurred his words slightly.

"Where the hell did you get your information'.'" I said

raising my voice a little.

"I got it from a study I conducted with some friends."

"You're being ridiculous. I don't believe such things go on."

"They sure have gotton to you. How long have you been

working there?"

"Three vears."

The waiter brought us our food, but Joe continued to babble.
He hardly touched his food, but rather kept on talking as if he
were on a soapbox."

"WE is a group of concerned individuals I knew in college

They care about this problem."

"You'd better not meet because the National Security Force

will arrest you. It's illegal."

"Jesus Christ." Joe blurted out

"You are nothing but a machine yourself, like everyone on

the job. Do you want your children to live in this kind of world''

This governmental security agency is the same one that lets

companies pollute the air and water
"

"Go to hell, you young radical," I shouted.

I threw some money on the table and started to leave. Joe

shouted to me,
"You mass of jelly, get out of here."

I walked from the transportation booth over to my desk.

"Wonder what made Joe blow up like that." I thought. Could

he be right? Impossible. . I dismissed that thought quickly Thai

young radical just wants to disrupt the equilibrium of modern
technology.

The afternoon seemed endless. Joe didn't show up for work

all afternoon, but then who could expect him Al five o'clock. 1

was glad to go home and relax.

I put in my home destination card and soon transported

there. I look around the apartment to see who was home and

found a note from Eve that said she had gone shopping with tin-

kids So I sat down, glad to be alone for awhile

I fixed a drink and turned on the viewing screen to watch the

news. It was then that I saw the National Security 'orce grinning

down and his friends in the streets. I figured the club probably

made more than a complaint. I couldn't watch anymore I

turned off the set and tried to invent a sickness to avoid ha\ ing

to lake the kids to the zoo.
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Work patiently in a day when

you wonder where all the silent

people have gone.

Make a promise to yourself

to believe in the time you've got

and have faith

that the next man may somehow
be awakened gently with a song.

Jim Hendin

The Power to Control

They all know what is best for me as they sit on pedestals,

scepters in hand.

I am not a pawn for the whim of kings.

Nor will I live the life they passed by.

I will not be dictated to or processed.

I am the foam of the surf,

the howl of the wind,

a beam of the sun.

I AM A FREE SPIRIT.

Only I choose that path that I follow.

If my path leads to destruction, the Kings are not to blame.

Not even royalty can control the elements of the earth.

Sue Bowman.
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the lizard-child

beware the bane

of the lizard-child

ceramic dump-stalker

freedom butcher

scarlet claws scratching

at cardboard promises

of tongue-flapping

corpses,

empty marlboro boxes breathe

like asthmatics

choking on hooded coats

wheezing up steep harlem hills

against lung-whipping laughter

of winter,

lizard-child, artists

disciplined death-witch

dreams only when sleeping

bleeds only when spoken to

cracked by the back-pats

of cross-eyed card sharks,

her angel flakes fall

upon shrugged shoulders

of impish sheiks

masqueraded admirers

who slice dig and stitch

in surgical deception,

lizard-child, priestess

ceremonial mortician

leaves would-be lovers

and has-been friends

shrouded in ashes

then ascends with the smoke
of their cigarettes.

lisa berman



The more you subjugate me with frivolous controls,

the more I desire freedom.

The more you suffocate me with your effete character,

the more I find my strength of personality.

The more sardonic you are towards my judgement,

the more I trust myself.

The more you criticize me as a person,

the more I'll turn to others for love.

Jenny Spencer

pearl cried diamond tears

over the flowers

strewn on a casket

filled with dead dubloons.

Glorianne M. Heilig

W\%\W*
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Painted Disguise

She walked the night

in satin and lace.

Shades of cosmetics

hiding her face —
Felt pain in her heart

that kept her soul torn,

And often wondered

why she was born.

She never knew the love

of an interested father —
was completely abandoned

dismissed as a bother.

So she walked the street

in her painted disguise.

But, when one looked carefully,

there was pain in her eyes.

Sue Crowder

Graves

geometrical plot

orderly distributed

throughout the lot.

Flowers

spontaneously sprouting

intermingled, freely spread

vainly attempting

to retrieve the dead.

What use is a grave

when the living are blinded to its light?

Grieving overpowers

any trace of insight.

Through death the past is released —
a memorial to a decayed shell

honoring the "beloved deceased."

Rather let the grave reveal life's secrets,

a glimpse of our future destiny

fortell, forewarn, of journeys

to be traveled;

Opening the pathway to eternity.

Follow the Leaders

Heard by the deaf

Talked to by the dumb
Seen by the blind

Followed by crippled cheerleaders

with crushed legs and twisted arms. . .

You are what you see, Messiah.

Prophet to the splintered souls

that cling to you like roots

in the ground

Gripping and expanding,

stealing your strength

weakening your foundation.

Get out your soapbox, politician man;
your puppets are waiting.

Show them the way to a better society.

Mice scamper through a maze
See the light —
Hear the buzzer —
Find the food —
Run until you tire,

but don't give up.

Election year is just around the corner.

Keep going,

you can make it,

maybe!

Michael Gentzler

Jodie Jewell



inter of My Long Hair

sniffed by Dylan

inspiring boots

that complement

musty sweaters

being petted

by fierce hands.

Frowns riding nigh

on faces

peering at banners of insecurity.

Ears pierced

by golden wire

reflecting gleaming

hair caressing

a guitar strap

slung on a shoulder

that trails to

mud crud feet

Mossy teeth

gnawing blank checks

being flung

about horizontal bodies

encased by

faded jeans

and sweaty grey t's

sporting termite

infested Tiger insignia.

Green eyes peering

through potato ears

masking frowns

lurking

at banners of insecurity.

The honor of bearing

legitimate children

obedient only

to an alcoholic father.

Ah, me, the standard

of society:

Belonging to the Mousketeers

Great power

hidden behind your navel

painted like a flower.

:v\i/..-..<
mi

The fortitude of life

observing unique

authority .being

realized by

faces exploding

by cerebral forces.

Glorianne Heilig

Banners of certainty only

manifesting insecurity.

The guts are formed.



playing angel to believers x
playing Shakespeare to my readers

planting seeds that never sprout

beneath thunderstorms

of rage. i am begged by sure-footed sailors

to be what i cannot

to see what i have not

^ttfca&fe*. to °Pen bolted doorways
knocked upon by strangers

who tear me
*-: from saltwater slumber.

peanuts, beatles, and unescorted women

bstract Design by Chris Novotny

carry on with this seadream!

bask — burn in the sun!

those castles that glitterl

like rhinestones

for god
will be seized by wet merchants
who profit

from blood.

....„„„, OTI . .

wj|| s|eep wjth the Qwner
of a sandbox saloon

who'll convince me

w////ft
I'm sacred

*'(/// as a cold can of beer.

\ljli i will wake with weary shadows

f/jj who will take me as i am
||v and then vanish into nightfall

Jill
as smoke

> blends into air.

& need i balance my failures with dignity?

\ turn the head

\ of every he-man idol

who crowns a barstool

with stale bathroom jokes

as i hide my aloneness

with a cheap ten-cent wink?

or should i slither

like the serpent

[as i so often do]

through crowds of seasoned socialites

past vogue-subscribing clowns

and unlicensed laughter

unworthy of a smile

\- : or a nod
* unworthy of being?

.,' '

I wish to be loved
,v; by early morning minstrels

in coffeehouse heavens
who will teach me with patience

and cradle my fears

with melodic understanding,

but who speaks for angels

when priests have retired

who sings for minstrels

when angels have died

who bleeds for poets

whose words cut like blades

and who walks with me
when i gather the dead?

lisa berman



Darkness comes like a blanket of death

Holding me only with the slightest breath.

Fire turns blood boiling hot red.

Insanity reaches new limits inside my head.

Deep waters always run cool and calm.

Thief of life thrives on Satan's palm.

Twisted is earth, like the evil dragon's eyes.

Keep smiling my children for you shall all soon die.

Steven Sandifer

OVERSEER OF DEATH and other things to come

Ride a silent horse

in the dead of the night

Knock on unexpected doors

reveal to them the truth of rights

Sacrifice the unborn child

while mothers weep for loss

Soar on deep wings of death

and make them pay the cost

Eat the minds of playing children

Make them go absurd

Turn them into adults that hate

and never will be cured

Prince of Evil leech onto the world

and drink till you suffice

The world is yours to spit upon
and do whatever you like.

Steven Sandifer
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7/m/c/ one, vv/'th fragile heart,

does time tease and dangle you

on stretching strings of uncertainty?

Hidden beneath your boisterous laughter

is heard the scuffling of feet

as you fight for balance,

swearing to your silent tears

that no one but you and they

will ever know.

Debbie Hazelton



When I was little girl

I had my dolls and home,
And wanted to be a mommy
someday when I was grown.

With ribbons in my hair

and jelly on my face,

I thought L knew exactly where
I would find my place.

Little girls grow up to be

exactly like their moms,
With several stops along the way
for hi-heeled shoes and proms.

Next, they move on to matrimony
and then to giving birth.

Here are the reasons, I was told,

that girls were put on earth'

Also, girls should make good nurses

and elementary teachers,

While boys become the doctors,

astronauts and preachers.

This was the way t'was meant to be

the day Cod planned the earth —
For men to enjoy accomplishments

and women to give birth.

I listened to this theory

even tried it for awhile,

And after a year of marriage

was blessed with a beautiful child.

But still I knew there must be more
in this woman's life

Than just being a mother,

a housekeeper and wife.

So I started back to school

searching for success,

and I found it didn't matter

if I wore trousers or a dress.

Oh, there was still some prejudice

and some discerning looks,

But I took it with a grain of salt

and really hit the books.

I did real well through college

and now have my own career,

But what's more, I can tell my daughter

straight-faced and quite sincere,

"You can be anything you want in life

no matter how it seems.

lust reach out and grab for it

and capture all your dreams.

For a girl can be an astronaut

a doctor or a preacher,

A lawyer, an accountant

or even a college teacher.

yet, the list has one more item

than, is offered to your brother:

Besides all these accomplishments,

you still can be a mother!"

Sue Crow dor



Laughter is like a disease,

spreading, catching,

holding me down,

until exhaustion arrives

to relieve my tired muscles



Chiding Child

You yell,

then put me in a chair

where my feet can't touch the floor.

why don't you kneel

and talk to me
would that be too much of a chore?

Why can't I tell you

when to shut your mouth

or how and what to say?

lust once I'd like to tell you

when you ruin my whole day.

It would be fun to tell you

that you cannot watch t.v.

You know, just like the way

you take my favorite toys from me.

Why can't we talk person to person?

Why must we always fight?

Oh I know'

It's cause you're big,

I'm small,

and you must always

be right.

Debbie Hazelton

For l'im

If a child

can reach out

to take you by the hand,

giving you his trust

and telling you of the discoveries he has made toda y,

then you would know he accepts you.

If a child

were to cower and cry

when raging words befell your lips

or an angry scowl darkened your countenance,

then you would know his deep fear of you.

If a child

were to see your tearstained face

or see your hidden anguish

and wrap his arms about your neck,

smothering you with his compassion and faith

then you would know how much he loves you.

If a child

were to prod you with questions

and share some time with you

or imitiate you in some way
you must realize how much he respects your wisdom.

If a child wasn't so accepting,

so sensitive,

loving and curious,

then what ioy would you ha\e with him?

Isn't there a bit of a child

in each of us?

Ienn\ Spencer



fell

down
a

flight

of

stairs

sprained

an ankle

skinned

a knee

scraped

an image

giggled

got up
and

dittoed

the stunt

for

the hell of it.

i sit crouched

beneath
broad crumbling

sidewalk cracks

and steal shadows
from passing shoe-shufflers

too soft

to leave

lasting footprints.

lisa berman

lisa berman

You have to hit the bottom

to really enjoy the top,

Could success be that enthralling

if you never had a flop?

If you never felt a teardrop

or knew one moment of sadness,

Would a smile really matter,

could it fill your heart with gladness?

If all desires were accessible

and could easily be achieved

Would it become a bother

to wish, hope, and believe?

I think ups and downs are important

for when my success is won,

I want to reminisce that

"getting there was half the fun!"

Sue Crowder
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MEMORIES

It is rather strange how
Life unveiled you. . .

Like a fog lifting from a quiet sea.

I was made to respond

To your nature in hopes

Of gathering memories that

Would fester in my consciousness

For months to come.
I did not consider for that moment
The residing factor

That encompasses two persons who are

So innately different and patterned

By two extreme societies.

Perhaps as I considered my
Fundamental aim,

I resolved to gain only

A single response and that was
Response in return.

Now, as I look over the water that

Comforted and provided a catalyst

Which provoked me to ponder
Upon other thoughts in my imagination,

A fragment of my mind. . .

A fantasy perhaps
Induced by my childlike

Nature.

photography by Jamie Davis

My mind touches these tangible

Waters that comfort me
And surmises that

You were never meant to be known
As these thoughts assume a

Pattern and tranquilize the passion

That resided, I feel my
Tensions resolve.

The beautiful soul I

Saw and felt in you,

The vivacious moments
That attracted my minds eye,

The depth of my concern
Are drops of water
To be gathered into waves
And carried far back into my mind as

Merely memories.

. . . Barbara Thurston



silly me
a sunbeam just played

upon my hair.

it was so warm
and gentle,

I had to turn around.

I thought perhaps you had returned.

. .
. Valerie Finch

IDOL IN A GLASS HOUSE

Dance,

My fair young maiden,

Across your platform of glass.

Swoon for your golden prince

Who sides with the wind.

I can see beyond those crystal walls

To where you exist

Only to have your laughter die at your feet.

Your smiles are my tears

For I remember
The days that have left us,

The promises we gave to each other,

And a union that could never end.
From sunny afternoons to cold, lonely nights
I could only count the days
As I prayed that I might find you.
So dance, my fair young maiden,
And attend to your golden prince
While I watch, weep
and remember.
Dance. . .

. . . Jeff Farley

IN MY LADY'S EYES

warm and gentle

at float across the sky.

I holds a thousand dreams

I Summer irh^y Lady's Eyt

has splashed fading 0ilight
hing sun has kissed the sky,

to hold her gently

htch the sun rise in her eyes.

AnSSIriorning sun has kissed the sky,

I smll long to hold her gently

Aim watch the sun rise in her eyes.

And years from now when we have partedf
And time has quickly passed us by,

I shall face the void with a thousand m^
Of when I saw, the Summer in My Lac



As the evening draws on toward darkness,
I picture you walking in summer air

That the sunset does enlighten.

The orange glow that the sky emits
Blends well with your rich, bronze skin,

Which I find so soothing
To my fingertips

. . . Valerie Finch

EMBERS IN THE WIND

It was in the days of

laughter and tears that

we found ourselves

and came to love the mystics

we saw in one another.

Flames grew and burned

with strong desire until

eternity released its grasp.

Then time set us adrift,

away from one another.

At last there remained

only a seething glow.

Fate engulfed our lives

and scattered our embers in the wind.

. . . Jeff Farley
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My sad-eyed man [}esus]

He is my daily light,

My midnight flight,

my before and after.

He fills my beating heart with laughter,

and my life

with overflowing love.

. . . Anne Holcombe

I NEVER KNEW

Sometimes it all comes back to me. . .

the heartache and loss

of things unsaid, unbought. . .

of ticking clocks and turning months. .

.

of life, tears. . . like tiers on a cake . . .

like pages in a book devoted to suffering.

Sometimes it all comes back to me. . .

the man I never knew, but knew,

the imagined faces in the dark,

the words exchanged. . .

I couldn't get the money for the plane.

It's better now . . . another man
whose face I know and know. .

.

and autumn leaves, eternity

and all those things love knows.

. . . Anne Holcombe

THE HUMAN RACE - TO WHERE?

Falling in and out of love with the same man,
is something I do but don't understand.

The pain of love, is a pain I must endure.

What is it that makes me so unsure?
Drifting through this state called life. . .

Learning lessons of wrong, is where danger lies.

Above the lows, in between, under the highs.

Oh, what a place! We are all

in this swift, yet slow race. . . this "Human Race"
is more like a chase, the "Human Chase."
Together, yet alone, united and separately we've grown.
When looking back, we've come so far. . .

And look ahead, from where we are. . .

Seems we have a long way to go.

The future is a dark void no one can know.

The patterns of accidents and incidental meetings
Will lead us to dreams or death. . . upon receiving.

To say that people are treated fair is certainly a lie.

We were all born with a handicap, We were all born to die.

Upon the lips of this life I spit.

To only hurt myself, I admit.
. Elice Kahn



NO DEPOSIT— NO RETURN

We lived and loved

in an instant society. . .

a "quickie" after work,
instant coffee for sobriety.

But, somehow I expected more of love

than what I was to learn. . .

Instructions for destruction:

"No Deposit — No Return."

I re-read the vow we took

just the other day.

It read "Till death do us part.

not "Use once, then throw away."
I am grossly old fashioned.

I must get up to date and learn.

Today is an instant society:

"No Deposit — No Return."

. . . Sue Crowder
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HE RAN FULL CIRCLE
She knew that he belonged to me
by law if nothing else,

But she was intent on taking him
to keep him for herself.

The fact that we'd been wed two years

and expecting our first child,

did not deter her plans to make
my quiet flower grow wild.

He was far from blameless.

Still, it remains to be seen. . .

Would he have left a wife and child

for any other than Mistress Christine?

I took out the final papers

that would bring an end

To the lies that he would tell me
when I asked him where he'd been.

It has taken years to realize

the total irony of it all.

Times have changed and now Christine

is the one who gets the call,

"He won't be home for dinner

he'll be at the office late."

As though he's run full circle. .

.

While Christine sits alone and waits.

. . . Sue Crowder

OUR LITTLE SECRET
Now that I am leaving

the two of us cannot go on.

Our treasured nights of loving

must give way to their dawn.
But not to be forgotten are

the words of love and signs,

From the two of us reaching out. . .

consent in both our eyes.

We were once or twice suspected.

It was eventually dismissed.

They never knew we shared the dusk
or one another's kiss.

Others see only our friendship end

as I walk out the door. . .

Only you and I will ever know
it was really so much more.

. . . Sue Crowder

RE-EVALUATION
I became lost in his smile

in his style and charm.
Before I realized it,

I was lost in his arms.
He held me with warmth
close to his heart,

Protected me from
my fear of the dark.

Before long I succumbed
to this wonderful lover. . .

Convincing myself
there couldn't be another.

Promised forever. . .

shared in a vow. . . .

Then we jointly burned
my card from N.O.W.
Womens Lib was fine

in my single life

but completely deadly
to a happy wife.

For if inequality is

keeping up a home,
sharing roman t ic

evenings alone,

Being kept warm
on long winter nights,

then, I never could rationalize

equal rights!

. . . Sue Crowder



SOUTHERN
HOSPITALITY

By Audrey Ford

She stared out the window of the '55 Ford at the

blackness, as the car sped along the highway,

barreling west through flat, unfamiliar territory,

paralleling a railroad track. (Why did all these old

southern roads run along the tracks, anyway?)

"What's that?" she asked the driver, a young man
of twenty-five or so.

"It's the pumps, they're pumping oil out of the

ground. If you listen, you'll hear it."

She opened the window, letting in a blast of cold,

January air. The pound-pound of the pumps, like a city

pile-driver, pounded her ear drums.

The whole scene was so alien. Here she was newly
married, nearly two thousand miles from home, and

about to settle down in Texas. The car and her life

seemed to be moving much too fast. It frightened and
excited her.

"We're almost there."

A nebulous light appeared on the horizon, the glow

of the city. They soared over a rise, and there it was, a

twinkling magic kingdom arranged, as if by a giant

hand, surrounded by velvety nothingness.

"There it is, Big D," he said proudly, as if he'd

invented it.

"We'll just ride around a bit, and then go to the

motel. I'm beat, and I'm sure you are, too."

"I am, and it's eleven o'clock — my God, I've

never seen so many junk yards. And the wrecks look

like new cars!"

"Yeah, they drive hard around here, you've really

go to watch it."

She shivered. She had never learned to drive. It

had been easier to take a train or the subway than to

look for a parking space.

"I guess I'll have to learn to drive. I'm the only

person I know who's twenty-one and doesn't drive."

"Don't worry, I'll teach you, Hon." He smiled

fondly at her.

"Here's the motel, I wonder if Tony's here."

He wheeled the car into the lot, and ran into the

flat, ugly building to register.

"Tony's not here, he was off today. You'll have to

wait till tomorrow to meet him — I know you two will

hit it off right away."
They dragged their bags into room twelve. She

look around. Small, square, stark, a typical, cheap

motel room, not even a picture on the wall, but it was
clean. About par, now that I'm a seasoned traveler, at

least I know what to expect.

She began to unpack.

"We'll have to get up early. I've got to get back to

work, I already owe the company two weeks, and
we've got to find a place to live."

"Yeah, it was awfully decent of them to give you
two whole weeks to drive to New York from here, get

married, honeymoon, make a few calls for them, and
then drive back," she said drily.

"And allow ten bucks a day for your room and
board on the way, don't forget that," he chided.

They were laughing as they prepared for bed and
crawled in, exhausted.

A knock woke them. Dusty stripes of light shining

weakly through the half-closed blinds illuminated the

room.
"That will be Tony with coffee and the paper."

He threw a plaid wool robe at her and strode to the

door.

"Hi, Tony, great to see you. Come on in and meet
my bride."

The men shook hands as she struggled into the robe

and zipped it quickly, combed her hair with her fingers

and held out her hand.

"Hi, it's so great to finally meet you. Bob has
talked so much about you— how you were his only real

friend when he was here before, and took him to parties
and all.

"Yeah, well, all I heard about from him, was you,
and your wedding plans, and the cashmere sweater he
was gonna get you for your birthday, by the way, did
you like it?"

"Oh, yeSj I've worn it to death. My first cash-
mere," she smiled as she took the tray from him.

"Hot coffee — you are a doll, and the paper, now
we can start looking for an apartment."

She poured the coffee into three cracked, thick

cups, rimmed in green, set them on the water-spotted

saucers and handed them around.

"My first hostess job as Mrs. Thomas, how
elegant!"

She smoothed the chenille spread over the bed and
they all sat on it as she opened the paper.

The talked and laughed as they marked likely



prospects, following Tony's suggestions as to neigh-

borhood.

"I've got to get back, or they'll be looking for me.

I'll stop by late tonight. Happy hunting."

He and Bob shook hands at the door.

"Glad you're back, I missed the bull and beer

sessions."

"Glad to be back, see you later."

As he shut the door, and turned to her, she smiled.

"He really is a nice guy. I like him."

"I knew you would. Now let's get moving, we've

got a lot to do."

He grabbed for her and hugged her hard.

"I feel good and everything's gonna be great

here."

Hours later, their enthusiasm had cooled con-

siderably. The ads had described in glowing terms

what were, in reality, three very small, very dreary,

very dirty apartments.

"There's only one more I've got marked here," he

said wearily. "After that, we'll go get a beer and I'll

show you the ritzy side of town, for fun— okay?"

"Okay," she smiled thinly, trying very hard not to

cry. She'd been so excited about their first home, it was
going to be so cozy. And now, it seemed, all they could

afford was a hole in the wall.

As he turned up the wide boulevard, her heart

lifted. Maybe this one wouldn't be so bad, after all. The

tree-lined street was quite pretty. Long, low garden

apartments, brick traditional and Texas modern sat,

cheek by jowl, on neatly trimmed lawns, surrounded

by unfamiliar shrubs. The one he stopped at even had a

pool in front. Could this be the right address? She

looked at the circled ad, holding her breath. It was

!

As they jumped out of the car, she tripped in her

haste, and went down on one knee. He hurried around,

and pulled her up and brushed off her long, worn coat.

"Oh, God, I hope this one hasn't been rented," she

panted as they bounded up the steps.

The woman who answered the door marked
"Manager" was attractive, fortyish. Her dyed red

ringlets were piled high on her head, and jingling

bracelets punctuated her words, as she led them down
the concrete walk, past the dark green, silent doors to

the last apartment in the corner.

"Ah just kno y'all are goin' to lank this one, honey,

and y'all are just the class of people mah boss likes to

have as tenants," she breathed as she fit the key into

the lock.

She pushed the door open and stood back to let

them in.

"Oh, it's beautiful, Honey, I love it," the young
woman exclaimed, as her eyes swept the one large

room, divided by an open bookcase. It was attractively

furnished, and had beige wall-to-wall carpet, and
matching drapes. There was a double bed, covered in a

harlequin print of beige, brown, and aqua on the other

side of the divider. A small dressing room and bath was
in one corner of the bedroom, and there was a com-
pletely appointed kitchen right off the living room.

"Everything looks brand-new. Is it?" the young-

man inquired.

"Well, this building is only a year old, and this

apartment was rented for a while to a young bachelor,

but he left, and it's the only one we've got vacant.

Would y'all like to take it?" she replied in what was
apparently a genuine Texas drawl.

"How much?" he said, now very business-like,

squaring his shoulders and shoving his hands down into

the pockets of his trousers.

She held her breath, praying that they could afford

it. Her heart pounded as she waited for the reply.

"It's a hundred twenty five a month, dearie, but

that includes the pool privileges ya know. It's a fair

price for a brand-new, furnished apartment these

days."

"It's a bit more than we planned to spend, but," he

hesitated, looking at his wife, as she waited ex-

pectantly.

"Yes, we'll take it, can we move in tomorrow?

We're staying in a motel and we'd like to get out as

soon as possible."

"Of course, just come on back to my apartment
and y'all can give me a deposit. We don't require a

lease here, furnished apartment, ya know, not usually

permanent."
They looked around, again, approvingly, and

followed her out the door.

Their business completed, off they went for the

promised beer, and the sight-seeing trip.

On the way back to the motel, they stopped at a

likely-looking bank, near the new apartment, and

opened their first joint checking account.

"Oh, I know things are just going to be great, now.

As soon as we move in and get settled, I'll have to go

over and talk to the Directress of Nursing at the

Hospital and find out when I can start."

"Yes, she told me to bring you over as soon as we
got squared away. We sure need your check now, with

the car payment and this high rent bill every month."

"I'm glad Tony has promised to help us move our

stuff in. It sure was great of him to store all that stuff

we shipped down — the books, and the trunk, other-

wise, we'd have had to pay storage on it. . . Do you
think the rent's too high? Can we swing it?"

"Yes, if you budget carefully."

"I — what about we?" she seemed annoyed.

"Okay, we, I just figured you'd be the one doing the

grocery shopping and all."

"We'll be doing it together, I hate grocery shop-

ping, at least if you come along, it won't be so bad."

A knock interrupted them.

"Tony," they said in unison.

"Hi, hi how'd it go?"
He breezed in, six-pack in hand, smiling.

"Great, we move tomorrow, can you help?"

"Oh, sure. I'm free from three till seven. I'll put

the stuff I can carry in the car tonight, and bring it over

after three, then we'll go back to my place and hoist the

trunk. I think we can get it into the back of your con-

vertible, if you put the top down."
"Good thinkin' ! Well, don't you want to hear about

our new home? It's adorable!"

"Sure, tell me, tell me."
Amidst much talk and laughter, and beer sipping,

she told him all about it.

"And, when we have a Saturday night off, we'll

have a party, and invite some of those friends of yours,

that you introduced to Bob Yeah?"
"Yeah, sure," he replied, after a slight hesitation.

"Now, what about that decent job you're gonna

help me find, Bob. Remember, my old man is not too

pleased with the one I've got now, and I promised him I

could make it on my own. After all, three years of

college has got to be worth more than a bell-hop's job in

a tacky motel."

"Why did you quit school, Tony? Bob never told me
that."



"Well, little lady, I'll tell you. My Dad's a Doctor,

and he wants me to be one, too. But, after three years

of chemistry, biology, and a lot of other tough courses

at U.C.L.A., I decided that medicine wasn't for me. I'm

not sure what I want to do. so we made a deal. I drop

out of school for a while, hack around, and think things

over. Then, when I'm ready to go back to school, if I

decide I want to, he'll help me out — but, I've got to get

a decent job, so I can save some bread. This job doesn't

pay much. Bob knows the ropes on getting jobs, and

he's going to help. Right, Bob?"
"Right. I promised, didn't I? As soon as we're

settled. I've got to get to work, myself. The Company's

been sending me stuff every day. I've got to get back on

the job, or I won't have one."

"Well," she said, "I'm sorry you don't like

medicine. I always wanted to be a doctor, but nursing's

okay. I like it, but a doctor! I wish I'd had that op-

portunity."

"Aw, hell. Why is it we all want something else, the

grass is always greener, and blah. . . blah. I sure wish I

hadn't come here. Dallas' grass hasn't been greener

for me." Tony's voice was bitter, as he opened another

can of Hamms.
"Never mind, spring will come, and the grass will

green right up." She laughed as she teased him.

"To bed— to bed. . . tomorrow is moving day."

She pulled him up by the arm, and pushed him

toward the door.

"I didn't mean to be rude, but I just naturally am,

you've got to get up early anyhow."

"See you tomorrow, about three thirty, I've got the

address."

Moving day dawned dark and chilly. They worked

quickly to pack and leave. Excitement spurred them

on* a dreary day was not going to get them down.
' By late afternoon, their few belongings were un-

packed. She'd placed a few pieces of glass on the

shelves, hung their clothes away, washed and

arranged the wedding-gift china in the kitchen cup-

boards, and sat down to rest.

"You've been working for hours on that card table,

are you through?"

"Yes, I'm just about caught up on my paper work.

Where's Tony? He ought to be here by now."

A faint series of raps on the door announced him, a

few minutes later.

She swung open the door.

"Welcome to our palace," was the greeting, as she

reached for the box he carried.

"How did you knock with both hands full?"

"I didn't, I kicked," he laughed as he set the box

down on the floor.

"This is too heavy for you, it's books, you sure have

enough of them."

"I love to read, and I never throw a book away, or

give one away, either. They're my babies at this

point."

"Ya wanna know how much it set me back to ship

her books down here? Don't ask!"

"Never mind, just help me get the rest of them out

of my car, and then we've got to go back for the trunk.

Traffic is heavy. That's why I'm so late."

As they hauled the other books from the rear

parking lot, they spotted the manager, jingling toward

them.

"Ma'am, I'd like you to meet my friend, Tony

Williams. Tony, this is the manager of this place, Mrs.

Taylor."

"How do you do, young man."
She turned to her tenants.

"Ah just came by to show you how to light the pilot

on the wall heaters, I'll come back later, when you're

free."

"Oh, that's okay, Mrs. T., we figured it out, our-

selves."

"Well, then. .
." her voice trailed off as she turned

and walked away.
The slit open the boxes, and then. .

.

"Well, Bob, let's go get the trunk."

He turned to her. . .

"You can unpack the books, we'll be right back.

Okay?"
"Okay, and then, we'll break open that bottle of

bourbon to celebrate before Tony goes back to work."

He pecked at her cheek, and they left.

She began to unpack the books. Each title promp-

ted a different memory as she dusted, and carefully

placed book after book on the shelves. She stacked the

boxes in the corner and put away the cloth. A light tap

at the door startled her. It was too soon for them to be

back. She turned the knob and cracked the door. It was
Mrs. Taylor. She pulled it wide.

"Ah hope y'all aren't busy," she gushed, "Ah saw
the boys leave."

"No, I'm finished, come in please."

"No, I'll make this brief. Ah don't quite know how
to say this to you. Ya know, if it was just me, Ah'd

never say a word, but, the other tenants, and my boss,"

her voice drifted off.

The young woman searched her face anxiously,

wondering why she seemed so jittery.

"Ah've got to tell you this. Ah know you're from the

north, and y'all are more, well, broadminded up there.

. . but, that young man, your friend. . . he's colored!

And. .
."

She stared in disbelief, speechless, her mouth
open.

"Mrs. Taylor, you don't understand. .
."

She was smiling nervously, now, fingering the

charms on her bracelets.

"People here don't take kindly to having colored

folks visiting here, our maids are Nigra, but not our

guests. Why, if any of the tenants ever saw him visitin'

here, they'd up and move out. Ah'm just gonna have to

ask you not to have him here, again. Ah'm sorry."

"But, he's our friend," she sputtered, angrily, "our

only friend, my husband's very fond of him, and so am
I!"

"Ah'm sorry, but he can't come here. It would

cause trouble. . . please."

"I, I'll have to talk to my husband, I can't think of

anything else to say to you, Mrs. Taylor."

She closed the door gently, hands shaking. As she

turned, and looked around, a tear rolled down her

cheek.

"What the hell kind of a place is this?" she

whispered.

She gazed out the window at the pool, cold and

empty in the January air, a discarded paper cup blew

across the cement, the dark sky threatened rain.

A cold, empty feeling invaded the pit of her

stomach as she collected the boxes, and began to pile

the books, neatly, one by one, and then stack them,

spine up, back in the cartons.
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SCALEY STRANGER
[I think I loved you]

Aquarian light

Fished with my sorrow.

Coolly fed waters

Flushed through my veins

And my drunken dreams

Dared scrape the bottom

While my mindless golden fins

Fancied liquid ballet.

And sweet coral pores sucked me in

And split pink cheek's laughter

Like the gray gourami chewing

Chunky gold fish fins.

And caressing, churning whirlpool

Danced heavenly twirls

While needle narcotic fish

Pierced skin and spirit. . .

Sinking lower into

Gurgling sorrow's filter —
Oblivion.

And
Under wavy sheets

This scaley stranger

With his liquid needle

Drowned me in cooled desire

While my breasts,

My cool watery breasts

Barely touched his bed,

his dreams,

his mind,

his heart,

his scaley liquid spirit.

. Judy Nelson

Scarecrow child with hollow eyes,

Bloated belly on baby.

Father deserted, mother dies.

Living from day to day, maybe.

Too weak for play, baby must be fed,

Hunger stagnated mind.

Garbage can raids, no warm bed. .

.

Life seems so unkind.

A crumb is needed to keep pain away,

While freak buys black market drugs and pills.

Mom's and dad's illegal bills are paid.

While boy's malnutrition slowly kills.

Freak protests and riots

[That's when people seem to care].

While boy and baby have no diets.

Society is so unfair.

. . . Sandy Miller

mama moans in closet

and makes papa mean,
mellow moments
are fried in pan
while little brother

pops tarts in toaster. . .

and eats and eats and eats.

mama mentions there is no beer. . .

papa's left and sits at bar

pouring pitchers of pride and sorrow

and they all know he mops the floors at night.

mama cries in the dead hours of morning
while he sweeps the dancing peoples' footprints

and shoots a game of pool before they open.

sniffling mama sips her beer

drowning in the barrel of booze and boredom.
they all know mama was a whiz once
but wondering. . . wishing. . . waiting. . .

.

now, with papa [Poor papa],

she's wasting. . . wilting.

In front of lake

Red river flowing

Pools of sadness. . .

Yes,

This crazy fly I knew
buzzing his mind
digging his tiny naked antennas

into the screen. . . .

His dead voice bellowing,

blowing in the wind

around the dead lake,

the red river. . .

His friends

licking up the remains,

keeping quiet,

washing their hands,

in chlorinated water

while I sink my own
into his blood and die. . . .

Yes,

This crazy fly wanted everything clean.

Playing clarinet-late n'ight blues,

couldn't keep time,

created his own
Faces all over his paper,

his art work of friends' faces.

Now they gobble his charcoal and pen.

Yes,

This crazy fly

Maybe fed something nasty. . .

oh, dear friends,

punchy, dopey friends,

you party with this fly

Sticking his antennas

into the birthday cake.



someday she says

she knows
that papa

will put her properly

in place

to wilt

in a vase

next to his

mop and pail. . .

then, he'll buy brother

six dozen pop tarts

and a toaster.
judy nelson

Happy another day,

another dead night. . . .

Clarinet, pen, pastels

floating away
being gobbled. . . .

Yes,

This crazy fly I knew
walked in black vacant dream

on city street, nowhere

In some tape store

that's locked

locked into his mind. . .

blown away
cripple on corner,

saxophone and cup,

sounds and money
in a black dream. . .

washing our hands in blood.

Yes,

this crazy fly is crashing

after three day party.

FRIENDS. . .

[curse them dead].

Clarinet in corner,

Aim at their no hearts

For the crazy fly.

Aim at their no minds

[Punchy, dopey friends].

Drown them in the red river.

For the crazy fly I knew
buzzing his mind
then crashing. . .

For the crazy fly

I knew

JOE

by

Judy

Nelson

We The Numbed
Numbed mind
Enunciating nimbly

Nothing — no meaning

No beginning

Only

In the ancient alphabet

Reigns rich and regal

Remnants.

We the numbed
Die and sing softly. . .

While we die.

Behind white-washed walls

And wishing wells

And needled narcotic needers

We die

And clouds of codeine

curl on the corners

Counting cries and coins

[and cough medicine]

Running on the silver spike

Escaping into ecstasy's eternal

Emptiness.

We the numbed,
With our twentieth-century

Teardrops

Trickling down tall steel towers. .

We the numbed
Burning but not bleeding

Obviously oblivious. . .

We the numbed
With wide wounds. . .

We the numbed
Die and sing softly.

. . . Judy Nelson

[UNTITLED]

Whiskey and water. . .

five empties. . .

clutching glass

Confidence abounds.

Glazed eyes meet. . .

hot tobacco excretion. . .

explosions rape mind
while eyes rape bodies.

Is prostitution of soul

buying time together?

. . . Mike Balzer



There is a particular patch of asphalt and
train tracks on Dixie Highway that objectively

is neither appealing or distasteful. It exists,

one of a myriad of such places, tarred and
covered over, barren of any living grass or

plants. Yet, this certain intersection and the
grim events that occured there are not easily

forgotten. Everytime now that I cross a set of

railroad tracks I shudder. Unconsciously, I

close my eyes quickly and try to fight a deep
nauseous feeling.

It happened last August on a humid,
heavy night. I was driving through that area
to indulge in a gourmet treat at Burger King.

Within one hundred yards of me, I perceived
red lights down and flashing, a train moving,
and a white ca r begging to stop. The
piercing, shrieking of tires, the clang and
crash of bent metal flooded my senses. The
sounds would not leave my ringing ears, yet

it was over faster than a dream flash. I sat in

a safe car anesthetized with terror. I gaped
and was mummified sitting forever in my
own private twilight zone until a woman's
dying scream awakened me to reality.

The man in the Volkswagon behind me
immediately took action. He rushed to the
woman and tried to calm her reassuringly as
he pried the jammed door that would not
open. I stood close beside him, but my brain

and arms were useless. I could not move. I

was a mute that stared at a woman my own
age that I didn't want to look at; yet I couldn't

stop staring. She had numerous ragged cuts,

blood spattered all over her face and body,
and I noticed to my horror, her right arm had
been severed and was wedged in the remains
of the front seat. Realizing my own
inadequacy, I fled across the street to Burger
King to call an ambulance.

When I returned, her agonized
screaming had ceased and she now appeared
unconscious. The police and ambulances
were already present and a jeering crowd was
forming. The people moved in closer, as the
rescue workers frantically worked to bend
and mold the distorted metal. The crowd
quickly grew in numbers, some of them
fighting with the police about where they
were allowed to stand. A few ran in close to

get a clear look at an unknown woman's
anguished face.

Thirteen minutes later, the woman was
separated from the metal clutches of the car.

No one cried, no one shouted for joy, no one

I

really cared. It appeared detatched business
work for some, a free side-show for others. It

was something to do on a humid, heavy
night — a new kind of human circus to

watch. A dying freak put on display to tell

your friends about. The people chattered and
laughed, made jokes about how bad it all

was. Each tried to out-do the other in

exaggeration. This was going to be the best-

worst accident of the year.

Not a soul seemed to notice her die

seconds after she was freed, except perhaps
the ambulance driver who muttered, "Shit."

Even after the young woman was removed
from the bloody site, the people stayed and
observed the clean-up procedures. The main
attraction was gone, but the show went on.

So, I too, decided to leave. I left

nauseated and numb after signing forms,
repeating the exact incident and swearing to

the facts: [1] yes, the gate was down, [2] yes,

the lights were flashing, [3] yes, I was sure.

All I wanted to do was crawl deep within the

peaceful recesses of myself. I tried un-

successfully to block out the horror and my
growing hatred of the society around me. Yet,

before I reached my abandoned car, I

overheard and viewed a scene that repulsed

me equally. A young girl, no more than seven

or eight years old and her mother were also

leaving. The child picked up a battered shoe
of the victim that must have been flung out of

the car upon impact. The child was delighted

upon finding such a prize and asked if she
could keep it as a souvenir. The mother's

answer was"yes."
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KICKTHE CAN
"Thank you," John said as he placed the punched

card that the man in the booth had just handed him on
the seat next to him. He usually put the turnpike ticket

over the visor so it wouldn't blow away, but tonight it

was hot and he had turned on the air conditioner in the

company rental car.

"Not far to go before I'm home" he thought as he
passed the sign that directed him North to Orlando. It

seemed like every time he went by that sign it

beckoned him to Orlando. John, being quite familiar
with the turnpike between Sunrise Boulevard where he
had jus^entered, and Pompano,was anxious to be in his

bed.

It had been an enjoyable evening, as it always was
when he dated Janey. Janey, a versatile person and a
good friend since college days, had prepared steamed
shrimp for the movie and John provided the beer. They
both like movies, especially the drive-in where they
could sip on beer and make comments about events
occurring on the giant screen without disturbing
others.

Janey had suggested that they arrive at the drive-
in before dark. The Reincarnation of Peter Proud and
Mahogany were to be shown and they knew that the
theater would be crowded. They arrived early enough
to park right in the center of the theater and were
fortunate in picking a spot with a good speaker. While
waiting for sunset they talked of their many exploits at

Stetson.

"Do you remember the time you got so upset with
me when I let the ball fly right over third base?" Janey
laughed.

"How can I forget? You could have had a triple

play and it seemed like you blew it for the whole team.
I had coached you girls for so long that I knew you
were my best third base player. Guess I expected more
from you than the others."

"We did win the game, you know," Janey replied
as she peeled a shrimp and tossed the shell in a paper
grocery bag.

"And the time when eight of us piled into Tom
Scott's VW just to ride around Deland. Ended up in the
woods drinking all that rum and coke. That's when I

decided never to drink again. Not until the next
weekend, anyway." They both laughed at the

remembrance.
John and Janey had not seen one another for a

couple of years after graduation. When John called
Janey after he was transferred to Fort Lauderdale
they once again picked up their friendship. Janey had
remained in the same physical condition as she still

played softball, tennis and any other sporting activity

she could fit into her schedule. John had gained weight
and added a spare tire around his waistline. He kept
promising himself to get into better shape, but post-

poned it each day.

By the end of Mahogany all the beer had been
consumed and the three pounds of shrimp along with it.

Before driving down the ramp and out of the theater

By Linda Pennington

they checked the car for any stray shells or empty cans
that didn't land in the grocery sack. While driving
Janey home he made a date to play tennis the next day.

"Let's get an early start. Say, I pick you up at
9:00?" John suggested.

"Fine. Why not come at 8:30 and have a light

breakfast before we leave? The earlier we go, the
easier it will be to find a court."

"I accept," John replied as Janey let herself out of
the car. He waited until she was in the house then
backed out of the driveway.
As John came out of his reverie he glanced at the

dashboard clock. Good grief, it was almost two in the
morning, he thought. Without the usual heavy traffic

on the Turnpike, John felt as though he had the road to

himself. His thoughts began to roam back to those
crazy college years. As he reflected on the constant
football practices, coaching the girls softball team and
playing tennis he began to drift closer to his more
active days. So involved in his thoughts, he was no
longer consciously aware that he was actually
driving.

The ball was snapped quickly by Jerry and passed
to John. "Oh, shit."I amgoing to get sacked." Without
realizing it, he partially opened his eyes. Instead of
seeing a tackle speeding toward him as expected, he
was shocked to have in the sight of his headlights
grass, clumps of bushes and pine trees with water
reflecting on the other side of them.

"Damn it! " he shouted as he abruptly gripped the
steering wheel with all his strength. Not fully aware of
his actions, he turned the wheel quickly to the left as he
accelerated. In his half-awake state John did not
realize that he had overcompensated for his intended
direction of travel. The car was going perpendicular to
the highway. "Oh, God, not the guard rail," John
thought as he braked and turned the wheels to the
right. The car did not come to a halt until it shaped the
guard rail on the median into a pretzel.

"Shit." John shouted as he hit the steering wheel
with his right fist. As he turned the motor off the
thought of his boss's reaction caused him to shiver. He
slowly opened the door, got out of the car and began to

survey the damage. The front end was whistling and
steaming like a tea kettle beckoning to be removed
from the flame. Knowing that the car would not
complete the short distance to the next exit, John
became worried.

While wondering what to do next, a motorcycle
headed south stopped close to John's car on the
median. The helmeted rider seemed to float toward
John like a space man.

"Are you hurt?" the cyclist asked after lifting his
visor.

"No. I'm okay. Just damn mad at myself for
falling asleep."

"Doesn't look like you're going to be able to drive
this baby," commented the cyclist while walking
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around the car.

"No I guess not. Say, man, would you mind stop-

ping at the Plaza on your way and notifying the High-

way Patrol? Looks like I'm going to need a wrecker to

pull the car away from the rail," asked John.

"Hey, man thaTs why T stopped. Be glad to help.

You're sure you're okay? I was in a wreck once and no

one stopped to help. Ever since then I can't stand to see

anyone in that situation, so I always stop."

"Listen, I really appreciate it. If you'll just call the

cops, I'll be thankful," John said.

"Hang in there. Cops should be here soon," the

stranger said as he headed toward his bike. John

watched him start the cycle. The stranger flashed a

peace sign to John as he rode off the median. John

watched the cycle's one red light until it had disap-

peared around the curve.

As he turned back to check the damage again he

noticed that he had left the car door open. The dimly

illuminated interior gave an eerie glow to the dash and

seats. As his eyes followed the light, he saw that the

turnpike card had slipped off the seat and was lying on

the floorboard next to the sack.

"The sack! I'll be arrested for drunken driving,"

he mumbled as his mind raced. As the idea occurred to

him, he quickly reached inside the car, carefully rolled

the top of the grocery bag down and pulled it out. He
checked for headlights from both directions. There

were none. He ran to the middle of the two lanes

holding the sack tightly. He checked once more for

headlights and flung the bag toward the bushes just off

the shoulder of the highway. Expecting the bag to land

softly in the bushes, John was horrified when, in mid
air, its bottom disconnected from the sides of the bag

spewing empty beer cans and shrimp shells across two

lanes of highway.

Paralized with surprise, John watched the cans

bouncing like popping corn accompanied by the sound

of echoing firecrackers. Immediately, panic reached

out to freeze his mind. Fighting it, he cautiously looked

down the road. Two dim white eyes with a flashing blue

helmet were in the distance heading his way. As he

regained some of his usual sensibility he knew what

had to be done, he ran from can to can feeling the

shrimp shells crushing beneath his feet as he kicked

each can toward the original place he had intended for

them. He felt as though he were in a soccer game that

contained twelve balls and was being played on a field

of egg shells. As the distant headlights approached

even closer, John managed to kick the last can into the

bushes. He ran back to his car, placed himself in what

he hoped was a relaxed stance. He tried to feel con-

fident that the cop would not notice the pink shells

contrasting with the grey road.

As he leaned against the car John felt as though his

heart would somehow find a way to escape from its

cell. Unexpectedly, his stomach felt as though it would

burst. It did, with an expulsion of air that sounded

similar to a beer can being popped open. The belch was

immediately followed by the combination taste of left

over shrimp and beer.

"If I can taste it, he'll be able to smell it. Ticket.

Court. Jail!" Without really thinking about it, John

reached down, pulled up a handful of grass, tossed it in

his mouth and began chewing. He tried not to think of

the bugs he might be eating as the patrol car came to a

halt a few feet from his car.

The patrolman placed his hat on his head as he

slowly removed himself from the vehicle. He left the

blue light flashing. John noticed that the officer was

about his own age.

"May I see your driver's license, please?" drawled

the tall, lanky officer.

"Oh, sure," John said as he reached for his wallet.

He was upset with himself for not having it ready. As

he handed the license to the officer he hoped his ner-

vousness would go unnoticed.

The officer strained to read John's license, with his

dim flashlight as he removed his pen and pad from his

hip pocket. "What happened, er, Mr. Potter?"

"I guess I fell asleep, sir. I went off the road onto

the shoulder and can't really remember exactly how I

ended up here." John hoped the officer would think he

was chewing gum instead of grass. Thank goodness he

wasn't within smelling distance, he thought.

The state trooper strolled past John to the guard

rail. As he was inspecting the damage he scratched his

head under the brim of his hat. Unaware that his hat

was cocked and revealing his dark, wavy hair, he

walked back to John.

"Looks like your radiator is busted. Sure made a

mess of the rail. Destruction of state property. You
aren't going to be able to drive this car again without

repairs," the officer told John.

"Yes, sir, I agree." John was becoming more

relaxed as he sensed the officer was trying to be

cooperative.

"The Texaco station at the plaza has a wrecker

there now. Would you like for me to radio for them to

send it?" the patrolman asked as he began copying

information from John's license.

"That would be great. I didn't know that you could

do that," said John.

"Normally, we don't, but that particular station

listens to our calls and they're cooperative about

responding this time of the morning." The officer

walked to his trooper car, reached inside for the

microphone and began talking. John couldn't un-

derstand the garbled reply. "All set. They'll be here in

about five minutes."

"Thank you," John said appreciatively. He leaned

against the car and began wondering how severe the

charges would be against him. A flickering yellow light

appeared in the distance as John replaced the

laminated card in his wallet.

As the wrecker approached them itslowed to a stop.

The driver surveyed the situation, shifted gears, and

pulled toward the bushes in preparation of aligning the

hook with John's car. The headlights of the wrecker

shown on the shoulder of the highway revealing the tide

of shrimp shells and sparkling aluminum beer cans.

Panic once again reached out its arm to embrace John.

His body stiffened. As the tow truck ran over the cans

the officer went to see what was causing the small

explosions. John knew he noticed the beer cans. How
could he prevent it, John thought. He held his breath

until the officer turned and gave John a knowing

glance.

"Can't believe that people litter public highways so

much," the officer said as he handed John a yellow slip

of paper.

"Yes, sir," muttered John.

John's car was hooked to the tow truck and the

driver motioned him to get inside.

"Where to, buddy?" the heavy set driver asked.

John told him.
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gun fire heard for miles

ground manuevers,

air attacks,

bombs and blood. . .

is there any hope for the world

with this their resolve. . .

rifle in hand
marching through mud?

struck to the ground
i bleed to death,

time grants few words
in my final breaths.

i agonize; i settled no scores.

what was it for?

the senselessness of war?

they shroud me in a torn sheet

to send me home,
my family needed me
more than a flag framed
to be hung over the mantle in my name.

. . . sue crowder

WINTER OF THE LAUGHING CLOWN

Daybreak only brings sorrow

for the lives lost the night before

and with midnight comes the terror

enhanced by pounding waves on distant shores.

Here I sit in this wretched wasteland

that has earned God's unholy frown.

"We must survive," the sergeant told me,

"for it is the winter of the Laughing Clown."

The Sound and Fury makes me tremble

as fate and destiny close their doors,

and bowing my head I pray to God
as I hear the cannons roar.

"With fortune's hand against us

We are doomed," the General told me,
"for it is the winter of the Laughing Clown."

I see these poor and wretched warriors

forsaken by the hand that once fed them
left to die in this snow white kingdom
as their numbers dwindle from fifty to ten.

I see the lost hope in their eyes

as they die without a sound

"We can only pray," the chaplain told me,

"For it is the Winter of the Laughing Clown."

. . . Jeff Farley

Though the land was around before they were
they claimed it as their land

Stuck a flag into its soil

agreed that it looked grand.

They took a vow to keep it theirs

no matter what the cost. . .

No matter how much conflict

or human lives lost.

"Protect the Flag! Protect the Land!"
was their persuasive cry.

All of the people followed suit

but one man, he asked, "why?"
"Why?" they mimicked increduously,

"Well isn't that quite plain?

This land belongs to us;

with us, it must remain.

God is on our side;

He will help us all pull through.

We have been given His blessing

to go ahead with whatever we have to do."

But the man who asked "why" also knew God
and could not in his heart agree

that God would sanction murder
or human misery

He spoke his peace accordingly

and then questioned how man
Could ever be less important

than a mere plot of land.

They found they couldn't answer him
so covered their ignorance with hate.

They labeled him a coward
and an enemy of the state.

Two weeks after this confrontation

in this land 'approved' by God,

he was convicted as a traitor

and sentenced to a firing squad.

As they put the blindfolds on him
so he would be unable to see.

He pondered upon their conviction

that all men were equal and free.

. . . Sue Crowder
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DON'T PLAY

IN THE STREET

Mark Van Wyke

It was a warm, sunny day, with dust lingering in the air.

The boy knelt in the remains of the building, peering through

the skeletal frame of a window. He listened intently. Distant

sounds could be heard, the tacatac of automatics, the crack of

a rifle, the muffled whump of a grenade, but the boy filtered

these noises out, concentrating on something more important.

The boy stood abruptly, sure of a new sound. A definite

rumble, like that of a growling monster or giant, could be
discerned. He cautiously leaned his weapon on the charred sill

and peeked down the rubble-filled street. A large, angular
form appeared to be trudging its way towards him.

"It is coming my way," the boy whispered excitedly.

There was no one to listen but the mute ruins and his own grim
weapon.

"Perhaps, today I can earn an Iron Cross!" he thought.

The rocket launcher grasped firmly in the boy's hands again
offered no reply.

The rumble became a loud combination of grinding debris,

clanking treads and roaring engines as the tank crawled down
the street. The boy knelt again, holding the tube of the pan-

zerfaust in one hand. With the other, he raised the sight and
released the fuse safety pin.

The tank thundered by. shaking the ruins and the boy like

an earthquake. A dust cloud drifted over the boy's head. He
grabbed the tube in both hands and stood up. After seeing the

red star on the monster's side, he pointed his weapon at it and
triggered the rocket. As the jet blast hit, he ducked below the

wall. His heavy coat and cap, his only semblance of a uniform,
kept him from being burned.

The boy was deafened by the blast. It shook plaster from
the wall on him. The whizzing and clink of pieces of metal filled

the air. . . Then, there were several smaller explosions,

followed by the steady crackle of flames.

The boy dropped the useless tube and stood up. He stared

in silent fascination at the burning wreck. He had destroyed
that monster, he thought. He alone had wielded the power to

kill the evil beast.

As the boy stood mesmerized by the swirl of flames and
smoke, he detected footsteps behind him. He turned to see a
man holding a gun and wearing a green-brown uniform
standing several feet from him. The man pointed his rifle at

the boy. When a second uniformed man appeared behind the

first, the boy jumped onto the window sill. A rifle spat, and the

boy flew from the wall. He thudded to the street and landed
face down on bricks and mud, his arms and feet sprawled awk-
wardly.

The two soldiers walked out to his body lying m the street

One looked sadly at the lifeless form and said. "It is terrible In

war even the innocent must die."

The other looked at the corpse. Then, he turned toward the

tank still burning a few yards away and replied. "There are it

innocent
!"
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UNCLE PETE

Dishes and tears

Shattering simultaneously

On shiny floor. . . .

Aunt Jinny

Just sighing

While frantic tears

Escape. . .

Running up lacey sleeves

Intervals of silent desperation

And smashing anger. . .

Twenty-three years ago

Uncle Pete, a sailor

Loved her.

We all loved him.

We all love him
For all he showed but never said.

We all hate him.

I remember
Sitting, talking, talking, talking

Round warm welcoming table.

Yes, the whole family

Cousins, aunts, uncles, parents

Sometimes shuffling cards. . .

Uncle Pete, silent

Furnished the light, the warmth.
The family electrician,

A sailor,

Fatherly image,

Silent clown

Who made tons and tons and tons

Of Slumgulen.

While the sisters

talked and talked and talked.

Twenty three years later

Uncle Pete,

The cheat. . . .

A pregnant blonde . . .

Money and plane tickets. . .

The Virgin Islands.

Aunt Jinny's alone.

Paying debts forever and ever. . .

We all love him.

For all he showed but never said.

We all hate him.

. . . judy nelson

on oenaect Knees, wmspenng m me
the moonlight over his silver shoulders

f used to fake a nap with him sometimes

m the raiddie of the day. He called it
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My brother and I loved him through

die perfumed days of summer long ago.

Of course, •suddenly he was gone.

m
^e moon,

NO TITLE
(Who would care)

Defiant, icy wind blowing harshly through your hair. . .

.

Chesapeake fog swirling about feet that clatter along

the wet cobblestones. . . .

Bloodshot eyes stung by tears of self-pity pierce the

chilling night.

A burning mind, inhabited by phantoms who laugh and

persistently torment your soul.

Struggling, stumbling, weeping, remembering. . .

An orphaned and forgotten child whose parents you

never knew. . . .

Stepfather could and would not understand who forced

you into the streets. . . .

A climb to a pinnacle unfathomable to those of common
minds,

And held in contempt by those around you. .

.

Scorned by your peers, hated by your fellow creatures

and robbed of the only light in your life— love,

Helen, whose beauty was like those Nicean barks

of yore. . . .

Never to be.

Insides ablaze, stumbling along, seeking comfort from

those who had none to give. . .

And Griswald who would never relent. . .

Revenge!
More feared than followed, they talked behind your back

And many nights you wept.

Now, you stumble your last and drop into the gutter.

Your face crashes against the mist-dampened cobblestone.

Life finally ceases and the mind is free to sleep.

What a pity. . .

That for you, Edgar, the world will never weep!

. . . Jeff Farley

MEMORIES REBORN

There lives an old man in this town of mine.

He's tired and he's lonely,

but like a case of old wine,

his stories grow better with age.

He speaks of kings and castles.

No everyday hassles

beleaguer this wizened old sage.

Gathering the far corners

of the world which he has touched,

he folds them in his mind
where they repose, gathering dust,

until they rise unfettered

in the light of a child's eye.

...Dave Tipper
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It wasn't until friends of my own

i realized

that the tears Jesus shed on Calvary

were not from the biting nails driven into his body

but rather the dividends from Judas.
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ANTICIPATION
By Jeff Farley

Rocco Lombardo spat on the sidewalk and
motioned to a short, squat individual standing nearby.

"Hey Babe! C'mere."

Babe laid aside the stuffed dolls he was setting on

the racks and leaned over the counter.

"Yeah?"
"That old guy over there," Rocco said motioning

with his head across the amusement park, "the guy
that's queer about getting his fortune told. Who is he?"

Babe looked across the way to where an old man in

a long tweed coat stood gazing at a wax replica of a

beautiful gypsy woman. From where Babe was
standing she appeared to be almost real, so real that

even he had to take a second look, and marvel at her

beauty.

"That's old Quigley," Babe replied, returning to

his task of setting the stuffed dolls on the racks so the

people could knock them over with baseballs, then

jubilantly run home with their prize.

"Well," Rocco demanded impatiently expecting

more.

"All I know about him," Babe went on, "is that

he's been coming here every day for the past three

weeks. Ever since we blew into town."

"Rocco spat again. "Yeah, I noticed. All he does is

stand in front of the wax dummy and gawk at her as if

she were a real broad." He laughed obscenely. "I

guess at his age anything looks good, eh Babe?"
Babe did not share in his friend's humor, and

continued with his work. Rocco spat again and moved
on.

Quigley reached a clammy hand into the depths of

his pocket and extracted his last quarter, which he

promptly inserted in the gypsy woman's hand. There
was a rattling of gears and springs and a slip of paper

soon emerged from the gypsy's other hand. Quigley

seized it quickly and read:
'

' Your dream will be where you least expect it.

Do not anticipate."

Quigley quickly folded the small slip of paper and
dropped it into his pocket. His fingers twitched with

excitement. It was the third time today the gypsy
woman had told him not to anticipate ! Let your dreams
find you!

Quigley left the park and hurried down to

Romano's Pharmacy to pick up his prescription.

"Don't anticipate," he told himself as he entered
the musty little store. "That's what the beautiful

gypsy lady told me. She'll come to me when she wants
me."

"Halloo, Quigley," called Papa Romano from
behind the perscription counter. He was a short,

swarthy man whose breath smelled perpetually of

garlic, and whose eyes where constantly on the watch
for tall, dark men who drove black limousines.

"You come to get your vitamins, eh? Well here dey
are!"

Still mumbling to himself, Quigley fumbled for his

wallet.

"Say Quig," said Papa Romano leaning across the

counter, "I gotta a nice girl for you. Only sixteen years

old but wow can she a cook. How 'bout it?"

Quigley stepped back as he handed Romano the
money. The garlic was overpowering.

"Whadda you say?" Romano asked as he rang up
the sale.

Quigley shook his head and still mumbling hurried
out of the store.

"Don't anticipate," he said as he shuffled along the
street. "My dreams will find me. That's what she told
me."

Rocco extracted a brass key from his vest pocket
and opened the back of the gypsy woman. He took a
stack of phony fortunes from the box and placed them
in the slot. He then took his own little fortune from his

pocket and read it once more:
"Go quickly to where you came from, and wait
for me. I will come to you tonight."

Rocco laughed aloud and placed it on top of the

stack and closed the machine.
As he had expected, Quigley was the first one in

when the park opened. The old man went directly to the

gypsy woman and gazed admiringly at her for almost
half an hour. Rocco was beginning to become im-
patient. Finally the old man reached into his pocket.

"Hey Babe," Rocco said excitedly tapping his

friend on the arm, "Watch this."

Babe pushed his hat back on his head, leaned
across the counter and watched with little interest.

Quigley took the slip of paper, read it excitely, shoved
it quickly into his pocket and hurried off.

Babe looked at his friend. "So what?"
"Aahh," Rocco said in disgust, hurrying to follow

the old man.
It had been almost a week since the old man had

come to the park and this puzzled Rocco. He had not

seen Quigley since the day he followed him to a nearby
tenement building in a shabby part of the city and
watched him go inside. When the old man had not

returned for a few days, he had passed it off lightly.

But now it had been a week and Rocco Lombardo was
mystified.

Rocco decided to go for a walk, and soon found
himself in front of the apartment house in which
Quigley lived. He went in and mounted the creaking
staircase, sidestepping several rats along the way.
Quigley's door was at the head of the stairs on the

second landing. He knocked.

No answer.

He knocked again!

Still no answer!

Rocco tried the door and found it open. Before him
lay a small, crudely furnished room which emitted a

horrible stench. Rocco held his nose as he scanned the

room. In the corner was a small table covered with a

white table cloth. On the table were two lopsided

candles, a moldy loaf of bread and a bottle of cheap
wine. At the head of the table sat Quigley in a line wnue
suit. He was simply staring, expressionless, and quite

despaired. In his hand he clutched the white piece of

paper given to him by the gypsy lady.

Rocco now knew why Quigley had not been around.
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flowers hunger for

morning rays of sunlight to

turn their hues to life

. . . sandy miller

A BOUQUET
peace sows

nature grows

a ray of sun

beam of love

and so life ever flows

. . . rhea spelman

a butterfly dances

upon the petals of a blossom

inhaling her sweet perfume.

. . . sandy miller

morning sun summons
this sleepyhead, outside the

flowers do the same.

. eric brown



clouds

sailing like ships in the sea

float eternally.

. . . sandy miller

clouds release the

raindrops which dance
upon the surface of the lake.

. sandy miller

storm cloud turns round
as if to hide, but wait —
there's a rainbow inside!

. . . eric brown

dark clouds hug the moon
which peeks out to say goodnight

to the sleepy town.

magdalena aunon

Autumn Leaves

an abundance of cream colored

rose colored leaves,

fell at my feet. I dropped

to my knees,

and swiftly swept them before me
with grace,

then lifted them gently to the

side of my face

while letting them fall back down
to the ground,

I noticed that others were

fluttering down,
which swayed back and forth

as if undecided,

but, then, with the rest they

sort of collided.

I rustled among them and
nestled down deep,

and wished all the beauty

was mine to keep,

then, I'd live here forever in

the goldness of a.utumn,

. . . live here forever with you.

. . . valerie finch

like people,

early morning dewdrops
merge, vanish.

. . . marsha cunhell
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you, the mirror-holdersl

dream dancers,

the word-sorcerers

and linguists of lonei

the joy-jugglers

or spinners of sorro\A\

harvesters of darkness

or singers of starlight

i



*

soul-sculptors

or world-weavers

tinkers with trivia

or orchestrators of infinity

your voices still hold

across the swarming silences

someone must hear. . .

. . . pam obenauf
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number who?
compute?
refute!

digit-alias.

barbara bennett

silently in grandeur

stands the stage

luring unsuspecting

innocents into her

powerful grip

with intoxicating magic

she beckons those who
hear her call, leading

them into a world of

stars and make believe.

Like a merry-go-round

she spins around and
around until finally

she stops, releases her grip,

and lets them off into reality.

. magdalena aunon

HOW POETRY GAVE LIFE TO THE PEOPLE,

THEREBY DESTROYING ITSELF
The radio screams blind

Into the sweaty night.

Water runs off its face

And down my body.

Incessant static in my head

Drowns out the radio;

I endlessly try to tune myself into something

that is real, to believe without strange demon
signals that flood my stream of consciousness

with debris of half-known fears of bygone

ages and to on and on. . .

.

I bid the stream to speak. .

.

To tell me what I already know.

But it only gurgles with

Strangling sounds not unlike the

incessant static of my radio head.

FREE ME! FREE ME!! It's a message

that roars like a king of beasts [and

pleads just like a sane man
lying there like a radio head
motionless — yet mind flailing and kicking]

Disorganized!

The world is only a messenger,

To carry the message of the radio head.

Minds are wires alive

Only with signals programmed. . .

Grim, senseless wires that bind

those who struggle.

Wires hum and guide,

And their ruin like

Creeping wet corrosion

Is the mass accumulation

Of contrived poetic devices.

. . . eric brown



A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS. . .

my emotional home's the sandbox,

though my brain resides at cal. tech.

my spirit dwells in the house of mudpie
[but there's no einstein equation I'll forget].

I belong to fifteen ivy leagues

holding doctorates at all but two.

actually there is not a whole lot

of learning left for me to do. . .

right now I'm working

out the equation for happiness.

. . . mike atkins

HAUNTS OF THE BOLD

Come!
Spirit of life

Unto my burning heart

And soothe my wretched soul

For at dawn I shall venture

To where man fears to travel

And encounter the Haunts of the Bold.

Fly!

Demon of Death

To where you reap your sorrow

And contemplate upon misery's gold

For at dawn I shan't want

To shiver in thy awesome winds

That blow from beyond the Haunts of the Bold

Oh entity of life

Of vast eternal strife

Encased in this trembling shell

Who fears the fires of hell

And shakes at the sight of a man
With thy life in his hands

Whose cold black eyes are fixed and ready

And whose heart of vengeance beats fast and steady

Live, I say to thee

For judgement shall soon be passed on thee

Forward!

The vultures hover

And with just cause we venture

As the wings of destiny unfold

For the dawn has come
And I now stand alone before

The Gates of the Haunts of the Bold.

NOT ME AT ALL

The house is still.

Draperies hang over boarded windows.
At the moment not a sound. . .

Only your breathing.

Cobwebs form chandeliers.

Among the chandeliers.

Red velvet sofas and other
Seating ornaments are covered
As if with ghosts' apparel.

One dares not climb the marble staircase

To the dark dreariness that contentedly
Waits above.

Blood-stained ivory keys on
An old pipe organ do not tend
To make you feel welcome.
And, while backing away from it,

You rattle an antique cabinet

Displaying china tea cups
From centuries ago.

Images of ancestors painted by famous artists,

Seemingly hang by dust

Upon upstretching walls

Reaching for the ceiling.

The creaking floorboards are your
Only reminder that you
Are really there.

Suddenly, you are greeted by closed doors.
Will you enter?

It has been said

That no one has returned
Upon entering this once live mansion
[Could this be the missing link?]

Music begins to gently play
Behind the doors.

Or, is it in your mind?
No, the creaking

Of the slowly opening door
Reminds you that you are really there.
You are really there. . . really there?

. leff Farley
. . . Valerie Finch



AT A STOPLIGHT
le stoplight herded

The^Mtpmobiles together like sheep
And I sit there

Amid the rurftbllng mechanical animals
Breathing their plSrsQnous venom
Hoping never to feel

Their steel-skin kiss of deaf

The stoplight flashed green

And like over anxious kamikaze pilots,

The automobiles screamed away
Hurling themselves through space

On improvised paths

That zigzag back and forth

Into oblivion.

. . . John Carr



the kite is like a white bird

lassoed in midflight

from which the umbilical

string runs d
o

w
n

to a young girl

painted freely by the sunlight,

as yet untouched

by life's chaos.

. . . pam obenauf

>

come little children

spread some peanut butter and jelly

on this busy world.

maybe it'll get stuck on some teeth

which will stop talking

and listen.

. . . maggie aunon
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THIN MAN
Alone on an island

toes curling in the sand
imbedding lonely footprints.

Crash-splash! He stopped writing. A wave
slamming the rocks? Laughter turned his head toward
the sea. She emerged after diving and frolicked
playfully in the rolling tide. Oh no, it can't be that late.

He had rented the cottage by the sea, paying
exorbitantly for his inspirations. Being a poet, he was
adept at sacrificing and suffering. But this was too
much. Splash! Another one. It wouldn't be so bad if

their alabaster outer shell had time to darken. No, even
that wouldn't be enough. Maybe one free year at Vic-
Tanny's, he laughed at the thought.

Another one strolled past. Oh no! She strutted her
187 pound, 5'4" frame as though Bert Parks waited at
the end of the boardwalk. The corpulent mass rolled
out of her parts like inner tubes piled in a junk yard. He
was pondering whether she had pants on at all, they
were so well hidden.

A repulsive body bounced past. He was about 65
years old, sheet white, and abundant with glycerides of

fatty acids. As we headed for the cooling water, his

portly covering bounded away from his skeleton. His
foot would land, and his fat would follow. Each bounce
showed the motion of a Lava lamp, ascending and
descending.

Repugnance overtook him slowly as the rotund
Northern tourists began their vigil to the sea. Tan-
demly they leaped by, a parade for the poet. The old
women had fleshy breasts, drooping to the navel,
making the chest cavity appear concave. The younger
ones had hideous ballooned bosoms held upright by
scraps of cloth attached to wire(?) which tied around
the neck. His mind wandered to the article heading
String Bikinis are NOT for Everyone. String beans, he
mused are about all that string bikinis can support, as
he watched for a broken cord.

Scandalous marbled hips and thighs, more bizarre
than Bella Lugosi, overtook the beach. Aha! A Fatty
Coup, to overthrow South Florida. He realized their

plot and quickly retreated. Thousands were arriving
daily, he thought, as the stairs to the cottage creaked
beneath him. Packing his clothes he began his poem. . .

Alone in North Alaska
fur wrapped toes, crushing snow
imbedding lonely footprints.

. . . Chris Spudeas



THE GORGON

The beast approaches silently. Unseen, it makes
its presence felt with a series of burning thrusts in the

region of my toes. Annoyed I take a swipe at the

creature. A clean miss.

I pause to scratch the burning, red knots on my
toes, and peer intently at the air around me. But the

beast, with a canny instinct for self-preservation has

made itself scarce.

I resume my interrupted reading and becoming

quickly absorbed, forget my danger until a buzzing in

my ears distracts me once again. The dive-bomber has

returned. In quick succession it scores hits behind my
ear, on my knee, my knuckles and my ankle.

I am more than annoyed now, I am angry. Angry

and determined. No infinitesimal speck of winged

demon is going to best me! I put aside my book and lie

quietly, waiting. Watchful and alert, I, too, can be

canny.

Soon my watchfulness is rewarded. Lured by my
stillness and its own blood-lust, the gorgon approaches

once more. Patience, patience, I tell myself, don't blow

it now. It lands. At last I'm face to face with my enemy.
I watch as she (only the females bite, you know) settles

herself. Six wispy, crooked legs grip my knees. Two
compound eyes shoot forth their sensitive antenna,

searching out the most succulent spot. The needle nose

pierces my flesh and becomes a straw, sipping up my
blood into her already gorged body. (What could she

want with more? A little something for the children?)

But I, too am female with an instinct equal to hers

for preservation of myself and off-spring. And between

my seed and hers is enmity and a long line of blood —
letting on both sides — Malaria and rotenone; yellow

fever and DDT; filariasis and the fly-swatter. Yes, I

am justified in the measures I take — Kersplat! A
mass of blood and insect mash. The battle's won. . . But

war is hell.

NANCY DYE
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By Robert Hoke

Go look at the tobacco counter at Super-X
Drugstore or Seven-Eleven. What's back there behind

the sleek extra thin Eve cigarettes, the King Edward
cheap cigars and the small tins of romatically named
snuff, Skol and Copenhagen? In pocket-size aluminum
pouches colored with red sunburst stripes and
demanding yellow squares lies Redman and Beach
Nut. There are others too. They come in little com-
pressed bars and from a distance they look like organic

candy bars sold at General Nutrition Natural Food
Stores. They have names like Apple Plug and Pep-
permint Bite. Don't make a mistake. They ain't candy
bars, friend. They are moist, flavored leaves of

tobacco called chaw or chewing tobacco.

Did you ever see someone chew tobacco? I don't

mean some baseball pitcher on television with a big

mysterious lump in his cheek. I mean up close. T. Ray
Peck chews, and I see him twice a week when he picks

up the garbage. He works for the Googe Brothers

Refuse Collection Agency. Every Tuesday and
Thursday that big old smelly green truck stops to

gather up my scanty refuse. Right on the side in white

and red letters it says GOOGE BROTHERS- SPIRIT
OF 76. Damn, it's prettier than a brand new Chevrolet.

T. Ray's always by himself. The Googe Brothers,

Gilbert and Gordon, must really trust him. Since we
both used to live in the Pennsylvania mountains we
always talk a spell like two lost fraternity brothers in a

foreign land with a secret handshake in common. When
he gets to feeling a long yak coming up he starts

smashing the palms of his hands against his jacket

pockets like a clown after raw eggs. He ain't looking

for eggs but he's still a clown. He's looking for that soon

to be slobbery dripping tobacco, his chaw. He offers a

painted grin as he discovers a Snicker size plug of

synthetic fruit flavored wet tobacco. He peels back the

cellophane wrapper and sharply bites off a chunk like

Gulliver munching on Lilliputians with a popcorn

nonchalance.

With the first bite I noticed a vague odor of soured

CHEW
TWO
HOCK
ONE
apples and well used kitchen sponge. From then on I

became entranced with his vile tobacco habit. I nod

yeah and un huh so he can catch his breath and in-

troduce the oily brown juice to the rest of his mouth. As

the conversation continues a reddish tan ring appears

around his inner lip. It has the characteristics of

Vaseline gone sour. A little deposit of the stinky slime

gathers in one corner of his mouth occasionally fizzing

like flys caught on a hot car radiator. If I don my bionic

microscopic eye I can get as close to his beard hairs as

a Schick TV commercial. Around each hair on his

jowlish cheeks appears a watery ring sweating its way
out of his humid dank mouth. Don't open your mouth T.

Ray! Oh God, beaming out at me his teeth ooze with a

bacon grease brown. These dark gaps outline each

tooth and make them look small and out of proportion

to his mouth. Then he laughs and his tongue slides

between his shrunken teeth with reptilian grace

dripping with saliva and black tobacco molasses.

"Yeah, that's right T. Ray. See you later." I've had

enough. He couldn't just leave and take my garbage.

He has to spit first. My mind clicked into slow motion

as his upper neck muscles wound up his tongue in

preparation of the forthcoming catapult. His tongue

unraveled like a New Year's Eve party whistle. But I

wasn't surprised with what was on the end. He let it fly.

A boneless form of liquified rust quivered through the

air. As it completed its arc the shape and texture

changed into an embryonic cancerous growth one

would expect to find inside a laboratory test animal.

And of course the splat, don't forget the splat soaking

into the asphalt with the directness of engraver's acid.

T. Ray said goodbye, climbed back into his gar-

bage can on wheels and rumbled down the road. After

he left I took a close look at his grounded hock. All

around the edge of it a number of ants carefully in-

vestigated but none of them seemed too eager to taste

it. I returned to preparing my breakfast. Eggs were on

the menu but considering my recent experience I

decided, instead, on Shreaded Wheat.



The event
Blessed and double blessed
Was held in a
Steel and concrete shell

Attended by a horde of people

Who were watching
The game
Played on plastic grass

By expendable speed-crazed

Violent people

The coaches
stern and taciturn

And sporting old worn out bodies

Waddled up and down sidelines

Cursing

But they did not hold the power

The power
For once
Was clearly with the people

and unlike other crowds
This crowd could be satisfied

By
The score
A measurement that separates tear

The moment of ecstasy

That coaches pray for

Sends the power
Into a frenzy of tremendous energy
That slowly overwhelms
Every living thing

Within earshot!

. . . John Ca

\\
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PLASTIC MEN

Imprisoned in a wall of selfish desire,

To you — my being is no more
than body, bust, blonde and lust.

Hey — plastic men
I am not the "instant solution"

to your "use once and throw away" problem.

So, why don't you take your vinyl coated eyes,

Saran wrapped mind
and turn them toward a tin foil female

who wants to suffocate from your plastic rap!

. . . Elice Kahn

you came to me unheralded. . .

sprung up suddenly, like struck flame,

and I, the silly moth, drawn inexplicably to you
[does the moth, for the one instant before

being charred, wonder what the hell he's doing,

flying into fire?]

I wondered, but being a moth, flew in anyway,
came out singed, and hurting

again. . .

. . . pam obenauf

HOMER

Round, red and rambling,

he stands by my window.
Why did he wait 26 years

just to be with me?
He makes me smile and laugh a lot;

he taught the beauty of age.

Such a wise one for his years,

their passing hasn't tamed him.

Wild and proud, too proud at times,

but I wouldn't dare to change him.

I just want to be with him
until I can't be anymore.

And when I'm gone
someone else will love

my truck as much as I.

. . . Chuck Terry
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FOOLISH DREAM

No ties with mankind to be torn,

No fancy cars or dresses,

A natural face, no makeup worn,

No morning-after messes,

Hair as bright as crystal glass,

Fingers, soft as the wind,

Breath so sweet, like fresh cut grass

Her mind can know no sin.

I'm glad that I have never found

A woman quite like she.

I love the essence all around.

A bachelor I must be.

I wish I could capture

happy and glad and
keep them in a box
for emergencies .

. . . magdalena aunon

Luck, which seems to some a prize,

Is often hard work in disguise.

Easy it is to blame
Life, the Stars, your Name.
Surely God hears our prayers.

But, don't expect room service.

. . . Chuck Terry . . . Rhea Spelman



Profile

Mary, Mary quite contrary

So the Mother Goose rhyme goes.

"Not so," says this determined Mary

As we shall see, because she knows.

Like the goat of Capricorn,

She climbs a crooked, rocky path

To reach the bright promise of each morn

Over and around obstacles of wrath.

Life must be full of great variety,

Always wanting more and more and more.

Black and white, right or wrong, honesty,

There's no such thing as either, or. .

.

Impatient as a growing child,

Too sensitive to enjoy a joke,

No tolerance for the rude and wild

Opinions strong as an oxen's yoke. .

.

Roses in vases, dogwood on hills,

New autumn leaves and sleigh bells at night.

Antiques in parlors, music by Sills,

Traveling alone like a bird in flight. . . .

Farms and collie dogs, Cape Cod quaint streets,

Camping out, country fairs and mountain creeks .,

Color it red and her heart skips beats . . .

These are the ways and what she seeks.

The years are passing much too fast.

Babes in arms become teens in jeans,

And the golden years arrive at last,

Only to find the road leads to new scenes.

Mary Holmes

Oh house, what a mess,

Cooking and baking

Washing and ironing

[Sometimes nap taking]

Suddenly, every neighbor

And long lost friend

Seems to come visit

To see how I've been.

It is easy to judge

the extent of my love

by the depth of the stack

of sticky love poems
I spew forth

in happy misery. . .

. . . pam obenauf

on parting, never having met

Never again this shame,

My house will be neat

Windows washed, kitchen tidied

Every room a treat,

My house is all ready,

My apron is gone

And where do my friends sit?

Out on the lawn.

. . . Rhea Spelman

I could wish to give you sunlight

I could wish to bring you beauty

I might wish to give you these things

but all I've got is me. . .

I have thought it out in silence

and so, lacking what's required

I have thrown away the shards of dreams

and quietly retired.

. . . pam obenauf



/ sought

to find

the mind

that lies

behind

your eyes'

disguise

jdcut by Debbie Kaine

the quest

was blind

and in

the dark

I lost

the mark
and left

myself

behind.

the light

of dawn
defies

my cries

but in

the rain

I find

again

that love

is pain.

. . pam obenauf



GREEN SEA TURTLES

Sandy tracks follow her form
up the beach.

Seagulls and pelicans watch.

Marking her progress.

Slowly stopping. Shifting, sitting,

she lays her clutch of eggs,

Scarcely caring, hardly looking,

she returns again to the sea.

But why is she crying?

. . . Barbara A. Lefka
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RIGHTEOUS WOMAN

The lady I love has a natural face,

that harbours many expressions.

She wears them all in a special way,

which renders me drunk with pleasure.

Her moods cannot be catalogued,

they're gentle as well as brutal.

And, well as I've known her for 12 odd years,

she never tires of pleasing me.

This lady I love is the sea.

. . . Chuck Terry

birds serenade the

sun as it climbs

over the horizon.

. . . sandy miller
photography by Jamie Davis

the ocean tide

washes away the

footprints of yesterday

leaving dreams of

tomorrow.

. . . sandy miller

In the cool clear

Darkness of dawn
I run silently along

My feet softly breaking

The wet sand

the sea shell lies in the sand

retaining secrets the ocean

whispered to her yesterday.

. . . sandy miller

I never know
Where I am running to

I only know that I begin

And end in the same place

And in between
There is only the past.

. . . John Carr



The wood is a killing place and I fight like a beast
to stay alive. I battled the long winter stubbornly to
survive. New spring comes forth, perhaps deadlier
than winter and lulls me into a false security. The
beauty and apparent life of the wood adds to the trap. If
I allow myself to rest and to tend my wounds, the wood
will strike me down. I cannot take time to heal. The
time I do wrench from the wood is relinquished
grudgingly.

I have carved a shelter from the wood. I take my
food from it. I use its resources for my clothes, tools
and supplies. These things I have taken and the wood
will seize them back. Payment will be final and ab-
solute. Yet, I struggle violently and survive.

Far off, during deep nights, I have heard the
screams of others. Screams of terror, anguish and
failure were shot through the night. I huddled close to
the walls of my womb, my shelter, and waited for
morning before I searched. I went, not to help if I
could, but to take whatever was left. Usually nothing
but bare evidence of the struggle was there. Bits of
flesh and hair told of life lost. Scant stains showed
where the earth greedily sucked pools of blood into her
bowels.

It never ceases. The wood takes its price without
mercy or warning. I can only hope that another will
find pieces of my body when I eventually lose my fight.
That is the only way I can deny the wood its full price
I wonder about the others. I catch fleeting glimpses of
one of them every so often. I do know that they live
much as I do. We all live alone, fighting and stealing
from the wood.

I saw one once that looked similar to me. He was
tall and well muscled from the work of living His
clothes were made of hides, furs and bits of cloth from
real clothes long destroyed. His face had traces of
scars. His features were hard like rocks chi se led by
ice and wind. His eyes were black reflecting a body
living with a soul that had been dead for many ages He
looked as I felt.

The other one I remember, seemed ill-fitted to
survive in the wood. He was quite thin and appeared to
be defenseless. He carried no knife or stick. He sur-
prised me by a stream one day. I was washing a scrap
of meat and suddenly became aware of a presence I
rose slowly and stared at him across the stream. He
seemed at peace. I was un-nerved at the fact that he
had gotten so close before I noticed him. He looked
rested, whereas, I felt as if I were mid way through a
long hard journey. I usually feel that way. I turned and
left him there.

I have seen others in the wood. I only remember
these two.

I lie in my hovel at night and do the things that
cannot be done in the daytime. Then I stop and go out to
walk into the wood. I don't know where I'm going. I feel
pulled or called but I'm not aware of the source. Off to
the right, I see a glow in the sky above the trees. I hear
a low snapping sound, like dry twigs being crushed
underfoot. I know it's a fire. This fire is small. I feel
drawn toward it. I can see it, now, through some low
brush. There are men sitting watching the flames lick
the sky. I know two of the men, the one like me and the
thin one, who is now wearing a sort of robe.

I leave my concealment, approach the men and the
fire. Some glance my way and others don't seem to
notice me. They're all fascinated by the fire I sit
becoming engrossed by it. I know that nothing will hurt
me here.

The fire encircles and holds me fast. I am not
afraid as I give myself over to its power. I dance as it
dances. I lean and twist and writhe. . . I jump and turn
shooting pieces of myself off into the night. I roar as the
fire roars. The deep throaty whooshing sounds, the
sharp crackles and the continuous hum fill my being I
breathe in smoke and exhale heated, scented air. I feel
the logs under me melting into my fury.

These feelings, thoughts, totally overcome me
then settled me into myself again. I was separate'
watching the fire once more.

Looking around I can tell that the others are also a
part of the fire. I look at my double. He sits staring into
the fire. His face has lost some of its harshness. It
seems that the warmth melted his icy face. He looks
more human.

I think of the thin, robed one who appears from the
dark carrying a huge load of dead wood. He sets the
logs down and begins to feel the fire. We look at each
other and know one anothers' thoughts. The robed one
is doing this for the fire and for all of us! It seems in-
credible this is something wholly new to us. A man
doing things for others wasn't possible in our old lives
We hardly thought of others at all.

I think the others find the idea as pleasant as I do
During the night, each of us goes out to get wood as a
ritual. It is a comforting thing. We feel together. We
meet over the fire and see ourselves in each other's
eyes. We are not alone against the wood any longer. We
now have the strength of many.

In the morning the wood no longer seems my
enemy. I can see the plants and animals in all their
beauty. I feel alive. My robed friend smiles, and my
double has a light in his eyes.

I think all that day, something I had never done
before, and it feels good. I think about the group that is
forming. How will this work? How will it differ from
our lives before the fire? Is this really all right, or is it

like the spring, just another beautiful trap?

•
. . David Boggess



I can no longer see for miles.

Rays of light never touch my mind,

For I am blind.

I have no light to guide me. .

.

A blind man beggar with fate assigned.

Stumbling and tripping through the dark of day.

Life is bewildering and so unkind,

For I am blind.

Misery hangs as a pallor of gloom.

The weight on my hands is time.

I am shut in from the wild streets outside.

That threaten to lose me with patterns that twist and wind.

And time stands still in my hidden world.

I can't see my face become drawn and lined,

For I am blind.

I live with fears in the night and faltering steps.

Yet, never look behind.

My senseless sockets seem to grow tentacles.

That catch and bind.

There is no one to lead me, so I am lost

In a place my friends can't seem to find.

I sit all day long at a cold hard desk

Tapping the outlines with my fingers in repetitive rhyme.

The girl I love has forgotten my name.

Her memory deepens my eternal grind,

For I am blind.

And it is this weight on my heart,

That pulls me into another darkness of mind,

For I have always been blind.

. . . Eric Brown

Ancient rhythm in his bones

copper tones

of colored men
shadow upon the whiteness

of his Saxon skin

With argentine sickle

swung through the sun

he gardens the earth

a gentle explorer as

I watch, wanting; from the roadside.

. . . Anne Holcombe

FULL CYCLE

Man, Nature's own,

Was patterned with full cycle

To see Spring and Fall.

Life, like a good meal

Was designed to be savoured. . .

Appetite whetted, then contented

Death, like an inevitable Exodus
Was commissioned in Faith,

Peace, Certainty, Life Everlasting.

. . . Rhea Spelman

photography by Mike Zimmerman

Blume
The world shakes once more as forces twist the

protesting mass of human flesh into impossible con-

tortions. Skull fragments slip, then grind-grating on

each other, changing a once symmetrical head into an

oblong quivering mass of electricity-charged jello.

Bone-ending tremors course through a semi-conscious

reality, molding the previously soft-as-a-dream

existence into a staccato heart-beat panic. Suddenly,

blazing light burns the virgin retinas as they seek

refuge behind slime covered dripping lids. Later, it will

cry.

. . . Mike Atkins



Ebony brown lady

caught in the maze of realistic reasoning

promenades through the essence of adulterated times

as her thoughts transcend

the boundaries of our comprehension
and her mind staggeringly reflects the past.

She finds her reason shackled and chained

And in the back of her mind
flowing with the blood of the pond of Shiloh

rage ideas that have never ebbed

.

Bitterly repugnant,

these repressed thoughts are by-passed

as she gathers hopes cautiously

into a fine net of probabilities.

Strategically poised with honey combed brown skin

she stands perpendicularly,

her face against the wind. .

.

a replica of the trials

of a people long forgotten,

a monument like the cedars of Lebanon
brown as burnt copper.

Tearing at her heart is the question

who am I?

Voices arise from her undulated past

voices as sweetly melodious
as sorghum and bee's honey

"Laudy Chile, dis ain' no time to live in de pas'

to fo'ward chile to de glo'ry o' de pro'mised Ian!'

These lyrics gather in her mind
They rock in celebration

while her memory touches upon the melody
that accentuated her past

"Go dine Moses way dine in Egypt Ian,

Tel ole' Pharo to le my people go."

The wind brushes her shoulder,

then breathes abjectly upon her ankles

and she looks down in acknowledgement at her feet

unsoiled and booted

now remembering she is far from being shackled

but not quite so far removed from the past

that cowers her present

Spontaneously
her thoughts embellish the rhythmic fervor of her freedom

Passionately,

she muses,
" We are a people

like beings possessed of an infinite hope,"

and, perhaps it is this thought

which vibrates The Ebony Brown Lady

into a melodious mood
as reverberations give rise to her unrelented existence

and she cries,

"I am, I am."
.... Barbara Thurston



play me gently,

as the man upstairs

plays the baby grand

in the empty room above my head
where the notes dance
against the window panes
and bump the walls

like tiny ghost bells at play.

. . . becky pilkington

THE TRANSITION

She worked in watercolors

brightened by tears

and the water she passed by.

She worked in harmonies
varnished by the wood
of her unstrung instruments.

She worked in words
late at night.

In love with the sorrow of pain,

She dreamt despair.

He worked in days
while each one turned

from pink to gold;

she worked in months, and
turned each leaf up
upon the changing walls.

She worked in mysteries

that slowly unraveled

changing sleep to dancing.

Anne Holcombe

photography by Pat Callahan

twilight's daughter

wondering wander
beneath the clouds

at abyss' edge,

naive cynic

darkly ponder
gentle eyes

and turning knives,

sleepless dreamer
try to dodge

the stars that fall

from whirling skies,

hopeful pessimist,

spin webs of lives

to separate you
from yourself,

(try to see

above the wall

but who will catch you
if you fall?)

thoughtless thinker,

seek horizons —
from them other

suns may rise.

. . . pam obenauf



He wandered in dark caverns

On dreary days when others

Stayed at home.
He searched for what no one knew.

The townspeople eyed
Him from a distance.

"Stranger," they snarled.

Then duly noticed

His shabby clothes and worn out sneakers.

They gossiped
Saying, "he should get a job."

Besides they said

"He never found much of anything."

True. . . he never found much.
But I heard that he died

With a smile on his face.

John Carr



many times I feel I

can not go on with

the work, the struggle,

and the pain,

but all I need is

one brief moment
of happiness,

and that is reward enough.

maggie aunon

Teach me to feel anothers' woes;
To sympathize,

Not patronize.

Show me how to accept the nos;

To understand,

Not command.

Help me to endure the pain;

Mystic birth,

Certain earth.

Wisdom, vision, prayer may gain

Brotherhood global

Peace noble.

I'd rather be a song
Ever on the lips,

Than one of Hearst's Heroes
People soon forget.

. . . Rhea Spelman

CAUGHT
Long ago I should have caught
My rainbow,

All bright with promise of

Love and hope.

But my dreams became ambitions,

Subtle strategies, and cautious calculations,

Nursed lies until they became truths;

Sought-gold coined

My soul.

Time too caught myself; now I am
Old. . .

. . . Rhea Spelman

It has been said that a friend is a present you give yourself.

Friends, you are like presents to me, indeed.

Maybe it's a self-given thing — maybe God-given — I can't

really say.

I can only say that the intrinsic aloneness of every

human being,

the frailty of my human heart has been much relieved

from having known you.

I cannot tell in words how close I would like to be to you,

or how important you all are to me.
I can tell you, however, that I cherish your friendships

each and every one — and that I love you —

My Friends!

. . Donna Fedor



1"*
Looking at this ink blot I get two definite im-

pressions. When I first saw it I couldn't help reflecting
on man's inhumanity to man. You just can't help
thinking of the suffering, the sorrows, of man
struggling within himself as he tries to relate to the
cause of the universe in his mind.

But after observing it more carefully, I perceived a
deeper, totally different idea of what the ink blot was
trying to say. Its form and colors were similar, no, they
were exactly those of a colorful butterfly after having
been sat upon by Kate Smith. "The 'poor devil'," I
thought, "It could have been one of my relatives."
Then remembering my own precarious position I

spread my wings and flew off the chair on which I had
been resting, before an obese woman could sit on me.

• • • G Clark

THE RORSCHACH SPARROW MEMORIAL DREAM BLOT
. Robert Hoke

The cuckoo called three AM just before a scrat-

ching accompanied by a willowy thwaping caused me
to examine my trailer door. Cautiously I unlocked the
deadbolt lock and then the lock on the handle. For some
reason I trembled. It was five hours past curfew and
the Dream Police were aggressively patrolling. What
was there to worry about? I slowly cracked the door
open. Suddenly the hinges creaked and the door flew
open and slammed against the side of the trailer

sounding like the back of a steel shovel smacking
against aluminum. I gulped and stared. Before me in

ruffled gray feathers stood (perched?) two mansize
sparrows. Their four black eyes, each the size of my
fist, did not blink. I wondered how they managed to get
by the Dream Police. Suddenly I heard a distant siren
rushing toward our official Fun In the Sun Recreation
Concentration Camp. The sparrows quickly flopped
their wings around my shoulders like two double-wide
feather sleeping bags and, suddenly from behind the

trailer jumped a massive sparrow-hawk. They
wrestled me onto its back and lashed me down with bits

of thread and twine borrowed from a giant nest, and we
embarked.

At first I struggled but I soon gave up when I

realized I would tumble hundreds of feet down to a
certain splattered death if I got free. The softness of

the gliding ride won out and I faded back to sleep. I

didn't awake again until just before we landed. We
circled a huge stadium that looked like the Astro-Dome
or the Orange Bowl with a reflective Mylar roof. I

could hear the chirping and rustling as we set down. It

sounded like an annual parakeet convention! in Bird-
town, Ohio. Everywhere I looked sparrows the size of

men mingled. All ninety species must have been
represented. I saw thousands of field-sparrows and
tree-sparrows. An entire block section was reserved
just for the vesper-sparrows. All through the stadium
white-throated sparrows hawked some sort of program
describing the up-coming events. I bought one for a
handful of millet, but I only had time to glance at the

front cover when my bird body guards hustled me off to

the reviewing stand.where I stayed until my escape. It

read The Rorschach Sparrow Memorial Dream Blot
Convention with special guests, The Up With Sparrows
Mediocre Dancing and Singing Troupe. Out on the

parade field about six hundred shiny-clean song and
dance sparrows flittered and chirped and a few token
tufted titmice twirled flaming twigs. I hadn't seen

such a spectacle since Perry Como came out of
retirement to do a television special with Kate Smith
and Wayne Newton. Four hours I painfully sat through
three dozen hopelessly optimistic songs about the
dignity of sparrows until the lights in the Sparrow
Dome dimmed. Not a peep or cluck sounded.

Slowly the sound of thousands of beaks pounding on
hollow coconuts built up to a crescendo while a four
sided screen hanging from the ceiling started to glow
with electric presence. WHAM! It hit me with the
velocity of radioactive pigeon droppings: the new
sparrow, the bicentennial sparrow, yes folks, the
spaceage sparrow. Choruses of chortles and gargles
filled the dome. It feltas if any minute the earth would
open up and explode. Projected on the screen The
Rorschach Electric Sparrow Memorial pulsated down
at us. It looked as though the color controls were
manned by a bird. I studied it. In the center floated a
deep purple bird feeder. On each side of the feeder
perched two identical sparrows a cooked vegetable
olive brown color. Their beaks dipped into the feeder
symbolizing the longevity and persistence of the
species. Between and behind the dipping birds loomed
two brown orange figures barely shadows. The
program stated that those figures symbolized man, the
carnivore maimer and killer of sparrows and many
other animals. But a most devastating symbol hung
below the purple feeder on each side. Two oversized
legless birds hung upside down like skinned cattle

carcasses exposing the intricate vein and artery
systems in freshly slaughtered red and orange. The
sight brought on a rush of sadness and in my shame I

became frantic. I jumped from the reviewing stand
and squirmed through the near hysterical sparrow
masses. They beat their wings and clanked their beaks
together in an effort to make them sharper. I ran! My
pants disappeared! My nose started bleeding! My hair
grew long and then turned white! Suddenly a subway
train raced by like a fire engine shooting thick smoke
and pepper-gas! I could hear the Dream Police
whistles.

I sit in this sealed up hole now like some Hindu
ascetic locked in a Tibetan cave. If I put my ear to the
cold wall I can hear birds and their clamorings for life.

To lovers their chirpings ring a welcome note. To
children their songs accompany them in play. But to

me it's only a reminder of the Rorschach Sparrow I

Memorial Dream Blot that won't go away.



NOT FOR ALL THE NAPOLEONS IN BONAPARTE
I am certain it is the real genuine article. The Butterdazzle — frozen to reaching wings

(They all look like Butterdazzles, you know.) hangs

poised in the center

ofthestandardsize-grade

construction paper (white naturally).

One must pay close attention to the clues.

I am certain now, so I must find more than Dazzlefly.

Mother?. . . Father?. . .

Is that you?

By squinting I see you barely above your color-swazzled shadows (Much better than but-

terfly tie-dies). Yes? On closest inspection (SSSHHHHH! ) ... a small, fairy-like, bearded.

Groucho Marx— bespeckled, far-away— accented, harrumphing man.

.

fine tunes in behind the long ago tree

Humming
The Roar Schock in C flat.

. . . Mike Atkins



No time is the right time;
yet, time marches on.

Time cannot be stopped,
pushed ahead, or turned back.
Time moves forward on a circular path
along an infinite track.

RANDOM THOUGHTS ON TIME

Wasting time, killing time, passing
the time. . .

There are no instant replays,

no second chances, for lost time.
Time flies.

Here today, gone tomorrow.

Waste not, want not.

So keep on plugging; punch that clock.
March madly along to the clock's tick-tock.
Only hope is: Be in the right place
at the right Time.

. . . Barbara A. Lefka

Someone great, I think, once said,
Poetry is not written, it's bled,
I've so many feelings all jumbled inside,
Some deep, hidden or maybe have died.

Sometimes it's a vital message,
Sometimes it's just a silly thought,
Like an unemployed Atlas, I wander,
Struggling in battles that need to be fought.

SOMEONE GREAT, I THINK, ONCE SAID

Even if nothing comes of my trying,

Soul baring is worth the strain,

To open up; get it all out and then
Get it all back together again.

. . . Rhea Spelman



THIS IS WHY I WRITE

Even as I manufactu

This dream,

It changes before my
Very eyes.

It grows, shrinks,

isappears and is recreated.

It lives within me
And dies within mme\
It is the triumphant noise of myself

And the silence of thoughts

can't express.

\
It is the epitome^of love

And hate. \
It is unspeakably fiUed with anguish

And equally with ioy

\
V_- I I I W 1 I I ^t I HIV \S\S\*

iess^

in> morning.

It is the movement j)f the oceans

And the stillru

Of the desert

It is a question; it is an answer.

Right or wrqng^

It is me.
Eric Brown
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ENCORE

Oh, let me run

across ever field

and every road.

Let me always

see where I have been,

and always let me
know that there Is

more ....

John Tomlinson
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